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ABSTRACT 
State feedback controllers have been researched extensively in the 
last decade and computational tools have been developed for their design. 
In spite of the better system performance that can be obtained with these 
controllers, their application has not been widespread. This is mainly 
due to insufficient practical design experience and to the scarceness 
of general design guidelines in the published literature. Also, in 
many high-performance applications, especially if state estimates 
rather than states are used for feedback, the system is found to be 
excessively sensitive to parameter variations. 
The purpose of this research is to develop a better engineering 
insight into the design process of state feedback controllers and to 
provide a method for the reduction of their sensitivity to parameter 
variations. 
In this work the design procedure of feedback controllers is des-
cribed and the considerations for the selection of the design para-
meters are given. The frequency domain properties of single-input 
single-output systems using state feedback controllers are analyzed, 
and desirable phase and gain margin properties are demonstrated. Spe-
cial consideration is given to the design of controllers for tracking 
systems, especially those that are designed to track polynomial 
comlUands. 
As an application example, a controller is designed for a track-
ing telescope. The telescope has a polynomial tracking requirement and 
possesses some special features such as actuator saturation and multi-
ple measurements, one of which is sampled. The resulting system has a 
tracking performance that compares favorably with a much more compli-
cated digital aided tracker. 
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The problem of parameter sensitivity reduction is treated by 
considering the variable parameters as random variables. A perform-
ance index is defined as a weighted sum of the state and control 
covariances that stem from both the random system disturbances and the 
parameter uncertainties. This performance index is minimized numeri-
cally by adjusting a set of free parameters. 
A computer program implementing this method was developed and is 
applied to the sensitivity reduction of several initially sensitive 
tracking systems. Sensitivity ~eduction factors of 2-3 are typically 
obtained with modest increases in output rms and control effort. 
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I. I N£RODUCT ION 
A. BACKGROUND 
State feedback controllers have been researched intensively in the 
last decade. Design methods for these controllers have been developed, 
the most important among them being quadratic synthesis [BRY-I]. The 
application of these methods to all but the simplest systems requires 
computer aid and in recent years, efficient computer programs for their 
implementation have become available [BRY-3]. 
In applying these methods, it is observed in many cases that the 
resulting systems have better performance capabilities than those that 
are designed using classical frequency domain techniques, especially 
for multivariable systems [BU-I]. In spite of this, the application of 
state feedback to practical design problems is not yet widespread, mainly 
due to the fact that this method is relatively new and designers are 
therefore not familiar with its potential. 
In classical frequency domain techniques, a considerable body of 
design experience has accumulated over the years. Based on this exper-
ience, designers can express the system specifications in terms of the 
controller structure and parameters. No comparable experience exists 
for state feedback controllers and it is therefore difficult, at times, 
to relate the system specifications to design parameters such as state 
and control weights. 
Most of the publications on the subject of state feedback control 
either treat its theoretical aspects or describe the results of specific 
applications. Only few publications such as Bull's [BU-I] give some 
general insight into the design process and provide practical guidelines 
for the selection of the design parameters. Designers experienced in 
the classical techniques are therefore reluctant to use these methods. 
In attempting to apply state feedback to practical designs, the 
problems of sensitivity to parameter variations may be encountered. In 
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most applications of state feedback, almost all the states are estimated 
and not measured. High performance systems using state estimates for 
feedback are typically sensitive to parameter variations. 
The subject of sensitivity has been treated extensively in the 
literature, A collection of papers dealing with this subject has been 
published recently by Cruz [CR-l]. Most of the publications, however, 
treat various theoretical aspects of the problem. Design papers, in 
which practical methods for sensitivity reduction are described, are 
relatively scarce. Some of the sensitivity reduction methods that are 
applicable to quadratic synthesis designs are reviewed in Chapter IV 
of this work. None of these methods, however, seems to be directly 
applicable to relatively high order multiinput-output systems in which 
several plant parameters may be variable. The designer is therefore 
apt to compromise on a system that has lower performance but also lower 
sensitivity and will thus not be able to take advantage of the full 
potential of state feedback controllers. 
A better engineering insight into the design process of state 
feedback controllers, and a general method for their sensitivity reduc-
tion may therefore increase the applicability of these controllers to 
realistic systems. In this thesis, an attempt is made to treat these 
two problems. 
B. THESIS OUTLINE 
In Chapter II the design process of feedback controllers and state 
estimators is reviewed. Various methods for determining the state 
feedback and estimator gains are given and the selection of state and 
control weights for quadratic synthesis is described. 
Some frequency domain properties of single-input single-output 
state feedback controllers are derived. These properties show that these 
controllers, especially if they are designed by quadratic synthesis, 
have advantages over other methods of compensation. 
The application of state feedback to systems with tracking require-
ments is also described in this chapter. The state augmentations that 
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are required for tracking specific time functions are derived. 
Most of the material in this chapter is taken from sources in th
e 
literature. Some parts, however, such as the infinite gain marg
in 
property of full state feedback controllers and the determinatio
n of 
the state augmentation required for polynomial tracking, are be
lieved 
to be original. 
In Chapter III, the parameter sensitivity of state estimate feed
-
back controllers is examined and illustrated by means of an exam
ple. 
The system in this example is a simplified version of the Stanfo
rd 
Relativity Satellite which is a satellite-mounted tracking telesc
ope. 
For this system, it is shown that the sensitivity stems from th
e use 
of state estimates instead of states for feedback. A stability 
criterion, 
which is expressed as a frequency margin, is developed for this 
system. 
In Chapter IV, a method is derived for the sensitivity reduction
 of 
systems represented in state variable form. The method is appli
cable 
to multivariable systems with several variable parameters, subject to 
arbitrary inputs. It is an extension of the quadratic synthesis
 method 
and is based on a method developed by Palsson and Whittaker [PA-I] for 
single-input single-output systems. A computer program impleme
nting this 
method was developed and the results of its application to two s
ystems 
are described. These systems are the simplified and full versio
n of 
the Stanford Relativity Satellite [BU-lj. Considerable sensitivity 
reduction is obtained in both cases, at a modest cost in perform
ance 
and control effort. 
In Chapter V, a state feedback controller for a ground-based tra
ck-
ing telescope is designed. This system was selected as an examp
le for 
the application of the design methods of Chapter II. It has som
e special 
features such as control through a flexible element, several mea
surements, 
polynomial tracking reqUirements, and nonlinear elements. Sever
al 
variants of the controller and estimator design are invest,.igated
 and 
their performances are compared. The sensitivity is reduced usin
g the 
methods derived in Chapter IV, and a nonlinear network is introdu
ced 
for'the improvement of the large signal stability. The tracking
 per-
formance is compared to that of an aided tracker designed for a 
similar 
system. 
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Conclusions and a summary are given in Chapter VI. 
C. CONTRIBUTIONS 
The principal contributions of this thesis are as follows. 
C.l State Feedback Control 
(1) Investigation of engineering properties of state feedback 
controllers. Determination of state augmentations required for poly-
nomial tracking. 
(2) Application of a state estimate feedback controller to a 
high performance tracker. 
C.2 Sensitivity Reduction 
(1) Analysis of the sensitivity of state estimate feedback con-
trollers and derivation of the frequency margin stability criterion. 
(2) Development of a method for the reduction of sensitivity to 
parameter variations, and of a computer program for the implementation 
of this method. 
(3) Application of the method to estimator design, including the re-
duced sensitivity design of the attitude control of the Stanford Relativity 
Satellite. 
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II. FEEDBACK CONTROLLER DESIGN 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the design of state feedback controllers for 
linear systems is described and some guidelines are given for their 
application to realistic systems. It is an attempt to fill a gap in 
the literature between the theoretical treatments which typically deal 
with the mathematical steps of designing a controller and the application 
papers which typically describe specific results without discussing the 
design steps and the considerations involved in the design procedure. 
Familiarity with the state variable representation of systems 
and its various conomical forms is assumed. This subject is treated 
extensively in various texts [cA.-I, SC-l]. 
Only linear time invariant systems are considered. This is not 
as restrictive as it may seem since the design of feedback controllers 
for nonlinear systems is, in general, very complicated and therefore 
in many cases an open loop controller is designed for the nominal 
trajectory and a feedback controller for the perturbations about this 
trajectory [BRY-2]. The perturbation equations are linear. They may 
not have constant coefficients but in many cases it is preferred to use 
an average value of the coefficients and design a constant gain con-
troller instead of the much more complex time-varying controller. If 
the range of variation of the coefficients is large and the variation suf-
ficiently slow, a switchable gain controller may be used. 
In the following section, B, regulator design procedures are des-
cribed, using both pole placement and quadratic synthesis. In the 
quadratic synthesis procedure, the judgement of the designer is involved 
mainly in the selection of state and control weights. Some methods 
are given for this selection based on system reqUirements. 
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In Section C, some properties of systems using state feedback 
are examined. There seems to be a notion among control designers that 
state feedback may have an advantage over classical desig? methods for 
multi-input multi-output systems but that it offers no such advantage 
for s::.ngle-input single-output (SISO) systems. The properties described 
in this Section show that in many cases, state feedback may have con-
siderable advantages over classical design techniques even for SISO 
. systems. 
In Section D, the more complex problems of tracking and nonzero 
mean disturbances are treated and multivariable integral control is 
introduced. 
B. REGULATOR DESIGN 
B.l Description of the Design Procedure 
The basic controller for a linear time invariant system is the 
regulator. It is designed to keep the states of the system in an accept-
able vicinity of zero with an acceptable amount of control, while the 
system is subject to random zero-mean disturbances and the measurements 
are contaminated by random zero-mean noise. 
The system is described by 
. 
x = Fx + Gu + rw 
y :: Hx + v (2.1) 
where 
x = state vector (n X 1) 
F :: system matrix (n >< n) 
u = control vector (m X 1) 
G = control distribution matrix (n X m) 
w = state disturbance (q X 1) 
r = disturbance distribution matrix (n X q) 
Y = output vector (p Xl) 
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H = output matrix (p X n) 
v = measurement noise (p X 1). 
The regulator design procedure consists of two steps: (1) design 
of a state feedback controller, and (2) design of a state estimator. 
These two design steps are performed independently. 
The state feedback controller has the form 
u = -Cx. 
In its design, all the states are assumed to be available for feedback. 
The design consists in selecting the feedback gain matrix C(m X n). 
Two principal methods are available for this selection: (1) pole place-
ment j (2) quadratic synthesis. 
In the first method, the system requirements, such as rise time, 
overshoot, damping ratio, phase margin, etc., are translated into desir-
able locations of the closed loop eigenvalues and the feedback gains re-
quired to obtain these eigenvalues are found. Only for 8180 systems are 
the gains determined uniquely by the eigenvalues. For multivariable 
systems, additional constraints have to be imposed. Methods for select-
ing the gains for given e~genvalues are described in Section B.2. 
In the second method, the gains are determined so as to minimize 
a performance index of the form 
T T (x Ax + 1I Bu)dt 
where the weighting matrices A and B are determined by the designer. 
The methods for selection of the weighting matrices and for determining 
the gains for given weighting matrices are described in Section B,3. 
The estimator generates estimates of the non-measured states which 
are then used for feedback in the controller instead of the real states. 
In many cases, especially when the system is subject to noise, all the 
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states required for feedback, and not just the non-measured ones, are 
obtained from the estimator. The structure of the estimator and the 
methods for its design are described in Section B.4. 
The engineering properties of systems designed by this method are 
described in Section C. The regulator as described above will keep 
the states of the system in the vicinity of zero when the system is 
subject to random, zero mean disturbances. If the disturbances have a 
constant or slowly time-varying component, or if the output of the 
system is required to follow a command input,regulator type controllers 
may not be able to prevent output errors. State augmentation techniques 
as described in Section D may in some cases extend the regulator design 
procedures to such cases. 
B.2 Feedback Gain Determination by Pole Placement 
In general, the system specifications will call for either a speci-
fied time response (rise time, overshoot) to inputs (or recovery from non-
zero initial conditions) or for a maximum rms level of output and control 
when the system is subject to random disturbances and sensor noise of a 
known intensity. 
Typically, pole placement will be used in the first case since it 
is difficult to correlate the closed loop eigenvalue location with the 
resulting rms value in the outputs and the controls. For single 
input systems, several methods exist for the determination of the gains. 
If the system is in its controllable canonical form [CA-l] the feedback 
gains are simply the differences between the coefficients of the open 
loop characteristic equation and the required closed loop characteristic 
equation [CA-I]. If the system matrix has arbitrary form the gain matrix 
C is obtained from the equation 
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C = 
T [a - a] P (2.2) 
where a - a is the vector of the differences between the coefficients 
of the open loop and the required closed loop characteristic equations, 
P is the transformation matrix from the given form into the controllable 
canonical form [x = Px]. 
c 
Ackerman [AC-I] has provided a formula for 
finding the feedback gains without calculating the open loop character-
istic polynomial. It is 
where 
T 
qn = 
F = 
o:(s) == 
e = 
-1 [ 0 , ••• , 0 , l]e , 
C = 
T 
qn a(F) 
the system dynamic matrix 
the desired closed loop characteristic polynomial, 
n-l [G, FG, ••• , F G], is the controllability matrix. 
Some algorithms for gain determination in multi-input system have 
also been developed. Anderson & Luenberger [AN-I] transform the system 
into a canonical form that is composed of blocks in the controller 
canonical form on the diagonal and zero blocks above it. The required 
closed loop eigenvalues can be obtained by adjusting the coefficients 
of each block separately by the corresponding control. The arbitrariness 
in the determination of the gains is resolved by engineering considera-
tions where the designer selects the controls that he prefers to apply. 
Other controls are applied only if the system is uncontrollable by those 
that are preferred. 
Gopinath [GO-l] describes an algorithm for determining the gains 
in which the uniqueness is achieved by restraining the C matrix to 
rank 1. It then has the form 
-9-
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where a l to am represent the relative contributions of the different 
controls and are determined by the designer. For multiple controls, the 
designer may find it difficult to translate his physical insight into the 
desirable relative contribution of each control. 
Gain determination by pole placement has some basic deficiencies: 
(1) It is convenient to define time response criteria in terms of 
second, or at most, third-order models. The determination of the roots 
of a higher order model that satisfies given criteria is more difficult, 
For a high order system, therefore, there are two possitiltties; (a) 
To place all the eigenvalues of the system in the region of the required 
eigenvalues (maybe by assigning double or triple eigenvalues), accepting 
the resulting uncertainty in the time response. (b) To assign all the 
eigenvalues except two or three that are required for the determined 
time response to regions in the s-plane that are far from the imaginary 
axis and thus give faster time responses. This assures that the time 
response will be dominated by the two or three slow eigenvalues. This 
possibility will require higher gains and therefore may saturate the 
controller for even small deflection of the states, (2) In multi-input 
systems, the additional criteria imposed in order to obtain unique gains 
may result in undesirable solutions. For high order systems, pole 
placement therefore does not exploit fully the possibilities of state 
feedback controllers. In general, better designs can be obtained using 
quadratic synthesis. 
B,3 Feedback Gain Determination by Quadratic Synthesis 
In this method the feedback gains are selected so as to minimize 
a quadratic performance index (PI). For systems which are required to 
recover from non-zero initial conditions and are not subject to further 
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disturbances, the PI is 
J = 
T T (x Ax + u Bu)dt • (2.3) 
For systems which are subject to random disturbances, the PI is 
t f 
1 ~ T T J = tim (x Ax + u Bu)dt f-'l= t -t f 0 t (2.4) 
0 
The second case is the more realistic one. A physical interpretation 
of the PI for this case can be obtained by rewriting Eq. (2.4) as 
J ~ tr[AX(~)J + tr[BU(~)J (2.5) 
where 
X(~) = the steady state state covariance 
U(~) = the steady state control covariance 
tr = the trace operator. 
The steady state covariance matrices exists since the system is 
assumed to be stable. The PI of (2.5) is thus a weighted sum of the 
state and control covariances where the weighting matrices A and Bare 
selected by the designer. 
The quadratic synthesis design procedure consists of two steps: 
(1) selection of the weighting matrices A and Bj (2) determination of 
the gains so as to minimize the PI for the selected weighting matrices. 
These steps will now be described. 
(1) Selection of the weighting matrices. The selection of the 
A and B matrices constitutes the actual design in the quad-
ratic synthesis method since the determination-of the gains 
after these matrices are selected is a purely computational 
step. Unfortunately, no set rules exist for the selection of 
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these matrices so as to obtain desired time responses or 
closed loop eigenvalue locations. The selection is, in many 
cases, a matter of designer experience. One of the reasons 
for the scant use of state feedback in actual systems is 
the lack of a sufficient body of this experience among working 
designers. 
In general, the design is iterative, with the weighting matrices 
modified at each step so as to approach the required perform-
ance. 
Some general guideli~es for the initial selection and subsequent 
modification of these matrices can, however, be given. The 
most convenient rule for the initial selection of the weighting 
matrices is probably Bryson's Rule [BRY-I]. It is 
I 
fo a .. = )2 a .. = 0, i j; 1.1. (x· 1.J 1.max 
(2.11) 
I fo b .. = b .. = 0, i j; 1.1. (u· )2 1.J 1.max 
where x' and u' 1.max 1.max are the maximum permissible values of 
the respective states and controls. For systems subject to 
random disturbances, they are the rms values of the permissible 
uncertainties in the states and controls. 
This method was used, among others, by Oupta and Bryson [GUP-I] 
and by Bull [BU-I] for the design of controllers. In general, 
it is recommended to weight in the first iteration only the 
outputs and the controls. In most cases, some changes in the 
weights are required after their initial determination. 
For multivariable systems, no general rules can be given for 
the effect of these changes and in general, the selection 
has to be made by trial and error. In some cases, it is 
possible to decouple approximately the system and determine 
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the weights or even design the controllers for the decoupled 
systems. The performance of the overall coupled system has 
to be verified. This method is used by Gupta and Bryson 
[GUP-l] • 
For single input systems, the effect of weight changes on the 
closed loop eigenvalues can be determined by the root square 
locus method. This method is described in detail in Appendix 
J. It is based on one of the formulations of the quadratic 
synthesis method due to Rynaski and Whitbeck [RY-l]. Accord-
ing to this formulation, a system designed by quadratic syn-
thesis satisfies the equation 
[B + yT(-s)AY(s)]u(s) = 0, (2.6) 
where yes) = (sl - F)-lG. 
For 8180 systems, this equation has 2n roots that are sym-
metric about the imaginary axis. For a given A and B (a 
scalar for 8180 systems), the left half plane roots of this 
equation are the closed loop eigenvalues of the system. 
The effect of weight changes on the closed loop eigenvalue 
locations is determined by fixing the control weight and all 
the state weight except one. A root locus is constructed as 
a function of this weight. If all the weights are varied in 
turn with different values assigned to the remaining weights, 
a grid is obtained that shows the closed loop eigenvalue 
locations as a function of the state weights. The method 
becomes cumbersome if more than two or three states are 
weighted and is totally impractical for multi-input systems 
because of the (m-l)n extraneous roots that are introduced 
where 
m is the number of controls, 
n is the state dimension. 
A design example using this method is presented in Chapter V. 
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The advantage of using the root square locus method instead 
of arbitrary pole placement is that the non-dominant eigen-
values are not positioned arbitrarily but are located so as 
to optimize the performance according to a PI such as given 
by Eq, (2,3), The dominant eigenvalues have to be determined 
in both cases according to the system specifications. 
Another method that is applicable to SISO systems and that 
does not require the separate examination of the weighting of 
each state is the model performance index method, In this 
method, the state and control weights are determined so that 
the closed loop response of the controlled system approaches 
that of a system having prescribed eigenvalues, It is essen-
tially an eigenvalue placement procedure in which only the 
dominant eigenvalues and those that are required for the 
cancellation of the zeros are assigned. All others are re-
moved to regions of non-dominancy in a'predictable way. The 
method is based on Eq, (2.6). Several versions of its im-
plementation are described in the literature [Se-l, RE-I]. 
The version presented here is an extension of the method given 
by Anderson & Moore [AN-2, Sec. 5.4]. 
Given the open loop transfer function of the system 
m 
k IT (s + z. ) 
y(s) i=l 1. kN(s) 
u(s) = = D(s) n 
(2.7) 
IT (s + P.) l. 
i=l 
The steps for the determination of A are (b, the scalar con-
trol weight, is assumed to be unity without loss of generality): 
(a) Define the characteristic equation of the model as 
(b) 
D (s) 
M = 
The degree of the model must be such that 
Define a polynomial 
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pes) = D (s)N(s) 
m 
(c) Find a vector d such that 
T -1 
d (sl - F) g = 
pes) 
D(s) 
"'-'~"---'--'I 
t 
or dT adj(sl - F)g = pes). 
(2.8) 
The restriction on the dimension of DM(s) is now clear 
since the dimension of dT adj(sl - F)g is less than n - 1. 
(d) Define 
A = (2.9) 
The results of this procedure can be evaluated using Eq. (2.6) 
(with scalar b). Substituting A from Eq. (2.9) into (2.6), 
it is transformed into 
T T b + Y (-s) dd yes) 
T T -1 T -1 
= b + g (-sl-F ) dd (sl-F) g 
b + P{-s)P(s) = D(-s)D{s) 
The closed loop eigenvalues for a given value of b will be 
the left half plane eigenvalues of 
bD{-s)D(s) + P{-s)P{s) • 
By constructing a root locus as a function of b, conclusions 
can be drawn about its influence on the closed loop eigenvalue 
locations: (i) For b~ m (high cost of control), the closed 
loop eigenvalues become the stable open loop eigenvalues and the 
mirror images about the imaginary axis of the unstable open loop 
eigenvalues. (ii) for b~ 0 (low cost of control): r eigenvalues 
tend towards the eigenvalues of DM{s); m eigenvalues tend towards 
the left half plane open loop zeros and the mirror images of the 
right half plane open loop zeros; n - m - r eigenvalues form a 
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Butterworth configuration that recedes from the origin as b 
decreases. The distance of the Butterworth eigenvalues from 
the origin tends to [KW-2, Sec. 3.8J: 
1 
I 
1 
Wo = (:2) 2(n-m-r) (2.10) 
for low b. 
For sufficiently low b the closed loop response of a system 
with left half plane zeros (minimum phase system) will there-
fore approach the model response. The residues of the eigen-
values that approach the zeros are small, and the n - m - r 
eigenvalues of the Butterworth configuration are sufficiently 
removed from the origin so as not to influence the time response. 
The value of b which will assure the dominancy of the model 
eigenvalues has to be determined for each system individually. 
It is important to note that for systems with right half plane 
zeros (non-minimum phase system~), it is, in general, not possi-
ble to approach the model response since the m eigenvalues 
that approach the mirror images of the right half plane zeros 
will, in general, have large residues. This is a fundamental 
deficiency of non-minimum phase systems. 
It is also important to bear in mind that the system will have 
the desirable response only to inputs for which the numerator 
of the transfer function is the same as the numerator of the 
open loop transfer functions y(s)/u(s). This includes 
response to set point changes but does not include recovery 
from nonzero initial conditions or disturbances. The time 
response to these latter inputs will generally contain modes 
corresponding to all the eigenvalues of the system, and there-
fore, in many cases, will be much slower than the response to 
set point changes. 
'. 
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For high order systems, it may be undesirable to attempt the 
removal of the Butterworth roots from the region of dominancy, 
since this may require excessive amounts of control (recall 
Sec. B.2). In this case, a zero order model may be used 
which is equivalent to weighting the output only. Obviously 
this is the same as using the root square locus method with 
output weighting only. The time response for low values of 
b will, in this case, be dominated by the n - m ordered 
Butterworth configuration, with m roots approaching the 
m open loop zeros. The time response of Butterworth config-
urations is described in many control texts (e.g., KW-2, Sec. 
3.8). The relative weighting of the output and the control 
for this case may be determined by Eq. (2.10). 
There is, at present, no apparent generalization of the model 
PI method to multivariable systems. Anderson and Moore [AN-21 
suggest a generalization to multi-input systems: by deter-
mining the ratios of the m components of the control vector, 
an equivalent single input control is created and the method 
may be applied. This is the same constraint that is given 
by Gopinath [GO-I]. The resulting system, however, will not 
be optimal in the sense that the same closed loop behavior can 
be obtained with lower values of the control. In some cases, 
it may be advantageous to sacrifice this optimality in order 
to have a simpler design method. 
The guidelines for the selection of the weighting matrices are 
summarized below. 
(a) Weight only the outputs and the controls for the initial 
iteration. Note that t~e weight of one of the outputs 
or controls can be set arbitrarily since it is only the 
ratio of the state-to-control weights that is important. 
The initial determination of the weights is most con-
veniently done by Bryson's rule • 
• 
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(b) For multivariable systems, little can be said about the 
effect of weightillg changes except that, in general, in-
creasing the ratio of output-to-control weighting will 
increase the bandwidth and increasing the weighting on 
states that are derivatives of the outputs will increase 
the damping of the roots. 
(c) For single input systems, root square locus can be used 
for determining the effect of changing the weights of 
the output and perhaps one or two more states. If more 
states have to be weighted, the model PI can be used. 
It is clear from this section that since the weight selection 
is an iterative procedure, it is important to have a fast 
computer program that repeatedly determines the gains and 
eigenvalues for many values of the weights. Such programs 
have only become available in the last few years. 
(2) Feedback gain determination. The optimal feedback gain ~atrix 
that minimizes a PI as given in Eq. (2.3) 0_ (2.4) is [BRY-2] 
-1 T 0 
= B G S (2.12) 
where SO is the positive definite steady state solution of 
the Ricatti matrix equation: 
S = 
T -1 T 
-SF - F S + SGB G S - A • (2.13) 
The optimal feedback is always a ~ state feedback. 
There exist several computational methods for calculating 
the SO matrix. These methods are described by Bryson & Ho 
[BRY-2], and Bull [BU-l]. It seAms that currently the most 
efficient method for time invariant systems is the eigenvector 
decomposition method, which has been implemented as a computer 
program (OPTSYS) by Bryson and Hall [BRY-3]. This program 
determines the optimal feedbacl~ gain matrix and the resulting 
closed loop eigenvalues and eigenvectors from given F, G, A 
and B matrices. Since it is a very fast and inexpensive 
program, it is convenient for determining the state weights 
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iteratively. In general, a satisfactory system will be 
obtained after four to five iterations [BU-l]. 
For low order SISO systems, the gains can also be found by 
hand calculation using an addition to Eq. (2.6) [BRY-l], 
viz. , 
-1 T -1 [I+C(-sI-F) G] Bf.!+C(sI-F) G]. 
For SISO systems, the unique value of C is found by com-
paring the coefficients of the polynomial that is formed from 
the left half plane roots of the left side to those of 
1 + C(sI-F)-lG. 
B.4 Design of Linear Estimators 
As explained in Section B.l, the design of a state feedback controller 
is composed of two distinct steps: (a) controller design, and (b) state 
estimator design. In this section, the design methods for the state estim-
ator will be described. 
A full state estimator, is a model of the system, the output of 
which is compared to the system output. The difference between the 
outputs is fed back to the estimator through a gain matrix K. For 
the system (repeated from Eq. 2.1) 
x ~ Fx + Gu + rw 
y ~ Hx + v , 
the estimator has the form 
. 
x = FX + Gu + K(y - EX) , (2.17) 
where 1'0 X is the state estimate, and K is the estimator gain matrix. 
From Eq. (2.5) it can be seen that the governing equation for the estimate 
error 
1'0 
x=x-x is 
. 
~ = (F - KH) i + rw - Kv. (2.18) 
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The rate of decay of this error is therefore determined by the n eigen-
values of F - KH which can be determined arbitrarily by the selection 
of the n X p matrix K, whenever [F, H] is observable. p is the 
number of measuremelits. Only for p = 1 will the eigenvalues determine 
the components of K uniquely. 
The design of the full state estimator consists of the selection of 
the gain matrix K. Various criteria exist for the determination of K. 
The principal ones are: noise filtration, rate of error decay, and 
sensitivity to plant parameter variations. If the main criterion is 
noise filtration, and if both the process and measurement noise are 
white and Gaussian, the gains can be selected by minimizing a perform-
ance index of the form [BU-l] 
J 
e = 
1 
lim ---tf~ t -t f 0 
(f T -1 T -1 ) (w Q w + v R v)dt. (2.19) 
t 
o 
The estimator that is obtained by this method is a Kalman filter. This 
is an optimal estimator since it generates the least squares estimate of 
x. The Kalman filter gain matrix KO is [BRY-2] 
= 
where po is the steady state positive definite solution of the 
equation 
P 
'1' T -1 
= FP + PF + Q .- PH R HP. 
P is the covariance matrix of the estimation error ~. po can be 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
computed by different methods which are similar to those used for solving 
the Ricatti equation (2.13). Here, too, the most efficient method 
seems to be eigenvector decomposition. The program OPTSYS contains an 
option for evaluating Kalman filter gains. The estimator gains that are 
obtained by this method depend on the relative magnitude of the process 
and measurement noises. Two extreme cases will now be considered. 
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0; no process noise. In this case, for stable plants, po = 0 
KO = 0 are obtained from Eq. (2.21). Since the system is 
disturbed, the estimate is exact and the noisy error feedback 
only contaminate it. If the initial state of the plant is 
identical to that of the estimator, the error decay rate is 
determined by the plant dynamics solely. 
(b) R = 0; no measurement noise. In this case, K°-7 co; i.e., all 
the eigenvalues of F - KOH tend to - co, which means that the 
estimates are obtained by differentiating the output n - 1 
times. This differentiation can be performed since the output 
contains no noise whatsoever. 
From these extreme cases, it can be seen that as the measurement 
noises decrease relative to the process nOises, the estimate error 
eigenvalues of the Kalman filter become faster. If the dominant estimate 
error eigenvalues are much faster than the dominant controller eigen-
values, noise criteria cease to be important for the determination of the 
estimator gains. In this case the filtering action provided by the 
estimator is not better than that provided by the controller itself. The 
estimator gains can, in this case, be determined by other criteria such 
as error decay rate or parameter sensitivity. 
If error decay rate is the principal criterion, the estimator gains 
may be determined by pole placement. Methods similar to those described 
in Section B.l may be used for this placement. However, if a computa-
tional method for determining the Kalman filter gains is available, it 
may be more convenient to determine the gains that are required for the 
placement by using this method with artificial noises. The noises in 
this case are merely a computational tool for the determination of the 
gains. 
For single output systems, the influence of the noises on the eigen-
value locations can be determined by a root square locus procedure. In 
this case the closed loop eigenvalues are the left half plane roots of 
T R + Z(s)QZ (-s) = 0, 
-21-
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where 
Z(s) 
R 
Q 
-1 
= H(sI - F) r 
= the measurement noise covariance 
= the process noise covariance. 
For multioutput systems, the eigenvalue locations as a function of 
the noises have to be determinated by trial and error. The method of 
artificial noises can also be used when the eigenvalues obtained from 
the Kalman filter gains are inconveniently located. An example of such 
a problem is given by Bull [BU-l]. In this case the Kalman filter had 
very low damping and could easily become unstable if the filter gains 
were not implemented precisely. The roots obtained by using artificial 
noises are more conveniently located. The resulting system is not 
optimal for the real noises but its rms values are only slightly higher 
than those of the optimal systems. The property of low sensitivity 
of the noise changes to estimator gains has been observed in several 
systems but its generality has not been established. The determination 
of estimator gains from sensitivity considerations is described in 
Chapter IV. 
For a system with p measurements, a full state estimator is 
actually not required for the estimation of all the states. Luenberger 
[LU-2] has developed the concept of the reduced order observer which has 
n - p states and which, together with the p measurements, provides an 
estimate of all the n plant states. A method for designing the observer 
by transformation into a canonical form is described in the same paper. 
Gopinath [GO-I] developed a design method which does not require such a 
transformation. This method is described in Appendix E. An example of 
the use of such an observer is given in Chapter V. 
If the measurements are noisy, the use of a reduced order observer 
instead of a full state estimator results in larger output and control 
noises. This is so because the noisy measurements are fed into the 
controller directly without being filtered by the estimator. 
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B.5 Performance Index Evaluation 
For a system of the form of Eq. (2.1), which is subject to the 
white Gaussian disturbance vector, w, and for which the measurement of 
the output is contaminated by the white Gaussian noise vector, v, 
the optimal controller is obtained by 
(a) using the optimal feedback gain CO from Eq. (2.12), with 
the feedback obtained from an estimator. Note that the 
optimal feedback is independent of the process and measure-
ment noise. 
(b) L~sing the optimal estimator gain KO from Eq. (2.20). Note 
that KO is independent of the weighting matrices A and B. 
This is the certainty equivalence prj.nciple [BRY-2]. The system is 
optimal in the sense that it minimizes the PI of Eq. (2.5) 
J = tr(AX) + tr(BU). 
It is of interest in many cases to evaluate the consequences of using 
nonoptimal K or C matrices. This can be done by comparing the result-
ing PI. 
The expressions for X and U that are required for evaluating J 
are given below. If we have 
A 
X = X+P, (2.23) 
where 
. T X = ~ E[x(t)x (t)] is the steady state covariance matrix of 
the state 
A 
E [~(t)~T (t)] X = lim is the steady state covariance matrix of t-)co 
the estimate 
P = lim E [~( t )~T (t) ] is the steady state covariance matrix of the ~ estimation error. 
Equation (2.23) is valid because for an optimal estimator 
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The governing equations for X and Pare [BRY-2] 
(F - GC)~ + X(F - GC)T + KRKT = 0 (2.24) 
and T T (F - KH)P + P(F - KH) + KRK + Q = o. (2.25) 
Note that Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) are valid for both optimal and non-
optimal systems but for systems with nonoptimal filters, Eq. (2.23) is 
not valid. For systems with an optimal filter, the covariance of the 
estimate error may also be determined by Eq. (2~2l). 
For systems with nonoptimal filters, the state covariance is given 
by 
x = X + P + lim E[1t(t)~T(t)] • 
~ 
(2.26) 
In this case, X has to be calculated by using the augmented system 
(2.27) 
for which the covariance is given by (2.28) 
(2.28) 
where 
[2n X 2n] 
[2n X 2n] 
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X is determined from the upper left n X n partition of XA• The 
equation for U is 
U = (2.29) 
This equation is always valid but if Eq. (2.28) is used to find X, 
A 
X may not be available. In this case 
where 
U = 
= [C, -C] m X 2n. 
S. ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF STATE FEEDBACK 
CONTROLLERS 
(2.30) 
In this section, some frequency domain properties of systems with 
state and state estimate. feedback controllers are examined. These 
properties make it possible to compare the results of this design method 
to those of classical frequency domain techniques. This comparison is 
most meaningful for SISO systems, which are the principal domain of 
application of the classical techniques. The eigenvalue separation 
property of state estimate feedback controllers is used in this section. 
This property is derived in most modern control texts [AN-2]. It is 
apparent from the state equation for the augmented system of Eq. (2.27) 1 
which is 
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(2.31) 
where u 
o 
is an external input that is applied to both the plant and 
the estimator. 
From Eq. (2.31), the characteristic equation of the augmented system 
is 
A(s) = det(sI - F + KH) X det(sI - F + GC). (2.32) 
This characteristic equation contains two separate groups of eigenvalues. 
(a) n eigenvalues of the controller (F - GC) that are the same as those 
obtained with feedback from the states instead of from the estimates. 
(b) n eigenvalues of the estimate error system (F - KH). 
It is because of this separation of the eigenvalues that the con-
troller can be designed as if full state feedback were available and 
the estimator can then be designed separately. Note that this property 
does not depend on the method by which the estimator and feedback gains 
are obtained, but only on the estimator having the structure of Eq. (2.17). 
C.l Transfer Matrices and Tracking Properties 
The transfer matrices from the various inputs to the outputs y 
are found from Eq. (2.31). Defining 
N sI - F + GC 
M sl - F + KH 
the system output is obtained as 
y = 
-1 -1 -1 
HN Gu + HN (sI - F + GC + KH)M rw 
o 
-1 -1 
+ HN GCM Kv. 
(2.33) 
From this equation it can be seen that for inputs applied to both the 
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plant and the estimator, the characteristic equation of the transfer 
matrix contains the eigenvalues of the closed loop system only, 
(F - GC), i.e., for these inputs, the system behaves as if the feed-
back gains were obtained from the states and not from their estimates. 
This is a remarkable property of state estimate feedback design. 
It can also be seen from Eq. (2.36) that the estimate error ~ is not 
excited by the input u. 
o 
For all other inputs (disturbances and 
measurement noises), the characteristic equations of the transfer 
matrices contain both the controller eigenvalues and the estimate 
error eigenvalues. 
These different transfer matrices are important for tracker design, 
which is discussed in Section D. 
C.2 Equivalent Compensators 
For 8180 systems, it is sometimes of interest to compare the,struc-
ture of the state estimate feedback controller to that of compensating 
networks obtained by classical design techniques. For this purpose, the 
equivalent compensating networks of the state estimate feedback controller 
are determined. Block diagram representations of the state estimate 
feedback (8EF) controllers are given in Fig. II-I. 
Figure II-la is obtained from Eq. (2.1) and (2.17). Figure II-lb 
is obtained from Fig. II-la by defining 
G(s) -1 = H(sI - F) G 
H (s) = C(sI - F -1 + KH) G u 
H (s) y = C(sI - F + 
-1 KH) K 
Figure II-lc is obtained from Fig. II-lb by defining 
H (s) = 
c 
-1 [1 + H (s)J 
u 
Using two linear algebraic relations [GA-IJ, 
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(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
r I 
\ 
.I 
J 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Uo + 
-
~ 
+ 
U
o 0----
-
~1 (81 - F) G 
G 
x 
I---~ H 
(81 - F + KH) -1 t..----f 
G(5) 
, H (5) ~ y 
H (5) y 
H (5) G c 
H (5) y 
y 
FIG. 11-1 BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF THE STATE ESTIMATE FEEDBACK 
CONTROLLER. 
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-1 -1 [I + C(s1 - A)B] = 1 - C(s1 - A + BC) B 
1 - CB = det(1 - BC) • 
Equation (2.37) can be further written as 
Using 
H (s) 
y 
H (s) 
c = 
= 
= 
[1 + C(s1 -1 -1 - F + KH) G] 
1 - C(s1 - F + KH 
det[1 - GC(s1 - F 
det(s1 - F + KH) 
det(s1-F+KH+GC) 
+ GC)-lG 
+ KH + GC)-l] 
= C(s1 - F + KH)-lK C adj(s1 - F + KH)K = 
det(s1 - F + KH) 
the open loop transfer function is 
G (s) 
o = 
C adj(s1 - F + KH K G(s) 
det s1 - F+ KH+ GC 
= H(s)G(s) • 
(2.38a) 
(2.38b) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
The eigenvalues of F - KH do not appear in this transfer function. The 
compensating networks H (s) and H (s) y c and the open loop transfer func-
tion G (s) 
o 
can now be used to compare the design with classical frequency 
domain designs. 
C.3 Gain and Phase Margin 
Single-input single-output (S1SO) systems with full state feedback 
controllers have some desirable gain and phase margin properties. Con-
sider the 8180 system 
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x = Fx + c Gu 
o 
u = -Cx 
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where C is a full state feedback. c is a variable scalar (it may be 
o 
the gain of thfl control amplifier) with nominal value of unity. For 
such a controLi.er 
(a) The system has infinite gain margin for changes in c 
o 
-1 if the zeros of C(sI - F) G are in the left half plane. 
This result remains valid if state estimate instead of state 
feedback is used. The proof of this result is given in 
Appendix A. The system, however, may still be conditionally 
stable, ie., a decrease in 
stable. 
c 
o 
may cause it to become un-
(b) If the feedback gains are found by quadratic synthesis, the 
inequality 
(2.42) 
is satisfied [AN-2, Sec. 5.3]. In fact, it can be shown 
that whenever (2.42) is satisfied, some A and B matrices 
can be found such that the given gains minimize a quadratic 
performance index of the form (2.3). 
If (2.42) is satisfied, the distance of the polar plot of 
-1 C(jwI -F) G from the -1 + jO point is at least unity. 
-1 Since C(jWI-F) G is the open loop transfer function, the 
following results are obtained [AN-2]: (l) the gain margil1 
to changes in c is infinite; (b) the phase margin is at 
o 
least 60° (This is important for determining the tolerance 
of such systems to time delays); (c) conditionally stable 
systems will remain stable for c > ~ c 
o 0nom • 
As an example, the polar plot of a 1/s3 plant which has an 
optimal controller is shown in Fig. 11-2. This system has infinite gain 
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margin but is conditionally stable. 
D.l 
FIG. II-2 POLAR PLOT OF A 1/S3 PLANT WITH OPTIMAL 
CONTROLLER 
D. TRACKERd AND SYSTEMS SUBJECT TO TIME CORRELATED 
DISTURBANCES 
General 
a 
If a system is subject to time correlated disturbances or if it 
is required to track a given reference output, some modification to the 
regulator structure may be required. In this section, reference outputs 
and disturbances are considered which may be represented as outputs of 
linear systems driven by white noise. They are given by 
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. F r x = x + W r r r r r 
(2.43) 
Yr = H x r r 
and 
xD = FDxD + r DwD 
W = HDXD . 
(2.44) 
For such reference outputs and disturbances, the response may be improved 
by augmenting the state vector and designing a controller for the aug-
mented state. The required augmentations and the meaning of the improve-
ment in the controller are discussed in Section D.2. The design of a 
regulator (no tracking requirements) for a system subject to this type 
of disturbance is described by Johnson and Shelton [JO-2J. 
If the intensities of wr and wD are zero, a deterministic track-
ing problem or a regulator with deterministic disturbance result. Only 
the class of Fr and FD matrices that cause sustained reference outputs 
or disturbances are of interest in this case; it is treated in Section 
D.3. 
D.2 Stochastic Tracking and Disturbances 
Consider the system of Eq. (2.1), which is required to track a 
reference output of the form of Eq. (2.43) and is subject to disturbances 
of the form of Eq. (2.44). 
An optimal controller can be found for the augmented system 
(2.45) 
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So as to minimize the performance index: 
The solution of this problem is given by Kwakernaak and Sivan [KW-2]. 
A partitioned Ricatti matrix is ol;ri.ained and from it the augmented feed-
back gain matrix can be determined as 
u [C, 
x 
x 
r 
(2.47) 
C is the feedback matrix from the states of the unaugmented system that 
minimizes the PI 
J 
T 
+ u Bu)dt • = 
The optimal feedback is not changed by the tracking requirements or 
the time correlated disturbance. 
C
r 
and CD are feedforward matrices from the reference and dis-
turbance states. These states do not, of course, exist in reality 
and have to be estimated. The block diagram for this system using 
estimators for the states, the disturbances, and the reference states 
is shown in Fig. 11-3. 
In Fig. II-3, estimator No. 2 estimates the states 
defined by 
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~u = [:} [: r~] [:J + [:] u + ~}D 
= [H, OJ[~] 
The optimal estimator gains K and K can be found separately since the 
r 
reference model and the system are not connected, 
It is important to recognize that a configuration such as shown 
in Fig. 11-3 is not essential for accommodating disturbances given in 
by Eq. (2.43) or tracking reference outputs given by Eq. (2.44), but is 
is the configuration that will give the minimum of the PI of Eq. (2.46). 
Physically that means that the deviations of the output from the reference 
output will tend to be smaller when feed forward as per Eq. (2.47) is 
used. In many cases, the reference output and the outputs of the system 
are not measurable separately and only the error Ye = y - Yr is meas-
ured. In that case feedforward from the reference output cannot be used. 
A regulator configuration may be used with the output error fed back to 
the estimator. This is shown in Fig. 11-4 (with the disturbance omitted). 
H(sI - F) -1 Y 
GC 
+ -1 ~ Ye 
+ 
-(sI - F + KH) K 
FIG. II-4 ESTIMATOR WITH OUTPUT ERROR MEASUREMENT 
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The transfer matrix from y to y for this case will be the same 
r 
as the transfer matrix from the measurement noise v to y (Eq. 2.38). 
~ y = 
-1 1 
H(sI - F + GC) GC(sI - F + KH)- Ky 
r 
(2.48) 
i.e., in this case, the system has no way of distinguishing between the 
reference output and the measurement noise since it has no information 
about the reference model. In general, the output error for this con-
figuration will be greater than for the optimal configuration of Fig. 
11-6. 
An exception is the case of complete reducibility of the reference 
output [RA-l, KR-l]. This is defined as the case in which an error 
state vector e = x - x can be defined such that 
r 
e = Fe + Gu (2.49) 
Ye = He. 
For a completely reducible reference output, the error state therefore 
has the same dynamics as the system. The condition for complete reduci-
bility is that all the eigenvalues of F 
r 
have to be among those of 
A state transformation may be required in order to obtain the form of 
Eq. (2.49). If the reference output is completely reducible, feedback 
from the error states (or their estimates): u = - Ce will minimize 
the PI of Eq. (2.46). The configuration of Fig. 11-4 is therefore 
optimal for this case. 
D.3 Deterministic Tracking and Disturbances 
F. 
If Wr and WD in Eq. (2.43) and (2.44) vanish, a deterministic 
tracking problem results. This problem can be solved by state augmenta-
tion in the same way as described in the previous Section, but the re-
sulting solutions for most forms of Fr and FD matrices represent con-
trols that are optimal for specific reference outputs and disturbances 
only and therefore have little general interest. 
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A class of reference outputs and disturbances that is of general 
interest is the class of polynomials in time. They can be considered 
as outputs of models of the form 
The order of th~ model is determined by the order of the highest polynomial 
output. This output is the first state of the model. The coefficients 
of the polynomial are determined by the initial conditions. This class 
of reference outputs includes steps, ramps, constant accelerations, etc. 
Systems that are r,3quired to track this type of reference output or are 
subject to this typ.e of disturbance generally are required to have zero 
output error at equilLbrium. 
The interest in this class of inputs comes from the fact that if a 
system is designed for error free tracking of a polynomial reference 
output, it will also track error free all polynomial reference outputs 
of lower order. It is therefore adapted to an entire class of reference 
outputs and not just for one specific function of time. The same is 
true for polynomial disturbances. 
The consideration of polynomial tracking in conjunction with state 
feedback follow~ the classical design approach in which the type of a 
system is defined as the order of polynomial that it can track with 
finite error. 
The following points now have to be determined; (a) What are 
the requirements in the structure of the system such that it shall be 
capable of error free tracking of a polynomial? (b) What are the addi-
tions to state feedback required in the controller in order to obtain 
the error free tracking? 
t The material in this part is an extension of Ch. 3.7, Ref. KW-2. 
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The equilibrium condition of a system tracking a polynomial ref-
erence output is defined as the condition in which the error has vanished. 
In this condition 
X (t) = Fx (t) + Gu (t) 
s s s 
y (t) 
s 
= Hx (t) 
s 
r 
= mt , 
(2.50) 
where x (t) is the equilibrium solution of Eq. (2.1) for the given 
s 
reference output and m is an arbitrary vector [1 X p]. 
Whether such a condition can be reached depends on whether Eq. (2.50) 
can be solved for u (t) 
s 
r for given y = m t. To determine the conditions 
for the existence of u (t), Eq. (2.50) is rewritten in the form 
s 
A solution for u and x can be obtained if the matrix 
s s 
(2.51) 
is square and has full rank. This condition is fulfilled if (a) the 
number of controls equals the number of outputs, and (b) the system is 
controllable and observable. In this case, 
If 
u (s) = 
s 
-1 -1 m [H(sI - F) G] --1 
r+ 
s 
p> m (more outputs than controls), no solution exists for 
(2.52) 
u. If 
s 
m> p (more controls than outputs), additional outputs may be defined or 
u 
s 
can be optimized for some performance index. Holley & Bryson [HO-l] 
describe such an optimization for a steady reference output. 
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The conditions (a) and (b) above guarantee the existence of 
u (t). However, for this control to reach an equilibrium state which is 
s 
a polynomial of time, one more condition is required. The matrix 
has to be stable. If this is not so, the equilibrium state of zero 
output error is achieved but the control diverges. The additional condi-
tion can also be posed as the requirement for the open loop transfer 
matrix 
yes) -1 = H(sI - F) G 
to have minimum phase which means that all the roots of the numerator 
polynomial 
det[H adj(sI - F)G] 
are required to be in the left half plane. 
It is important to bear in mind that no real system can track 
indefinitely a polynomial reference output that results in polynomial 
u of order greater than zero, since all controllers are subject to 
saturation. Two cases are therefore of practical importance. (1) The 
tracking of function of time that can be assumed to be composed of poly-
nomial segments of such length that the controller is not saturated. 
(2) the tracking of polynomials that result in constant control. 
If u exists, an error system can be defined as 
s 
e(t) == x(t) x (t) 
s 
u (t) == u(t) - u (t) (2.53) 
e s 
y (t) == yet) - y (t) . 
e s 
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Substituting Eq. (2.53) into Eq. (2.1) and using (2.50), the error equa-
tion is obtained as 
. 
e = Fe + Gu 
e 
(2.54) 
Ye = He . 
This is a regulator problem for which a state feedback gain can be found 
in the form 
u = - Ce • 
e 
(2.55) 
The total control that is required for error free tracking is therefore 
the sum of the error feedback and the equilibrium control 
u(t) = -Ce(t) + u (t) • 
s 
(2.56) 
According to Eq. (2.54) the error feedback can be obtained from 
an estimator that has the. dynamics of the system and the output of 
which is compared to the error output y • 
e 
Zero equilibrium output error is assured if the equilibrium control 
is obtained by feeding back integrals of the output error. The number 
of integrations that is required can be determined by finding the number 
A for which the solution of the following equation (which is obtained 
from Eq. 2.52) exists: 
= 
1 
r+l 
s 
= const. (2.58) 
By assigning a nonzero value to the lth component of m only, 
the number of integrations n. 
J 
of the lth output error is found as 
n. = A. (2.59) 
J J 
is imposed in (2.57), the order of polynomials that If u = const 
e 
can be tracked with constant control is obtained. 
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lim s[H(sI - F)-lG]-l m t~l = const • ~o s (2.58) 
The constant control u is obtained by one integration of the output. 
For 8180 systems, t is the Dumber of roots at the origin (free 
integrations) of the open loop transfer functions. Comparing this condi-
tion with the condition for complete reducibility (Eq. 2.49) it results 
that for polynomial reference output, complete reducibility is equivalent 
to the possibility of error free tracking with constant control. 
In order to determine the gains from the error integrals, a state 
vector z is defined such that 
The order of z is 
The matrix F. [n X n ] is 1 z Z 
= 
where 
= 
n = t A. z j=l J 
defined as 
o -------
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The matrix G. [n X q] is defined as 
1 Z 
{
g(Aj ' j) 
g(i, j) = 
= 1 
o 
i 1= A. 
J 
The equilibrium control is therefore obtained as 
u = -c Z 
s 0 
t 
The gain matrix C [m X n] may now be determined by quadratic synthesis, 
o z 
The system is augmented by the state z and the control is selected to 
minimize a PI of the form 
J = ~CX) T T T (x Ax + z A z + u Bu)dt • o 0 (2.61) 
A different method for determining the integral control gains 
was developed by Holley and Bryson [HO-l]. In this method the additional 
roots due to the integral control are determined separately after the 
system is designed. 
The block diagram of the complete tracker is shown in Fig. 11-5, 
-1 H(al - F) 
L....---l (sl _ F + 1m)-1 
-1 (51 - F ) 
i 
y 
FIG. II-5 TRACKER WITH INTEGRAL CONTROL 
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In Fig. 11-5 the integral control is applied to both the plant 
and the estimator. The application to the estimator is not essential, 
but if it is done the eigenvalue separation between the controller and 
the estimator is preserved. The eigenvalues of the controller are now 
those of the augmented system 
I 
I F. I G.H 
~ I 1 
I 
-------;-----I 
-GC I F-GC 
o I 
(2.62) 
The design of systems that are subject to polynomial disturbances is 
done along the same lines. Note, however, that it is rare to have 
polynomial disturbances of order higher than zero (constant disturbances). 
For the sake of completeness, the development for the general case 
is given below. 
It is required to determine: (a) the system structure that will 
permit the output error to remain zero when the system is subject to 
polynomial disturbances; (b) the additions to the feedback required 
in order to keep the error at zero. 
where 
The system is defined by 
r 
w = m t • 
x = Fx + Gu + fw 
y = Hx 
In the steady state 
Hx = O. 
Using (2.64) and the Laplace transform of (2.63), we obtain 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
-1 H(sI - F) (Gu + fw) = O. (2.65) 
w 
u can now be determined for a given w if the conditions for the 
w 
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For u 
w existence of Eq. (2.52) are satisfied. 
minimum phase condition also has to be satisfied. 
to be non-divergent, the 
u is then given by 
u = 
w 
w 
[ -1 -1 -1 H(s1 - F) G] H(s1 - F) rw. (2.66) 
u can be obtained, as for polynomial reference output, by feeding back 
w 
integrals of the output error. The number of required integrations n 
is determined by solving 
-1 -1 1 lim sn[H(s1 - F) G] H(s1 - F)- r = const. (2.67) 
The controller shown in Fig. 11-5 can therefore be used for this 
case without change if the number of integrations is determined as the 
larger of those required to track the reference output and to reject 
the disturbances. If the integral control is used for cancelling dis-
turbances only, and is applied to the estimator, a steady state error 
in the estimator output results [TA-l]. The system output will, however, 
be maintained at zero. 
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III. SENSITIVITY OF CONTROLLERS TO PLANT 
PARAMETER VARIATIONS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The design procedure of state feedback controllers and some of their 
engineering properties were described in Chapter II. The controller and 
estimator gains depend on the structure of the system matrices and on the 
values of their parameters. If the actual values of these parameters 
differ from those that were assumed in the design, some of the system 
properties described in Section II-C may not be preserved. In most en-
gineering problems, the system matrices are only an approximate des-
cription of the actual system structure and the values of their parameters 
are, in many cases, ill defined and may also vary in time. The sensitivity 
of the controller to plant parameter perturbations is therefore of great 
importance to the designer. Some aspects of this problem have been 
treated extensively in the literature, using the various definitions of 
sensitivity given in Section III-B. One aspect that has received exten-
sive treatment is the sensitivity comparison of open loop and closed loop 
controllers[e.g, KR-2], especiHlly if the loop is closed by full state 
feedback or by full state estimate feedback [KW-l]. 
This problem, however, is not especially relevant to the designer. 
The decision to use a feedback controller instead of an open loop con-
troller is, in general, made for various reasons other than sensitivity. 
The problem is then to compare the sensitivities of various types of 
applicable feedback schemes. There is no general solution to this prob-
lem and each system has to be examined individually. 
In the context of this work, the sensitivity of state estimate 
feedback controllers is of special interest. It is important to disting-
uish, in this respect, between state feedback and state estimate feedback 
controllers. While the nominal properties of these types of controllers 
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may be close, their sensitivies are generally totally different, In 
most cases, the state estimate feedback (SEF) controllers will be more 
sensitive but this is not a meaningful comparison since the estimates 
are only used because the states are not measured, Therefore the choice 
is not between state feedback and SEF controllers but between SEF con-
trollers and other applicable feedback schemes, 
In Section III-C the sensitivity of a SEF controller is analyzed 
and in Section III-D the sensitivities of such a controller and a classi-
cal compensation network are compared for ~ specific case, 
B, MEASURES OF SENSITIVITY 
The functionally most significant measure of sensitivity which is 
also most frequently used in time domain design is trajectory sensitivity, 
It is defined as the vector 
a-(t) = dx(t) ~ (3,1) 
where ~ is a scalar variable parameter [KR-3], If there is more than 
one variable parameter, a sensitivity vector is defined for each para-
meter, 
In order to get a scalar, time independent measure of sensitivity, 
the time average of a weighted square of this expression is used in 
stochastic systems and its time integral in deterministic systems, These 
integrals or average values are then defined as sensitivity performance 
indices [KR-3], 
For deterministic systems 
= (3,2) 
For stochastic systems 
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(3.3) 
tr{w lim 1 ~ E[cr( t) crT( t) ]dt} = t f -7'" t f 0 
where W is an arbitrary weighting matrix. For a stable stochastic 
system, the approximate value of the performance index is 
(3.4) 
where ~(~) is the steady state value of the sensitivity vector. The 
governing equations for ~(t) are given in Chapter IV-A. 
Trajectory sensitivity and the sensitivity performance index (PI) 
related to it are good measures of sensitivity but they are difficult 
to evaluate and therefore a simpler measure is often required, especially 
for preliminary design. One such measure is the eigenvalue sensitivity 
defined as [PO-I, Sec. 32] 
= (3.5) 
where Ak is the kth eigenvalue. 
This measure of sensitivity is not as closely related to the 
system time response as the tr~jectory sensitivity because: (a) only 
the 00minant eigenvalues influence the time response; (b) the time 
response perturbation depends not only on perturbations of the eigenvalues 
but also on those of the eigenvectors. In many cases, however, especially 
when different controllers for the same system are compared, a sufficient 
measure of their relative sensitivity can be obtained by comparing the 
parameter perturbations required to induce instability. For this case, 
eigenvalue sensitivites are adequate. 
A numerical approximation of the eigenvalue sensitivities can be 
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obtained by computing the eigenvalues of the nominal and perturbed dynamic 
matrices. The QR Algorithm by Francis [FR-l] is a very efficient method 
for this computation and it has been incorporated into a variety of 
computer programs, among them the OPTSYS program used for optimal con-
troller design. 
In frequency domain design, transfer function sensitivity is often 
used. It is defined by Bode [BO-l] as 
where 
s 
s 
d .en T(s,ll) 
d .en Il 
T(s,ll) = G(s,ll) 
1 + G(s,ll) H(s,ll) 
(3.6) 
is the closed loop transfer function. This sensitivity measure is not 
used in this work. 
C. STATE ESTIMATE FEEDBACK CONTROLLERS WITH 
PERTURBED PARAMETERS 
Consider the system of Eq. (2.1) and (2.17) with the system matrices 
perturbed as follows: 
F = 
G (3.7) 
H = 
The dynamic equations are now 
[ 
F +5F 
K(: +5H) 
o 
-(GO+5G)C] + rr]w + [O]v +[Go+5G] u
o 
F -G C-KH Lo K G 
o 0 0 0 
(3.8) 
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It is assumed here that the errors occur only in the matrices F, G, and 
H over which the designer has no control. No errors are assumed in the 
gain matrices K and C. If such errors exist, their influence can be 
analyzed by replacing 5GC by 5(GC), and K5H by 5(KH) in Eq. (3.8). 
Using the transformation 
Eq. (3.8) is changed to 
[
F +5F-(G +5G)C 
o 0 
5F-5GC-K5H 
( Go +5G ) C 1 [x] + [rJ w [0J v + [Go +5G
J 
u o' ( 3. 9) 
F -KH +5J x r K 5G 
o 0 
The salient fact that can be observed from comparing Eq. (3.9) 
and (2.36) is that the parameter perturbations couple the state into the 
estimate error equation and therefore destroy the separation of the con-
troller and the estimate error eigenvalues, As demonstrated in III-D, 
this coupling may lead to instability for even relatively small perturb-
ations if the original eigenvalues have low damping. 
The characteristic equation of the perturbed system may be found 
by using ~he expression for the determinant of block matrices [GA-l, Sec. 
5 ] 
[ Ml 
::J -1 det M3 = det Ml det(M4 - M3Ml M2 ) = 
-1 
= det M4 det(Ml - M2M4 M3 ) 
Defining 
M = sI - F 0 + GOC 
N = sI - FO + KHO - aGC • 
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The characteristic equation of (3.9) is obtained as 
which reduces to 
D(S) 
D( s) = 
[ 
M-5F+5GC 
det -5F+5GC+K5H 
det N X det [M - (sI-F +KH +G C)N-\ 5F-5GC) 
o 0 0 = 
(3.10) 
(3.ll) 
The influence of the parameter changes on the system eigenvalues may be 
determined from Eqs. (3.9) or (3.11). Equation (3.11) can be put in the 
form of a sum of terms of which one is the unperturbed characteristic 
equation and the others are the coefficients of the parameter perturba-
tions, viz., 
D(s) = (3.12) 
From this form the influence of each parameter may be evaluated by root 
locus techniques. Computer programs are available for this evaluation. 
The root loci may also be constructed directly from Eq. (3.9) by perturbing 
the parameters and computing the eigenvalues. 
D.l 
D. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLS OF THE SENSITIVITY OF 
STATE ESTIMATE FEEDBACK (SEF) CONTROLLERS 
General 
In this section a detailed numerical example is given of a state 
estimate feedback {SEF) controller for which the parameter sensitivity 
problem is particularly severe. This same system is used in Chapter IV 
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for an application of the sensi tivi ty reduction method which is developed 
there. This system was selected because it demonstrates the sensitivity 
problem of the class of systems in which there is an elastic element 
between the controller and the controlled element. Also, it is suffi-
ciently simple so that the underlying reasons for its sensitivity can 
be perceived. 
D.2 Plant Description 
The plant used in this example is derived from the Stanford 
Relativity Satellite, a controller for which was designed by Bull [BU-l]. 
This Satellite, which is shown in Fig. III-I, consists of an outer body 
in which a helium filled dewar is mounted elastically. The dewar con-
tains a telescope which is also connected to it elastically. The 
attitude of the telescope is controlled by means of two controllers: 
an actuator between the telescope and the dewar, and a thrustor mounted 
on the outer body. The actuator provides the high bandwidth precision 
control for the telescope and the thrustor controls the outer body so 
that the relative attitude between the three bodies remains small. The 
attitude of the telescope is measured. 
A dynamic model of the plant is shown in Fig. 1II-2. The damping 
constants ba. and by are very low and can be neglected in the analysis. 
The spring constants k and k are poorly defined and may vary in time. 
D: I 
The controller gains, especially for the thrustor, may also vary in time, 
but the sensitivity to these variations is low and they are therefore not 
considered here. In this example, a low frequency approximation of this 
plant is used. For low frequency behavior, it can be assumed that the 
spring force in the spring ky is cancelled by the control u l so that 
no net force is applied by the telescope on the dewar. 
The model of the approximated system is shown in Fig. 111-3. Its 
governing equations are 
== 
(3.13) 
= 
The state vector x is defined as 
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LAYOUT OF THE STANFORD RELATIVITY SATELLITE 
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FIG. 111-2 MODEL OF THE STANFORD RELATIVITY SATELLITE 
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FIG. 111-3 SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF THE STANFORD RELATIVITY 
SATELLITE 
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Using k/I 3 = w! (the natural frequency of 
and k/I = CiNJ2 where 13 .- (11 1 2 )/ (II + 1 0 
of Eq. (3.13) is obtained. 
xl 0 1 0 0 xl 
. 0 0 C'iW
2 0 x 2 x 2 0 
x3 
= + 0 0 0 1 x3 
. 0 
2 0 x 4 0 -wo 
x 4 
y _ [1 0 0 O]x + v • 
the oscillatory 
1
2
) , the state 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
u+ 
0 0 0 
1/r2 0 1 
motion) , 
""[ 
I 
representation 
(3.14) 
w 
The disturbances that are acting on this sytem are [BU-l]: (a) d l , 
thrustor noise torque acting on the outer body at an equivalent bandwidth 
of 1 rad/ sec. (b)~, noise torque between outer and middle body at an 
equivalent bandwidth of 1 rad/sec. 
Their intensity matrix has the form 
(~~y 2 1 C'iN ---1113 
Q
w 
= 2 C'iN (C'iNY Idl r (3.15) 
- +'-
1113 13 \1 2 
The intensities of these disturbances are not well known and in the actual 
computation of Bull [BU-l], the off-diagonal terms were neglected 'and the 
diagonal terms were adjusted so as to obtain desirable pole locations. The 
intensity matrix is thus considered as a pole placement device o 
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In order to obtain the same estimator roots and sensitivity prop-
erties, this same intensity matrix is used here. 
The numerical values of the system parameters and the covariance 
matrix elements are thus 
2 0'.W0 = 
2 Wo = 
12 = 
= 
The measurement noise intensity is 
r 
n = 
19.5 -2 sec 
25 -2 sec 
250 kg 2 m 
o . 1 
-14 2.3X10 
D.3 Contoller and Estimator Design 
2-3 [rad sec ]. 
sec. 
An optimal controller for the system was designed using the weight-
ing matrices derived from Bull [BU-l] 
l2Xl04 0 0 0 
0 5 0 0 
0 0 5 0 A = 6.5X10 
0 0 0 6.5X10 3 
The control gains were found using the OPTSYS program [BRY-3]. The 
optimal estimator gains were found using the same program, with the 
disturbance covariance matrix of Eq. (3.15) and the given measurement 
noise variance. 
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The optimal gains are 
C = [l09, 270, 284, 384] 
and 
KT 
= [18.7, 175, 13.9, -30.5]. 
The eigenvalues are: (a) controller (F - GC) 
0.35 + 5. OJ 
- 0.41 + O.41j 
(b) estimate error (F - KH) 
- 1.01 + 5.11j 
- 8.33 + 8.35j • 
D.4 Sensitivity Root Locus 
Since there is only one significantly varying parameter (the 
spring constant k), the characteristic equation of the perturbed system 
can be written in the form of Eq. (3.12) as 
The eigenvalues of DO(s) are those of the optimal controller and 
estimator. Dl(S) is a sixth order system with the eigenvalues: 
-0.41 ± 0.4lj, -2.21 ± 5.26j, -7.47 ± 7.68j. With these eigenvalues, 
a root locus as a function of ok was constructed. It is shown in 
Fig. 111-4. Only the regions of the root locus which are in the vicinity 
of the nominal values are significant since very large parameter 
perturbations are generally not expected. For this system, the region 
of k < 0 has no meaning. 
The range of stability of the system is from the root locus: 
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0.73 < ~k < 1.26; 
o 
or, 18.1 < k < 31.5. (3.17) 
It is important to note that this is not the permissible operatio
nal 
range since the performance will generally deteriorate before the
 system 
becomes unstable. 
While the root locus gives a good representation of the sensi-
tivity problem, it does not provid~ a method for its solution. It i
s 
not obvious how the system eigenvalues have to be modified in ord
er to 
decrease the sensitivity, especially since the root locus numera
tor 
eigenvalues are also determined by the gain matrices K and C, a
nd 
therefore will change whenever the system eigenvalues are change
d. 
For a 8180 system, more insight .can be gained into the sensitivit
y 
problem by considering the transfer fUnction and using frequency
 
domain stability criteria. In principle, this representation may
 also 
suggest the modifications required for reducing the sensitivity h
ut 
in practice the implementation of these modifications is difficu
lt. 
D.5 Frequency Domain Analysis 
From Eq. (2.41) the equivalent open loop transfer function for 
a system using an estimator is 
Go(s) = G (s) G (s) c p 
where 
G (s) H(sI 
-1 
= - F) G p 
is the plant transfer function, and 
G (s) 
c 
= 
C adj[sI - F + KH]G 
det[sI - F + KH + GC] 
is the equivalent compensator transfer function. 
For the example, these transfer functions were calculated using 
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the computer program XAGSA [WI-l]. They are 
G (s) 
p 
G (s) = 
c 
0.077 
2 2 
s (s + 25) 
522 4.1 X 10 (s + 0.37)(s - 1.58s + 5.2) -2 
2 2 2 2 sec 
(s + 3.4s + 5.85 )(s + 1.65 + 11.8 ) 
Go(jW), the open loop frequency response, is shown in Fig. III-f). 
Since the plant is undamped, the frequency response has three zero 
crossings; i.e., three points at which the gain equals unity (points 
A, B, C). The frequency domain stability criterion for a system 
with several zero crossings can be found from its polar plot. The sig-
nificant parameters for determination of stability are the phase 
angles at the three zero crossings. They are shown in Fig. 111-5 
~olar plots are sketched in Fig. 111-6 for four different cases 
of the angles CPB and rflC ' with 
in all cases. The cases 
are: 
(a) CPB < 180° ; cp < C 180° 
(b) CPB > 180°; 
(j) 
'C < 180° 
(c) CPB > 180°; CPC > 180
0 
(d) rp < 180°; epC> 180° B 
Case b is shown in Fig. 111-5. Case a is obtained if the gain for 
this system is increased. Cases c and d cannot be obtained by gain 
changes. Case c can be obtained by parameter variation (see below). 
The exact shape of the polar plots is not important for the stability 
determination as long as the quadrants of the zero crossings are pre-
served. 
From Fig. 111-6 it can be seen that only case b is stable. 
The condition of stability for this system is therefore 
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The sensitivity to variations in can be determined from this 
criterion. 
Figure 111-7 is an amplitude frequency plot of the region 
of w = Wo with part of the phase-frequency plot overlaid, 
10 160· 
A 
0.1 2000 
5 
FIG. II1-7 FREQUENCY RESPONSE IN THE REGION OF RESONANCE 
(3.18) 
Since the plant root at w = w has no damping, its influence on the 
0 
phase frequer .. cy plot consists of the addition of a phase lag of 1800 
t 
at this frequency without modifying the plot at other frequencies 
Also, the shape of the amplitude frequency plot in the vicinity of the 
frequency is determined mostly by this root. Changes in the natural 
frequency of the plant will therefore cause the amplitude plot to move 
re}.u1;ive to the phase plot in Fig, 111-7 without changing the shape of 
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the phase plot and with little change in the shape of the amplitude 
plot. It can be seen from the figure that changes in Wo will cause 
instability as follows: decrease by 1 rad/sec ~ instability as per 
Fig. 1II-6aj increase by 0.8 rad/sec ~ instability as per Fig. 1II-6c. 
The region of stability found by this method is somewhat larger 
than that found by the root locus method (Eq. 3.16). In order to 
decrease the sensitivity, the frequency margins oWL and OW u have to 
be increased. This can be done by modifying the compensator roots so 
that the phase slopes in the region of the zero crossing Band Care 
decreased. However, decreasing the slope in the vicinity of B will 
also decrease the phase margin at the first zero crossing A. An 
acceptable compromise may be difficult to find and no systematic way 
exists to achieve it, even for this low order system. It is therefore 
obvious that more powerful methods are needed. 
The bandwidth of the system is determined by the selection of the 
weighting matrices A and B. Theoretically, state feedback controllers 
can have infinite bandwidth but in practical systems, the desired band-
width will be limited by considerations such as saturation and noise 
susceptibility. It is of interest to compare the sensitivitios of 
controllers with the same structure but with different bandwidths, in 
order to determine whether sensitivity considerations also contribute to 
the selection of the desired bandwidth. For this comparison, the weight-
ing matrices were changed and systems with two different bandwidths, 
one higher and one lower than the nominal, were calculated. Q and R 
were held constant, therefore keeping the estimator unchanged. The 
stability regions for these systems are shown in Table III-I. 
Table III-l 
FREQUENCY MARGIN AS A FUNCTION OF SYSTEM BANDWIDTH 
Bandwidth 
System -1 (sec ) OwL ~u 
Low 0.32 -1.15 +0.9 
Nominal 0.8 -1,0 +0.8 
High 1.8 -0.65 +0.65 
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An increase in sensitivity i6 observed as the. bandwidth is increased, 
Although this effect is not drastic, it is an additional factor that 
limits the system bandwidth that is achievable in practice, 
D,6 Sensitivity Comparison of Different Controllers 
In this section the sensitivity of the state estimate feedback (SEF) 
controller is compared with that of two other controllers that may be 
used with this plant, They are: (a) a state feedback controller; 
(b) a classical network compensator. The first controller is only 
realizable if all the states are measured, which, in general, is not 
practical. It is used here only in order to emphasize the increase 
in sensi tivi ty due to the use of SEF instead of state fe€'dback. 
(1) State feedback, For this case, the characteristic equation 
is the determinant of (sl - F - of + GC), viz" 
4 c 4 3 (C3 + k)s2 c 2 c l s +- s + + I aks + - ak 
12 12 2 12 
+ (s2 c2 C l ) + I as + I a ok. 
22 
The root locus as a function of ok 18 shown in Fig. 111-8, 
From Fig. 111-8 it is clear that no sensitivity problem exists for this 
case, The SEF controller for this system, while equivalent to the 
state feedbacl\: controller in many aspects when the system parameters 
are at their nominal values, is much more sensitive to parameter per-
turbations, 
(2) Classical compensation, There is no unique compensation 
network for this system but any network mmJt have the following char-
acteristics: (i) provide lead at the first zero crossing of the 
system (point A) so as to have ar. adequate phase margin, (ii) provide 
an overall phase lag greater than 1800 at w;::: Wo in order to satisfy 
the stability requirements of Eq, (3,18), The simplest network which 
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has these characteristics is 
G (s) 
c 
= 
(s + a) 
Co (s + b)2 (3.19) 
where a, b < W00 
In order to determine the values of the parameters c, a, and b, 
o 
a parameter optimization program was used in which these parameters 
were adjusted so as to minimize a cost function of the form of Eq. (2.3) 
with the same A and B matrices as were used for the design of the 
optimal controller for this system (Eq. 3.16). The result is: 
G (s) 
c = 
3054(s + 0.23) 
(s + 3.2)2 
(3.20) 
Both the nominal response and the sensitivity of this compensator are 
compared with those of the SEF controller, 
The closed loop eigenvalues of the system with the classical com-
pensator are: -0,07 ± 4.85j; -0.81 ± Ij; -4.85; -0.3. Note the low 
qamping of the first eigenvalue. 
For time response comparison, the responses to a step command 
and to a step disturbance were computed. These responses are shown in 
Figs. 111-9 and 111-10. The lower damping of the natural frequency 
in the classical compensator can be seen in the velocity and accelera-
tion responses, especially in the disturbance response. For sensitivity 
comparison, the movement of the root at -0.07 ~ 4.85j as a function of 
5k/k is shown in Fig. 111.11. All the other roots move towards stable 
o 
zeros and therefore cause no instability. Comparing Fig. 111-11 and 
Fig, III-4, it can be seen that the classical compens~' ';or (CC} is much less 
sensitive than the SEF compensator. The stability regions arE:: 
SEF 
CG 
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The classical compensator has very low sensitivity to increase in w. 
This can be understood by considering its Bode plot, Fig. 111-12. In 
this plot it can be seen that the phase angle reaches 180° only below 
WO' whereas for the SEF controller, it reaches this value both below 
and above this frequency (see Fig. 111-5). For the classical controller, 
the phase angle ~c is always less than 180°. 
E. CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter the sensitivity to parameter perturbation of the 
SEF controller was analyzed and demonstrated by means of an example. 
In the specific example that was considered, the classical compensator 
is probably a better choice than the SEF controller since its lower 
sensitivity seems more important than its less acceptable time behavior. 
If, however, the full system and not just its low frequency approxima-
tion is considered, it was shown by Bull [BU-l] that such a classical 
compensator will not provide adequate control unless the system bandwidth 
is lowered considerably. For the required bandwidth, SEF is hard to 
replace. 
The sensitivity problem for this full system is, however, jllSt 
as severe as for the low frequency approximation. It is therefore 
clearly desirable to have a general method for the sensitivity reduction 
of SEF controllers. This method should operate in sllch a way that 
while the sensitivity is reduced, the nominal performance is not degraded 
unduly. 
In Chapter IV such a method is developed. 
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~. A DESIGN METHOD FOR MINIMIZING THE 
SENSITIVITY TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
'\ 
! 
Several time domain methods for the minimization of the sensitivity 
to parameter perturbations are described in the literature. One common 
approach is to define a sensitivity vector (Eq. 3.1) 
dx 
er = d!.t 
for which the governing equation is [LUH-l] 
. Fer + F x + GI-Lu + 
G dU 
er = I-L dl-L 
(4,1) 
er(O) dx(O) :: 
dl-L 
FI-L 
dF 
GI-L 
00 
where == - == 
dl-L dl-L 
As an extel~ion to the regulator problem, an augmented PI can 
now be formulated [CAS-l, DA .. l] 
== 
\
'" T T T (x Ax + u Bu + er Ser)dt , 
o 
and a control that minimizes it can be found. 
Two separate cases have to be considered: (a) open loop control 
r 
I 
! 
I 
f 
I 
I 
and (b) feedback control. If the control is implemented in an open 
loop fashion, du/Oi-t = 0, and the optimal control can be obtained in 
a straightforward way by solving the optimal regulator problem for the 
T T r 
augmented system with the state vector xA = [x , (J" J, and the PI of 
Eq. (4.2). This, however, is hardly a realistic approach since, in 
general, feedback control will be required. 
In order to determine du/~ for the feedback case the form of 
the control has to be stipulated. Some authors [CAS-I, DA-l, DO-I, BR-l J 
stipulate 
and solve the optimal control problem for the augmented system. 
Cl and C2 are n01 obtained from the solution of a Ricatti equation 
since the dynamic matr.Lx of the augmented system contains Cl 
[SA-I]. 
In addition to some theoretical questions as to the optimality 
of this solution [ SA-lJ, it is complicated to implement since the 
sensitivity vector (J" has to be obtained from a model. The order of 
the system is thereby augmented. For single input system algorithms 
have been developed to augment the order by n only, even if there are 
several variable parameters in the system [WI-ll. The examples given 
for the use of this method are of low order and assume that the state 
is available for feedback [CAS-I, DA-I) DO-I) LA-l, BR-l].. No mention 
is made of the influence of using the estimate instead of thE:! state. 
These examples seem to show a definite redu~tion in their trajectory 
sensitivity but it is not clear whether this is also true for higher 
order systems. In one case of a higher order system, no conclusive 
result was found [RY-2]. Hendricks and D'Angelo [HE-I] use the same 
augmented system but postulate a control of the form 
u = Cx 
and find C by parameter optimization. This method was applied to 
the sensitivity minimization of a space booster with good results. 
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Here too, however, all the states are assumed available and the effect 
of using state estimates instead of states is not considered. This 
and the following methods have the advantage over the previous methods 
that the controller does not become more complicated bp.cause of the 
sensitivity requirements and only the values of its parameters are 
modified. Rillings and Roy [RI-l] postulate the same control but use 
analog computer simulation to minimize the PI. In another variant of 
this method, Cassidy and Roy [CAS-11 force the control to have non-
zero feedback gains only for the measured states. This is done by 
solving the inverse problem and defining the weighting matrices that 
give the desired feedback structure. From the given data, the compu-
tation times for this method seem extensively lengthy. More recently, 
Stravroulakis and Sarachik (ST-l], using the same augmented system, 
derive iterative governing equations for outp:~~ feedback or state 
estimate feedback gains for both the deterministic and the stochastic 
case. These equations are formulated for a single variable parameter 
! 
and it is not clear how they can be extended to multiple parameters. 
The gains that are obtai,ned by this method seem to be applicable to 
practical state estimate feedback systems but the governing equations 
are complicated and the computational labor involved in the iterative 
calculation may be considerable. This problem is not discussed by the 
authors. Many of the references cited above and other papers that treat 
various aspects of the sensitivity problem were collected by Cruz in 
a book published recently (CR-I]. 
A different approach is used by Palsson and Whittaker [PA-11. 
In this approach, the variable parameters are considered as components 
of a random vector with mean at the nominal value and known covariance. 
A performance index of the form 
0:> 
J == ~o xT Axdt 
is minimized where the average is taken over the values of the variable 
parameters. The structure of the system is predetermined and the mini-
tnization is performed by varying a set of free parameters selected by 
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the designer. The method ~s presented is applicable to single-input 
single-output (SISO) systems only, and is essentially designed to select 
the parameters of classical compensators. It seeks a balance between 
the performance at nominal and off-nominal conditions. The relative 
importance of these two conditions can be determined by the designer. 
The example presented shows an appreciable reduction in sensitivity 
without unduly affecting the nominal performance. This method is not 
suitable for the sensitivity reduction of SE~ controllers for several 
reasons: (a) The natural free parameters for H SEF controller are the 
feedback and estimator gains. However, since the control is not weighted 
in the PI, not all the feedback gains can be left free since very high 
or even infinite gains would result in most cases. The selection of 
the gains that remain fixed is somewhat arbitrary and may lead to un-
satisfactory results. (b) The restriction to SISO systems prevents 
the selection of the estimator gains as free parameters, if the estim-
ator is a Kalman filter. In that case, at least two inputs are required; 
one being a disturbance, and the other a sensor noise (Eq. 2.36). If 
those two inputs cannot be used in the desensitization, the nominal 
estimator gains will tend to infinity and the estimator may lose its 
filtering properties. The total number of inputs must therefore be 
equal to the sum of the number of disturbances and outputs. The 
method as presented, however, cannot be extended to multivariable sys-
tems. (c) The controller has to be transformed into its equivalent 
compensating network form or alternatively, the closed loop transfer 
function has to be found. Both these operations are cumbersome and 
present numerical problems. 
In this thesis a sensitivty minimization method is developed that 
is based on the Palsson-Whittaker [PA-I] method but has none of the 
drawbacks described above. It is applicable to multivariable systems, 
both deterministic and stochastic, without restriction 011 the struc-
tureof the system matrices. Although it was motivated by the need 
for sensitivity reduction of SEF controllers) it is applicable to any 
system which can be represented in the form of E j. (2.1). The basic 
equations are similar to those given by PEllsson-Whittal<::er but the method 
of solution is totally different, 
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B. DESCRIPl'ION OF THE SENSITIVITY MINIMIZA'rrON METHOD 
B.l Problem Statement 
Consider the system (repeated from 2.1) 
. 
x = Fx + Gu + rw 
y = Hx + v , 
where the matrices F, G, r, and H contain parameters the values of 
which are uncertain. If these parameters are considered as Gaussian 
random variables, a Gaussian random vector may be formed of which they
 
are the components. This vector is specified by 
E(z) = (4.4) 
where the components of zn are the nominal values of the parameter
s, 
and by 
E[(z - z )(z _ z )T] 
n n 
(4.5) 
a covariance matrix which is assumed known. Equation (4.3) may then 
be written as 
x = F(z)x + G(z)u + r(z)w 
(4.6) 
y = H(z)x + v, 
x(O) = O. 
The control is defined as 
u = -Cx . (4.7) 
where the values of C may be left free or defined by functional re-
lationships to other parameters of the system. For this definition of
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u to be valid, Eq. (4.3) generally is required to describe an augmented 
system that includes the plant and the compensations. The matrices 
F, G, H, and r then have to be defined accordingly. For SEF controllers, 
the augmented system is given by Eq. (2.31). For this case, the control 
is given as 
A quadratic PI for this system is 
J = 
t f 
\ E(xTAx + uTBu)dt • (4.8) 
o 
In this expression, the expected value is taken over the probability 
distributions of x and u that are derived from both the distributions 
of the random process wand of the random vector z. Note that w is 
the process noise of the augmented system. Since wand z are independ-
ent, the expected value of a function of x and u is 
E[f(x,u)] = ~ f[X(W,z), u(w,z)] p[x(w,z), u(w,z)]dxdy 
where 
is the expected 
X,u 
= ~ 
w 
Ez,p( w) dw 
E = 
z 
value over the 
E = 
w 
) = E P(z)dz , w 
z 
~ g(w,z) p(z)dz 
z 
distribution of 
~ g(w,z) p(w)dw 
w 
is the expected value over the distribution of 
A free parameter vector q is defined by 
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vector consists of n parameters of the system matrices that can be 
q 
varied by the designer. 
The problem is now stated as follows: Given the system of Eqs. (4.6), 
(4.7) in which the system matrices are functions of a variable parameter 
vector defined by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), determine the value of the free 
parameter vector q so that the PI of Eq. (4.8) is minimized. 
~ Method of Solution 
Using Eq. (4;7) in Eq. (4.8), the PI becomes 
tf 
J = 
( T T ) E[x (A + C BC)x) dt 
o 
Since for any vector v, vTv = tr(vvT), this equation can be transformed 
into 
J :::: 
The state vector x may be written as 
x(w,z) :::: X (w,z ) +ox(w,oz) n n 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
where x is the state vector obtained when the parameters have their 
n 
nominal values, and ox is the perturbation in the state vector due to 
a perturbation oz in the variable parameter vector. 
Assuming small perturbations in z so that a first order expan-
sion is satisfactory, substituting Eq. (4.7) into (4.6) and defining 
the governing equations for 
F = F-GC 
c 
x and ox become 
n 
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x == n 
. 
ox == 
x (0) 
n 
where 
)x + r (z )w F (z 
c n n n 
F (z )ox + of x + c n c n 
== O· , 
of == 
c 
or == 
ox(O) == 
nz OF 
E c 'Oz." i==1 ~ 
nz or 
E 
i==1 Oz. 
1. 
oz. 
~ 
oz. 
1. 
The expected value of Eq. (4.12b) is 
OF 
Of'w 
0 
== F (z )E(ox) + 
c n 
~ E(oz.x ) + o 1. n 
zi 
(4.12a) 
, (4.12b) 
(4.12c) 
E(oz.w) 
~ . 
5 z is independent of x and w, and since E(oz) = 0, we have 
n 
E(oz.x ) == E(Oz.w) == 0, i == 1, n z • ~ n ~ 
From Eq. (4.12c) , 
E[ ox(O)] == 0 
and therefore 
E[ox(t)] = O. (4.13) 
The expression 
T E(xx ) in the PI of Eq. (4.10) can now be eval-
uated in terms of x and ox 
n 
T E[(x + E(xx ) = n 
T 
-
E(x x ) 
n n 
ox) (x T + ox) ] 
n (4.14) 
T T T 
+ E(x ox ) + E(oxx ) + E(oxox ) . n n 
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To find the value of the second term of this expression, it can be 
written according to Eq. (4.8) and using Eq. (4.13), as 
T E[x (w)5x (w,z)] 
n 
::::E [E [x (w)5xT(w,z)]} 
w z n 
:::: E [x (w)E[oxT(w,z)]} :::: O. 
w n 
Similarly, 
We therefore get 
T E(xx ) 
T E[ 5xx ] :::: O. 
n 
where X 
n 
is the covariance matrix of the nominal state. 
(4.15) 
ox can 
thus be interpreted as the addition to the covariance due to the para-
meter uncertainties. Substituting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.10) yields 
J :::: 
:::: 
where X and EX 
n 
respectively. 
are the time averages over all time of 
(4.16) 
X and oX 
n 
For a stable system, X and oX tend to constant values X (~) 
n n 
and 5X(00). Since the averaging in Eq. (4.16) is performed over a large 
time interval, it can be assumed that 
The PI therefore becomes 
X -+ X (00) 
n n 
and 
J '" tr[ [A + CTBCJrX (00) + oX(oo)]} 
n 
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where 
= 
is the nominal PI, and 
= 
is the additional PI due to the parameter variations, The PI of Eq. 
(4.17) can be minimized computationally by a two-step sequence: (a) 
the matrices X (00) and oX(oo) are found for a given value of the free 
n 
paramete~ vector, q. The PI that corresponds to this value is then 
determined. (b) the q vector is modified in a direction that de-
creases J. This sequence is repeated until the decrease in J in 
one cycle is less than a predetermined value. 
The two parts of this sequence are independent and computer programs 
for each one can be developed separately. 
B.3 The Governing Equations for X n and oX. 
For brevity, the subscripts of 
To find X use (d)/(dt)(xxT), viz., 
x and X will now be dropped. 
n n 
• T .T 
::: xx + xx (4.18) 
Substituting Eq. (4.12a) into Eq. (4.18) yields 
d T 
dt (xx ) = 
T T (F x + fw)x + x(F x + fw) 
c c 
(4.19) 
::: 
Taking the expected value of both sides of this equation and using 
the definition 
T E(xx) = X 
Eq. (4.19) becomes 
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t ( FC(t-'T) ) e rw(-r)d-r1w (t)} 
But, 
o 
and 
T E[w(-r)W (t)] = Q5(t - 'T) 
E[x(O)w(t)] = O,for t;?! 0, 
therefore 
t 
E(xwT) = E ~ eFc(t-1')I'w(1')wT (t)d1' 
Similarly, 
0 
~t 
= 0 
= !.I' 2 
T E(wx ) 
F c( t-'T) 
e I'Q5(t--r)d'T 
Q • 
= 
1 T 
2 QI' 
Using Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) in Eq. (4.20), the covariance is 
In the steady state, 
. X = 0 and the final equation for X is 00 
The governing equation for oX can be found in a similar way. 
d (T .T. T dt 5x5x) = 5x5x + 5xox 
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and Eq. (4.12b) yields 
d T 
dt (oxox ) TT T T T T = OXOX F + OXX of + oxw or c c 
T T T 
+ F oxox + of xox + 5rwox 
c c 
To determine the expected value of this equation, 
evaluated. 
T E(oxw ) 
T E(oxw ) 
= 
= 
1 orQ 
2 
The first integral vanishes because 
only for 't" = t • 
(4.25b) 
has to be 
(4.26) 
Using the definitions of X and oX from Eq. (4.15), the expected value 
of Eq. (4.25b) can now be found. 
(4.27a) 
[ T T . T + E OXX of ] + E[oF xox ] 
c c 
The last term on the right hand side of this equation may be written as 
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c 
Y 
T 
= Ew(xox) , 
the last term of Eq. (4.27a) is 
T E [oF xox] = E [oF Y] • 
c z c 
As t ~ 00, oX tends to the steady state value, 
(4.27b) 
(4.28) 
oX • 
00 
The final equation for oX is obtained by substituting Eq. 
co 
oX = O. 
co 
Thus (4.28) into Eq. (4.27a) and putting 
(4.29) 
To get the governing equation for Yeo' the identity 
• T .T 
= xox + x5x (4.30) 
is used. The expected value of this equation over the distribution of 
w can now be found using Eq. (4.22) and Eq. (4.26), and the definition 
of Eq. (4.27b). 
(4.31) . Y = 
T T T 
F Y + YF + !'Qor + X5F 
c c c 
The steady state value of Y as t ~ co is given by 
(4.32) 
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The governing equations for 
in this section are rewritten 
X and oX that have been derived 
(Xl (Xl 
F X 
c 00 + 
X FT 
00 C = 
_rQI'T (4.33u) 
Y FT T X oFT F Y + = -rQor -COO 00 C 00 c (~\. 33b) 
F oX + oX FT = -E rOrQOr
T + y T5FT + of rYoo]' 
c 00 00 C ZL 00 C (4,33c) 
'rhese equations all have the same well known fo.rm [e.g.) GA-l] 
AX + XAT ::: B, 
where A and B are given. Tliey must be solved in the order in which 
they are written because the right hand sides of the second and third 
equations contain expressions found in the solution of the previous 
equations. For their actual solution, these equations must be written 
in a slightly different form. Equation (4.33b) is rewritten as 
= (4.34) 
Y is therefore obtained in the form of a sum: y == ~ Y.Oz, where (Xl 1. (Xl 
Y. is the solution of 
1. 
F Y. + Y FT 
c 1. i c 
This equation is solved n 
z 
== 
(4.35) 
times with different right hand sides. 
The right hand side of Eq. (4.33c) can be written as 
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nz 
= E 
j=l 
nz [~ (or)T OF (OF)T J E a;:-Qa;:- +~Y.+ dfY. v .. 
. 1 z. z . z, J Z.' J l.J 
l.= l. J l. .L 
where V is the parameter covariance matrix (see Eq. 4.5). 
Equation (4.36) can be written in a more compact form although 
this form is not used in the actual computation because of excessive 
storage requirements. 
nz 
E 
j=l 
nz ~dr dr)T OF (OF )TJ 1: - Q(-.- + ~ Y. + ~ Yj v ij i-I Oz, dz . Oz ,J OZ , 
- l. J l. l. 
(4.37) 
where I is the n X n unit matri:K, 
n 
dr Q = [~Q Or Q , .. ~ Q] . [n x(n x nz ) J; dZ dZl dZ2 dZn P .Z 
Or [~ d~.J , [n x(n xn)]; = p. z dZ Oz 1 
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.Z 
[n X (n X n ) J; 
z 
Y 
1 
Y = 
. [(n X n )X nJ • , z 
Y L Z 
and where 
A®B 
i~ the Kronecker product of A and B. This product is defined for 
A[n X n] and B[m X m] as a (n X m) X (n X m) matrix having as 
its ijth m X m block: 
(A ® B).. = a.. B. lJ IJ 
There are n X n such blocks. 
Equation (4.33) can now be rewritten in the form 
F X + X FT = _rQI'T c 00 00 c 
(4.38a) 
Y.FT 
Or OF 
FCY i + = -rQ - - ~_.£ 1. c 
OZi OZi 
(4.38b) 
OF [OF . ]'1' 
- - (V ® I )Y - - (V ® I)Y • 
Oz n Oz n 
(4.38c) 
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From Equation (4.33c) and (4.36) it can be seen that oX is 
proportional to the parameter covariance matrix V, i.e., if each 
element of V is multiplied by a scalar coefficient €, so is each 
element of oX. From Eq. (4.17) it is clear that the additional per-
formance index J A is then multiplied by the same coefficient. 
In the problem statement the parameter covariance matrix V is 
assumed known (see Eq. 4.5). Its elements are a measure of the un-
certainties in the parameters. In reality, however, these uncertain-
ties are ill defined and the matrix V is considered mainly as a de-
sign tool. It can be written as 
where € is a scalar weighting coefficient. Equation (4.17) then 
becomes 
J =:; = (4.39) 
The coefficient € is selected by the designer for the relative weight-
ing of nominal performance vs sensitivity. The relative magnitude of 
the elements of V is selected according to the importance of the 
sensitivity reduction for the respective parameters. 
Equations (4.38) remain valid if the system is forced by inputs 
other than white noise. If the disturbance is colored, it can be 
modeled by means of a shaping filter forced by white noise. An aug-
mented system can then be formed consisting of the states of the system 
and of the shaping filter. This augmented system is excited by white 
noise and Eqs. (4.38) is therefore valid for it. 
For deterministic systems which are required t.O recover from non-
zero initial conditions, the white noise vector w is replaced by an 
impulsive input vector w. at t = 0: w. = w o(t). The initial con-
1 1 0 
ditions are then represented by the equivalent initial impulses. 
Equations (4.38) can be used unchanged if the following terms are 
redefined: 
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Q T = w w o 0 
CD 
x \0 
T 
= XX dt co 
(4,40) 
co 
y ~O T = xox dt 00 
co T 
oX = ~O 5xox dt , CD 
With these redefined terms the deterministic PI is given by Eq, (4,17), 
If the system is to be optimized for some deterministic input 
other than an initial impulse, this can be handled by state augmentations. 
B.4 Description of the Computer Program 
The computer program, PAROPT, for the minimization of the PI 
of Eq. (4.7) is described in detail in Appendix B. Only its main 
features are described in this section. It consists of two main 
parts: (1) A search subprogram; (2) A subprogram for the solution 
of Eq. (4.33) and determination of the PI from Eq. (4.17). 
(1) Search subprogram, This subprogram is part of the program 
library of the Computer Science Department at Stanford 
University, It was developed by Gill, Murray and Pitfield 
[GI-l], It iteratively seeks the minimum value of a scalar 
function F(q), where q is a vector of dimension n, q 
by modifying the components of q. The value of F(q) for 
a given q is an input to the subprogram, For the current 
problem, it is the performance index J of Eq. (4,17). 
The mode of operation of this program is as follows. For 
given initial values of q and J, the approximate direction 
of the gradient of J with respect to the vector q is 
found by perturbing the components of q one at a time and 
determining J for the perturbed vector. The components 
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of the approximate gradient vector are proportional to 
The direction of the conjugate gradient [BRY-2 for definition] 
is then determined and a linear search is performed along 
this direction, In general, three to four evaluations of 
J are required to determine the minimum of J along a direc-
tion. At the minimum, the gradient is again found and a 
new linear search direction is determined. 
One iteration is defined as a gradient determination and 
linear search. This iterative procedure is continued until 
termination criteria are satisfied. (See Appendix B for 
more details.) 
(2) Subprogram for the evaluation of J. It is obvious from the 
description of the search subprogram that the value of J 
must be computed a large number of times. In one iteration, 
n evaluations are required for the gradient determination q 
and 3 to 4 for the linear search. In an average program, 
8 to 10 iterations may be expected and therefore it may be 
required to compute J 100 to 200 times. For the program 
to be of any practical usefulness, a very efficient method 
for this computation must therefore be developed. 
The principal part of this evaluation is the solution of 
Eqs (4.38). The same equation with different right hand 
sides is to be solved 2 + n times. It is to be noted, 
z 
however, that Eq. (4.38a) and (4.38c) have symmetric right 
hand sides and therefore symmetric solutions (Lyapunov 
equations), whereas the right hand side of Eq. (4.38b) is not 
symmetric. Several methods are available for the solution of 
these equations. These methods are compared by Hagander [EA-I] 
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and Pace and Barnett [PA-l]. The recommendation of Hagander 
is to use a direct method (described below) for systems 
of order smaller than 6 or 7, and other methods above this 
order. The reason for the recommendation for a different 
method for large systems, despite the better precision of 
the direct method, is that the computation ti~e of the 
direct method increases as n 6/3 and becomes prohibitively 
large for large systems. Pace and Barnett recommend the 
direct method up to order 10 approximately. The direct 
method consists of transforming an equation of the form 
AZ + ZA
T 
= B (4.41) 
into the form 
az = -(3, (4.42) 
where zU X 1) is the 
2 (3 is the n 
2 
n vector of the coefficients of 
Z, and vector of the coefficient of B. 
a is obtained from A by [BE-I] 
a = A ® I + I ®A 
n n 
For symmetric Z, the dimension of z need only be 
t = !(n + l)n. An algorithm to obtain a for this case 
is given by Bingoulac [BI-l]. 
For al1tisymmetric Z, the dimension of z is t = !(n-l )n. 
A transformation algorithm for this case was developed as 
part of this program. 
The method commonly used for the solution of linear equa-
tions of the form of (4.42) is Gaussian elimination [FO-l]. 
It consists of two steps: (a) forward elimination (t 3/3 oper-
ations), and (b) back substitution (t 2/2 operation). By 
comparing the number of operations, it is obvious that to 
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solve a general equation of type (4.41) by the direct 
method, it is advantageous to decompose the right hand 
side into symmetric and antisymmetric parts and to obtain 
two separate solutions, the sum of which is the required 
solution. This is important for the solution of Eq. 
(4.38b). In the solution of (4.42), forward elimination is 
only required if a is changed. If only ~ is changed, 
the much less costly back-substitution is required. 
In our case, for one evaluation of the PI, only one forward 
elimination of order ~(n+l)n is required (for X), and one 
of order ~(n-l)n (for the antisymmetric part of Yl ). This 
considerably reduces the average computation time for the 
direct method and makes it attractive for much larger sys-
tems. Moreover, since the points at which the cost is 
computed for the gradient determination correspond to only 
slightly perturbed q vectors, the changes in X and oX 
that stem from these perturbations can be obtained by ex-
panding Eqs. (4.38) about the nominal point and neglecting 
second order terms. Equation (4.38a) at the perturbed 
point is 
F X + X FT 
cl 1 1 cl = 
T 
rlQPl (4.43) 
where the subscript 1 
Eq. (4.43) yields 
refers to this point. Expanding 
(F +DF )(X+DX) + (X+DX)(F +DF )T 
c c c c 
= 
where the prefix D indicates the change between the nom-
(DF ) (DX) , inal and perturbed points. Neglecting the product 
Eq. (4.43) becomes 
F DX + DXFT 
c c 
= 
T 
P1QPl 
c 
(4.44a) 
The coefficients of the left hand side of this equation are 
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the same as for Eq. (4.38a) at the nominal point. Similarly, 
for DY and D(OX), 
F DY + DYFT = 
(4.44b) 
c c 
= -F oX - oXFT cl cl (4.44c) 
F n(ox) + D(oX) 
c 
1his approximation was compared to the exact method of 
evaluating the perturbed PI and no significant difference 
was observed. 
The evaluation of the PI and its g:adient, therefore, can 
be done with only one forward elimination of order ten + l)n 
and one of order l.(n - l)n. 
::2 This method was implemented in 
PAROPT, which has been applied to the sensitivity reduction 
of several systems. Results of its application are described 
in Section IV·-C. 
The largest system to which it was applied is of 12th order 
with 2 variable and 20 free parameters. 
One iteration for this system (gradient evaluation plus 
linear search) required about 40 sec on an IBM 360/67 
computer. This method therefore seems practical for even 
fairly large systems. The computation time increases as the 
fourth power (approximately) of the system order and is almost 
independent of the number of free and variable parameters. 
C. APPLICATIONS 
C.l Introduction 
In this Section the application of the sensitivity reduction 
program (SRP) to two systems will be described. The systems are: 
(a) low frequency approximation of the Stanford Relativity Satellite (SRS) 
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as described in Section III-D. (b) full Stanford Relativity Satellite 
(per III-D). 
The design considerations for the nominal optimal controllers 
for these systems will not be given since they are described in detail 
by Bull [BU-I] for the full system and remain valid for the low fre-
quency approximation. Since the purpose of this section is to investi-
gate the operation of the sensitivity reduction program (SRP) , several 
designs with different program parameters were made and the results 
are presented in considerable detail, particularly for the first exam-
ple. The criteria that are used for the comparison of different de-
signs for the same system are: 
• Sensitivity criterion: 
parameter for which the 
low sensitivity); 
the range of variation of the variable 
system is still stable (high range = 
• Nominal performance criteria: output and control rms values 
and the square root of the nominal PI, which is a weighted rms 
value. 
Some points have to be kept in mind when using these criteria: (a) 
The stability range of the variable parameters should not be construed 
as defining the actual permitted range of variation of these parameters. 
In general, the performance will become unacceptable for variations that 
are considerably less than those that cause instabillty. (b) The rms 
values of the outputs and the controls depend on the assumed covariance 
matrices of the process and measurement noises. These covariance 
matrices are generally not well known and in some cases, they are 
artificially determined in order to get acceptably damped roots of the 
estimator. Small diffel'ences (less than a factor of 2) in the rms 
values of different designs cannot, therefore, be considered as signif-
icant. The criteria that are used in this section are therefore un-
refined but can still give a valid comparison between different designs. 
More precise criteria are difficult to define, in general, al-
though for specific cases they may exist. In some cases the time response 
envelope to a specific input may be restricted, or limits may be posed 
on the phase and gain tnargins. It is import ant to veri:fy, whenever 
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such criteria are used, that they reflect actual system requirements and 
do not pose artificial restraints on the design. 
The initial point in the application of the SRP must be a stable 
one for Eq. (4.33) to be valid. In the examples of this Section, the 
nominal optimal point that was found without considering sensitivity 
was selected as the initial point. This is not required but it is an 
easy point to calculate since the weighting and covariance matrices are 
al.so required for the SRP. The systems that are used in the SRP are the 
augmented systems given by 
[X] [F -GC GC J [x] [r OJ [v] i< = F: -F F-KI\ x + r -K w (4.45) 
.. 
where Fl is the actual plant, F is the assumed plant in estimator. 
At the initial point Fl = F. The weighting matrices are the same 
as those that were used for the nominal design. 
For the application of the program, the parameter covariance 
matrix and the sensitivity coefficient e; have to be determined and 
the free parameters have to be defined. The parameters that are con-
trolled by the designer and some or all of which can be used as free 
variables are: C, the feedback gains; K, the estimator gains; and 
F, the representations of the variable parameters in the estimator. 
The last item may require some clarification. If there are no variable 
parameters, the estimator parameters will obviously be selected to 
be the same as the plant parameters. If, however, some plant parameters 
are variable, it has been found that the sensitivity can be decreased, 
in some cases, if their representations in the estimator differ from 
their nominal values. It is therefore desirable to include these repre-
sentations among the free parameters. The actual selection of the pro-
gram parameters will be discussed for each example separately. 
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C-2 Example 1: Low Frequency Approximation of the Stanford 
Relativity Satellite (SRS) 
This system was described in Chapter III-D. The augmented system 
is an 8th order system for which the initial dynamic and state weight 
matrices are shown in Fig. IV-I. 
(1) Program parameters. The only variable parameter for this 
case is the spring stiffness, k. The parameter covariance 
matrix is therefore a scalar and only its product with the 
sensitivity coefficient € is important. Various values 
of thi.s product have been used in the different designs 
as described below. Only the estimator gains and the vari-
able parameter representations in the estimator were used 
as free parameters since it was found in preliminary runs 
that the feedback gains do not vary appreciably. The 
application of the SRP (sensitivity reduction program) in 
this case is therefor!? a redesign of the estimator. 
Four designs were executed with the design parameters 
varied as described below. The weighting coefficients 
€ and V (a scalar in this case) define the assumed rms 
value of the spring constant k 
(4.46) 
As explained in IV-B-3, this rms value does not represent 
an actual expected uncertainty in the variable parameter 
but is used as a design tool for the relative weighting of 
the nominal and additional performance indices. The designs 
are: 
Design No. 1: 
Design No. 2: 
DeSign No. 3: 
Design No. 4: 
crk/k = 0.28 (JA/J
o 
= 1 at the initial point) 
cr/k ::: 0.9 (JA/J
o 
= 10 at the initial point) 
cr /k = 0.9, R ::: 0 k 
0: /k = 0.9, k Q 
::: o. 
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In Designs I and 2, the estimator is a Kalman filter and 
the SRP seeks a balance between the nominally optimal 
estimator parameters and those required for minimum sensi-
tivity. In Design 3 it is assumed that there is no measure-
ment noise. The minimum nominal PI is obtained for K ~ ~, 
since for this gain, the estimate error covariance P ~ 0 
and the system behaves as if state feedback instead of state 
estimate feedback were used. The estimator gains are there-
fore determined by sensitivity considerations only. Simi-
larly) in Design 4, where no process noise is assumed, the 
minimum nominal PI is obtained for K = O. Here, too) the 
estimator gains are determined by sensitivity considerations 
only. 
(2) Results. The values of the estimator parameters for the 
different designs are given in Table IV-I. These include 
the estimator gains and the value of the spring constant 
Table IV-l 
ESTIMATOR PARAMETERS OF THE 
REDUCED STANFORD RELATIVITY SATELLITE (SRS) DESIGNS 
Design Design Design Design 
Nominal No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
kl 18.7 4.46 31.1 26.3 45.6 
k2 175.4 166.2 162.9 163.7 179.5 
k3 13.9 19.8 107.8 108.7 134.6 
k4 -30.5 -111.6 -50.5 -49.6 -34.4 
Assumed 
Value of 25.0 26.4 22.3 22.4 31.6 
k(W~) 
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used in the estimator (k). The nominal performance criteria 
are given in Table IV-2, These are the average, output and 
control rnlS :values that result from the process and measure-
ment noises given in Chapter III-C, 
The eigenvalues are shown in Table IV-3 and in Fig, IV-2. 
The sensitivity root loci for the sensitive eigenvalue are 
given in Fig, IV-3. The frequency margin for the nominal 
design (from Fig. 111-7) and for Design 2 are shown in 
Fig. IV-4. The sensitivity properties are compared in 
Table IV-3. 
Table IV-2 
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OF THE REDUCED SRS DESIGNS 
(scaled to initial value) 
Design Design Design Design 
Nominal No, 1 No. 2 No, 3 No. 4 
Nominal PI I,D 1.18 1,59 1,57 1,32 (J / J rj' ) o ~ 
Weighted rms I,D 1.09 1.26 1,25 1,15 0J7J.) 
o oJ. 
Output rms* I,D 1,14 1.72 1.70 1.74 
(Q'e I Q'e i) 
Control rms* 
«(1 /0' ) 
u ul 1.0 1,12 1,11 1,15 1.11 
* Note: The output and control rms values for all the designs were 
found using the same process and measurement noises 
(given in Sec, III-D-2) 
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Table IV-3 
EIGENVALUES OF THE REDUCED SRS DESIGNS 
Nominal Design No. 1 Design No. 2 Design No. 3 
-0.36 ± 5.0}.j -0.38 ± 4.98j -0.38 ± 5.05j -0.38 ± 5.05j 
-0.41 ± 0.41j -0.41 ± 0.41j -0.41 ± 0.41j -0.41 ± 0.41j 
-------------- --
------------. ----------------
-------------.-
-1.02 ± 5.11j -1.41 ± 3.17j -1.16 ± 9.19j -1.21 
-8.33 ± 8.35j -0.8 ± 13.2j -27.6 
-1.14 
o Controller Eigenvalues, all Designs 
ESTIMATOR EIGENVALUES: 
• 'Nominal 
'f' Design I 
• Design 2 
± 9.95j 
-22.6 
-1.21 
• 
I j 
o 
Design No. 
-0.32 ± 4.9j 
-0.41 ± O.4j 
------------
-0.7 ± 10.3j 
-43.2 
-1.08 
-1 jw (sec ) 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
FIG. IV-2 EIGENVALUEs OF NOMINAL AND DESENSITIZED 
DESIGN OF REDUCED STANFORD RELATIVITY 
SATELLITE. 
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Note: 
1. All roots except root at -0.36 + 5j 
have adjacent zeros and are therefore 
relatively immobile. 
2, Designs 3 and 4 are not shown since 
they are close to Design 2. 
·-1 O(sec ) 
_-- Nominal 
--------- Design 1 
- - -- Design 2 
-2 -1 
-1 jw (sec ) k. Ok I k = +1.27 
I 
1-7 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6 
\C-
\ '1 \ II , . 
l 
\ 
\ 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Ok 
- = +1 k 
Ok 
- = +0,26 
k 
-= -0,32 k 
Ok k = -0.52 
Ok 
= -0,8 k 
FIG, IV-3 SENSITIVITY ROOT LOCI OF REDUCED RELATIVITY 
SATELLITE, COMPARISON OF NOMINAL AND DE-
SENSITIZED DESIGNS. 
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DESIGNS. 
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Table IV-4 
SENSITIVITY PROPERTIES~-STABILlTY RANGE OF THE REDUCED SRS DESIGNS 
Design Design Design Design 
Nominal No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
+ ."J</k +0.26 +1.0 +1.27 +1.6 +1.92 
-. ' 
;., 
-0,8 -0.84 -0,8 
........ 
-t~!k -0.27 -0,52 
c ... 
... 
ill ... 
~.o Total 
r:: ~ 
c= ... 
bY-!k, 1,53 1,52 2.07 2,44 It:cn 0,53 
(3) Evaluation of the results, (i) As expected, increasing 
e decreases the sensitivity and increases the output and 
control noise, In Design 1, the stability range is in-
creased by a factor of approximately 2,5 with an output 
rms increase of 14% only. If the stability range is in-
creased by a factor of ~ 3,5 (DeSign 2), the oat put noise 
increases by 72%. This design, therefore, constitutes 
a considerable departure from the nominal optimum. Due 
to the somewhat artificial nature of the nominal optimum 
(see IV-C-l), this difference cannot be considered as very 
significant, A better balance between the increase in 
output and control noise can probably be achieved by trial 
and error. It is important to note that the differ-
ence in stability range between Designs 1 and 2 does 
not fully account for the improvement of Design 2 over I, 
In Fig. IV-3, it can be seen that in Design 2, the root 
locus does not approach the imaginary axis appreciably 
for a range of variations of k that is close to the 
stability range. Therefore, the practically acceptable 
range of variations (e,g., IRe AI> 0.2) is much larger 
for this Design than it is for Design I, 
(ii) The lowered sensitivity of Design 2 can also be ob-
served from its frequency margin (Fig. IV-4) which is much 
larger than that of the nominal system. 
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(iii) The estimator eigenvalues of Designs 3 and 4, 
particularly 3, are close to those of Design 2. This 
indicates that the estimator gains for Design 2 are deter-
mined largely by sensitivity considerations. 
(iv) The two extreme cases represented by Designs 3 and 4 
indicate that for this system the estimator gains may be 
determined by sensitivity considerations solely, and still 
give adequate nominal performance. 
(v) Even for this simple system, it would have been 
difficult to determine the minimum sensitivity eigenvalue 
locations without some general method such as the one 
that was used. The removal of the eigenvalue at -1.02 
.±. 5.11j from the vicinity of the plant eigenvalue at 
-0.36 + 5.01j looks plausible; but the movement of 
the eigenvalue at -8.33 + 8.35j is difficult to justify 
intuitively. 
Example 2: Full Stanford Relativity Satellite (SRS) 
(1) Program parameters. The augmented system is a 12th order 
system with two variable parameters--the stiffnesses of 
the two springs. The variations of these stiffnesses 
are unrelated and therefore the parameter covariance matrix 
has only diagonal elements. The design parameters that 
have to be determined are 8, vII and v22 • 
Different values of these parameters are used for the 
different designs (Table IV-5). The feedback gains, 
estimator gains, and assumed values of the spring constants 
are used as free parameters in all cases (a total of 20 
free parameters). 
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0.0 0.0 1.0:10000000 CC 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 -7.3£.100;)000 02 0.0 1.98',535920 01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.000000000 00 
0.0 3.727610270 01 0.0 -2.580000000 0
1 0.0 
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I 0.0 8.CoOOOOOOO 00 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 b.400000000 03 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.C 0.0 2.6000
00000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6.400000000.1)5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 6.4000~0000 03 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o.C 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
COL. B COL. C) COL. 10 COL. 11 
COL. 12 COl. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 o.e o. a 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 o.e 0.0 0.0 0.
0 
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
O. a 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
FIG. IV-5 DYNAMIC AND WEIGHTING MATRICES OF THE STANFORD RELATIVITY SATELLITE 
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The initial. dynamic and weighting matrices were shown 
in Fig. IV-5. 
Three controllers were designed. They are described in 
Table IV-5. 
Table IV-5 
DESIGNS FOR THE STANFORD RELATIVI'l'Y SATELLITE 
Design No. 1 cJ /k, k, cJ /k ka a: 
1 0.55 O.lS 
2 2.5 O.Sl 
3 5.0 O.Sl 
The motivation for these various designs is evident from 
the Table. As explained earlier, the parameter rms values 
are used as a design tool only for achieving the required 
sensitivity. 
(2) Results. The final values of the free parameters for the 
different designs are given in Table IV-G. The eigenvalues 
are shown in Table IV-7. The nominal performance criteria 
are compared in Table IV-S. The process and measurement 
noises used for the determination of these criteria are 
those used in Bull [BU-1]. 
The sensitivity properties are compared in Table IV-9. 
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Table IV-6 
FREE PARAMETERS (in MKS units) OF THE FULL SRS DESIGNS 
Design Design Design 
Nominal No.1 No. 2 No. 3 
cll 18391.0 18391.0 18391.0 
~ c 12 632.8 631.1 631.2 f:3 
~ ...::I 1881.8 ~ 1880,7 1880,5 ~ 0 c 13 S ~ ::s Eo< 126.1 ~ 127.6 127,8 H ~ c 14 0 (J) C) 
Z C) c I5 2285,2 ~ 2285,4 2285,5 H ~ (1l (.!) 
-2001.3 
p 
-2001.6 -2001,5 c'6 .~ 
::.:: ~ C) c 101.4 99.7 99,7 ~ 21 >Q 
~ c 22 274.8 Ul 254,9 256,1 r:tl ~ r:tl ~ CIl I't-4 ~ c 115.6 70,9 73.1 r:tl 23 IS 0 (1) ~ c 24 279.8 S 310.5 310,8 0 Eo< CIl ~ Ul 
C) c 25 275.6 278.1 277,9 
c 26 372.8 372.9 371,3 
kl 24.1 23.0 24.2 43,2 
k2 292,0 297.7 287.2 283,4 ~ 
0 
k3 - 2.2 -10.3 -10,9 -19,1 Eo< CI.l ~ Z H k4 -124.0 -205.4 -219.0 -224.0 H ~ E-< (J) 
k5 14.9 4.8 -3.6 -10.9 r:tl 
k6 -26.0 -41,5 -41,5 -53,6 
Plant Parameter ~~ 625,0 736.0 737,0 736,0 WI 
Representation 
"2 25,0 25.8 33,2 27.7 In Estimator W2 
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Table IV-7 
_ ... _----_ .. 'j. 
f 
EIGENVALUES OF THE FULL STANFORD RELATIVITY SATELLITE DESIGNS 
NOMINAL DESIGN 1 
REAL I MAG. REAL I I"1AG. ' 
- 49.07 )45521 48.32029403 -4E.61513571 f,9. «J32S30fl8 
·~"t9. 0 7045 521 -48.32029403 -4n.G1518571 -4!),938S?1083 
-0.39369490 4.98784394 -4.09933984 21~. 00£45133 
-0.39369490 -4.98784394 - f, • 0 9 !) 2 3 9 8 4 - 2 4 • 0 0 € 4 513-3 
-0.3051'4360 0.47211532 - 6 • S 13 7 l~ 9 5 9 7.r4()25316 
-0.38514360 -C.47211532 ;-6.81374959 - 7 • r 11 E 2 S 3 16 
.' .. 
-2.42501047 25.563't4618 - 0 • 3 I, 3 G S 1~ 4 6 4.99512259 
-2.42501041 -25.50344618 - 0 • 3 I, 3 (j 94 46 -4.99512259 
-8.62282277 7.12131071 -1.17993306 " • 1 5 8,7 8 I~ 79 
-8.62282217 -1 .. 12131077 -1.17«)93306 -4.1527f479 
-1.05210616 5.11812296 - 0 • 3 'l5 20 7 0 6 O.4(H.34()27 
-1.05210676 -5.11812296 - 0 • 31, 5 2 0 7 0 6 - 0 • Il 0 It 8 4 0 2 7 
DESIGN 2 DESIGN 3 
P.fAL H~"G • REAL IMAG. -48~1029q920 49.32370542"-
- 4 8 J 1 ('. 2 99 9 20 -4<1.32370542 -48.21998580 49.9<;571916 
-3~7q056908 24.25442200 -'t 0 • 2 1 9 <J 0 5 6 0 -49.99571976 
-3~ 79056988 -24.25442200 
-35.(j07tl~057 0.0 
- 2 • 5 It 8 640 1 C 21.886764'25 
-7 ~ 244.10743 4.30't28075 -2.~4864010 -21.88676425 
-1 • 2'·4 1 0743 - l~. 3042 8015 
- (' • It 50 ~ 4515 4.Bb150763 -0.415735Q2 5.03Q69535 
-O.4!;iOH4515 - 4. B:615 076 3 -0.41573592 -5.039t9535 
-0.80529691 3.78422822 
-1.l:-1314669 3.4856q~47 
-1.61314669 -~. 4856 9047 
-0.80529697 -3.78422822 
-0.38407223 0.17419996 .. 
-0.38308131 O.lO~ 14120 
-0.38300131 -0.18814120 
-0.3R4C7223 -O.1741Q996 -1.6109902.2 0.0 
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Table IV-8 
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OF THE Ft~L SRS DESIGNS 
(scaled to initial value) 
Design Design Design 
Nominal No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 
Nominal PI 1.0 1.02 1.15 1.22 
[J /J .J 
o o~ 
- I\'"ighted rms 
[ JJ /J . ] 1.0 1.01 1.07 1.1 
o o~ 
Output rms 1.0 1.27 1.88 2.4 
[ae/ae i] 
Inner Control 
rms 1.0 1.28 1,49 1.44 
[ au/auu] 
Outer Control -
rms 
[ aU/aU2iJ 1.0 0.99 1.02 1.02 
Table IV-9 
SENSITIVIT¥ PROPERTIES OF THE F~L SRS DESIGNS 
(!l 
;7, 
.... 
c:: 
P. 
tfJ 
:>-
Eo< f.« 
.... f.« 
..l .... 
... Eo< 
c:l Ul 
<l: 
Eo< 
Ul 
~ 
0 (!l 
"" 
z 
~ .... c:: 
<l: p. 
c:: Ul 
f;; 
0 
Ul 
ORIGINAD PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Nominal 
+ /~¥/k; +0.71 
- &t!kr 
-0.12 
Total 
6k jk 0.83 
l' r 
+ &tjka +0.32 
- &td\x -0.32 
Total 
&tclka 0.64 
J/JA 1.0 
nom 
!)es~~n Desi~n Design 
No, 1 No. 2 No, 3 
+0.97 +1.3 +3,1 
-0.22 -0.24 -0,23 
1.19 1.53 3.31 
+0.8 +1,4 +1.2 
-0.4 -0.44 -0.38 
1.2 1.84 1,58 
0.76 0.7 0,65 
-llO-
.! 
r I ---- -- ---- ----.-- ---~ ·~--~~--r----
I I 
(3) Evaluation of the results. (i) The increase in the output 
and control rms for this example is much larger than it 
was for the Example 1 (compare Tables IV-2 and IV-8). 
This increase, however, is not reflected in the nominal 
PI (Table IV-8). This PI is a weighted average of the 
state and control rms values in which other states, beside 
the output, are weighted. If the rms of some of these 
states is reduced by the SRP, this reduction can balance 
the increase in the output rms. A better balance between 
sensitivity and nominal performance can probably be obtained 
if only the output and the controls are weighted in the PI. 
(ii) The range of stability is not symmetrical about the 
nominal value especially for the stiff springs. All the 
designs are more sensitive to the decrease of the spring 
constant of this spring than to its increase. In Table 
IV-6 it can be seen that the assumed value of this con-
stant in the estimator is higher than the nominal. It 
seems, however, that for a more symmetric range, it should 
be lower. The stability range of a modified design, Design 
3A, was therefo:t"e found. This design has the estimator gains 
of Design 3 but the assumed value of the stiff spring con-
stant in the estimator is 
(The nominal value is 
== 500 
-2 
sec 
2 -2 
wI == 625 sec ). The performance 
of Design 3A is shown in Table IV-lO. Comparing this 
DeSign with Design 3, it can be seen that although its 
tot~1 stability range is lower, it still may be preferable 
since it is more symmetric. There is no obvious way to 
introduce such considerations into the program but they 
may lead to modifications of the program results by the 
designer. The nominal performance criteria are compar-
able for the two DeSigns. 
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Table IV-IO 
PERFORMANCE OF DESIGN No. 3A 
,.. 
sec-l.) (Ul = 500 1 
Range of +.61<: /k +1.4 
Stabili ty r r 
For Stiff 
-.61<: /k -0.48 Spring r r 
Total 
.61<: /k 1.88 
/ / 
Output rms 2.4 [ °e l °e iJ 
Inner Control rms 1.04 
[0 1o ' ul uH J 
Outer Control rms 1.22 
[ °U/O'U2iJ 
(iii) From Table IV-6, it can be seen that the feedback 
gains are changed very little by the SRP. The principal 
changes are in the estimator gains. It probably 
would have been possible to obtain a similar sensi-
tivity reduction by using only the estimator parameters 
as free parameters. The same effect was also observed 
in Example 1. 
C-4 Conclusions 
(a) The method described in this section can provide a consider-
able reduction in the system sensitivity to parameter variations. If 
the initial system is optimal, the output and control rms values will 
increase due to the sensitivity reduction. However, the nature of 
the optimality of the nominal system has to be. considered carefully 
since it depends on the assumed values of the process and measure-
ment noise intensities. In the examples that were examined, the 
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sensitivities were reduced by a factor of 2 to 3, while the output 
rms increased approximately by a factor of 2. 
(b) Both examples given in this section use state esti.mate 
feedback controllers. In this case the free parameters are the feed-
back gains and the estimator parameters. The method, however, is by 
no means limited to such controllers. It is equally applicable to 
systems with classical compensation networks or other designs that can 
be represented in state variable form 
(c) The computation time for a 12th order system with 20 
variable parameters was four minutes on an IBM 360/67 computer. 
This computation time is almost insensitive to the number of free 
parameters. It is therefore recommended to define all the 
parameters that are at the designer's disposition as free parameters, 
at least for preliminary runs. If some parameters do not vary in 
those runs, they may be fixed for subsequent runs. 
(d) In applying this method, it is recommended to initially 
select the parameter covariance matrix so that the additional PI(JA) 
is much larger than the nominal PI(J). A design that is mainly deter-o 
mined by sensitivity considerations results. If the nominal properties 
of this design are unsatisfactory, other designs with lower sensitivity 
weightings may be executed. 
The comparison between these designs is made conveniently by 
means of the stability range and the output and control rms values. If 
the system has specific performance requirements such as time response 
envelope or gain and phase margin, these can also be used as comparison 
criteria. 
The most satisfactory design, in general, is a matter of subjective 
designer preference. 
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V. DESIGN OF A CONTROLLER FOR A TRACKING TELESCOPE 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In this Chapter, the design of a controller for a tracking tele-
scope is described. It was selected to represent a commonly encountered 
design problem and is a good example for the use of the design methods 
of Chapter II. The data and the requirements were obtained from various 
sources, mainly by private communication, and typify actual systems al-
though they do not necessarily represent a specific one. 
Various aspects of the problem of precision pointing and tracking 
have been treated in the literature and several system designs have been 
described [CA-I, FI-I, JO-I, WH-I]. The detailed design of a controller 
for such a system has to consider many specific aspects of the system 
such as structural details, actuator and sensor characteristics, disturb-
ance inputs, etc. If these aspects are not considered, the system per-
formance will be degraded, especially for a mobile system which operates 
in a severe and/or changing environment. The design problem is therefore 
involved and is, in great part, of computational and experimental nature. 
Since the principal purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the 
application of the design methods of Chapter II, a detailed design for a 
changing environment is beyond its scope. Even for a simplified ground-
based system, structural considerations must be neglected. The actuator 
and sensor characteristics are, however, taken into account and a plausi-
ble disturbance input is assumed. The design of the controller for this 
simplified but non-trivial system is less involved but the design methods 
can easily be extended to more complicated tracking problems. The sim-
. 
plified plant is described in Section V-B. The controller specifications 
are defined in Section V-C, and the controller design is described in 
Section V-D. The performance of the controller is examined in Section 
V-E. 
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B. PLANT REPRESENTATION 
B-1 Description 
The plant is a ground based telescope, the purpose of which is 
to track a moving object (target) in the sky. For angular freedom of 
motion, the telescope is mounted in a three-gimbal structure: inner 
azimuth,elevation, and outer azimuth. It has unlimited angular free-
dom in azimuth and _6° to +25° freedom in elevation, A schematic 
view of the telescope is shown in Fig. V-I. 
lb Ii 
cp inner azimuth gimbal 
angle (limi tEild to 3°) 
e: elevation gimbal angle 
( limi ted to - 6° to 25°) 
1jr outer azimuth gimbal 
angle 
. . 
1jr cp 
cp 
FIG. V-I TRACKING TELESCOPE ANGLES 
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Torquers are mount::::< on all three gimbals. The inner azimuth 
and the elevation axes have hydraulic torquers. The outer azimuth axis 
has an electric torquer. The transfer functions from torque command 
to torque output for the hydraulic torquers are derived in Appendix C. 
The transfer function of the electriG torquer is a pure gain, Since 
the torquers are subject to saturation acceleration, limiting networks 
are mounted at their inputs. 
The purpose of the two azimuth gimbals is to enable the inner 
azimuth torquer to operate on a lower inertia and thereby to provide the 
higher accelerations required for high bandwidth tracking. The outer 
azimuth gimbal then provides mainly the slewing capability, The relative 
angular freedom of the inner azimuth gimbal is + 3°. 
The following measurements are available: (i) the components in 
azimuth and elevation of the error angle between the target line of 
sight and the optical axis of the tel~scope are measured by detectors 
mounted in parallel to the telescope axis. These measurements are 
sampled at a rate of 120 meas/sec and are held in a zero order hold. 
(ii) The integrals of the angular rates about the inner azimuth and 
elevation axes are measured by rate integrating gyros with their input 
axes along these directions. (iii) The relative gimbal angles are meas-
ured by resolvers. Numerical data for the system are given in 
Appendix D. 
B-2 State Representation 
The dynamic equations are .derived in Appendix F. Defining 
. 
a = ~ + 1jr cos E (the component of the total angular rate about the lb 
axis) 
M = 11a: ex (5.1a) 
I/- (1 - '2 M = + I l 1jra sin E + 1 - I 2)1jr sin E cos E E 3 1 (5.lb) 
[I2sin 
2 
+(13 11)COS 
2 
+ 14 J;V + l l a M1jr = E E cos E (5 .lc) 
+ 2(11 + 12 I3)~€ sin E cos E - I cX€ 1 cos E 
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w~ere M, M , and M 
a € 1Ir 
are the external torques acting about the inner 
azimuth, elevation, and outer azimuth axes. These torques consist of 
the torquer outputs and disturbance torques. The moments of inertia 
are defined in Appendix D. 
To linearize Eq. (5.1), the following assumptions are made: 
(a) The elevation angle remains small so that sin € ~ €, cos € ~ 1. 
(b) The terms that consist of products of two angular rates and sin € 
may be neglected. This is equivalent to assuming small deflections of 
the gimbals from their required orientations. 
The coefficient of 1Ir in Eq. (5.1c) can be written as 
12 sin 
2 (I - II) 2 
€ + 14 € + cos 3 
13 II + 14 (1 2 13 + Il)sin 
2 
= - + - € 
10 +61 sin 
2 2750 + 160 sin 2 = E = € 
(from the data of App. E). 
The linearized equations are 
" M = Ila (5.2a) 
a 
M = I .. (5.2b) 
€ 
3€ 
M"Ijr = IO~ + M (5. 2c) a 
To put these equations in state form, the torquer equation for the inner 
azimuth and elevation gimbals as derived in Appendix C, have to be added, 
Cons:i.dering Eqs. (C-S) and (C-9) of Appendix C, it can be seen that the 
linearized elevation equation (5.2b) is decoupled from the azimuth 
equations. The elevation control, therefore, can be treated separately 
from the azimuth control. Using Eqs. (5.2a) and (5.2c) and Eq. (C-S) of 
Appendix C, the azimuth state equations can be written as 
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a 0 -b -b b l b 0 
= 
3 1 Z! 3 
I 
it 0 0 b . I 0 0 4 -°5 1 I 
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t 0 0 0 o : 0 1 
I 
~ I P 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 
0 
where (see App. D) b l = 
b
2 = 
b
3 = 
b4 = 
= 
a 
w 
a 
q 
1jr 
P 
B 
v 
e 
B 
v 
e 
D2 
A 
I 
kAI 
DA 
1 
.. 
v 
+ 
k2 
DA 
I 
0 0 0 
0 0 wI [} 0 0 0 b 4 0 b4W2 
0 0 0 
0 1 W3 
and wI' w2 and w3 are disturbance torques and actuator noises. 
(5.3) 
In this linearized system, a is the total azimuth angle of the 
inner gimbal, measured from some reference direction. To add the output 
equation, (5.3) has to be augmented. The azimuth error detector measures 
the angle a - a 
c' 
after it is sampled and held in a zero order hold. 
Such a sample-and-hold operation introduces phase lag, and if it is not 
taken into consideration in the design. a system with insufficient phase 
margin may result. A linearization of the sampler and hold is done in 
Appendix G. The linearized sampler and hold is represented by an addi-
tional state equation 
-4f ~ - 7.2f (a - a ) 
o 0 c 
where f is the sampling rate (120 samples per second). 
o 
The measurement is given by 
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(5.4) 
1 
.1 , 
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l 
1 
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r 
1 
I r 
~~~~~--I~~ -----r 
y = f3 + O. 9 (a - a ) 
c 
(5,5) 
The effect of using the linearized rather than the exact representation 
OI the sampler is checked by simulation. Replacing the state q by 
r = a in order to get fewer parameters in the state equation, the final 
state equation (without disturbances) is obtained as 
· P 
· a 
w 
a 
== 
r 
· 1jr 
P 
where 
-4f -7 2f 0 0 0 0 0 f3 0 0 7.2fo 0 • 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ex 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 w 0 0 0 
0 0 -b3 
0 1 b3 0 
a + 0 0 0 O:c ~} o 0 0 -m -m 0 0 r m2 0 0 2 1 
---------------------------1------
0 
0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
0 0 
0 0 
y 
0 01 1 0 1jr 0 0 
I 
~ I 0 I 0 0 p 0 1. I 
I 
0 
1 .9 0 0 0 0 0 .9 
010 000 0 0 
x -
o 1 0 0 0 -1 0 o 
0000001 0 
a: 
c 
0 
0 
2 ,wo ' where Wo is the natural frequency of the 
hydraulic torquer, and , its damping coefficient. 
the target error detector 
the rate integrating gyro on the inne~ azimuth axis 
the outer azimuth axis resolver 
Y4 = the outer azimuth axis rate gyro 
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Substituting the numerical values of the entries in the F matrix (from 
App. C), the open loop eigenvalues (in rad/sec) of the system are found 
to be 
Al 2 = -80 + 615j (torquer) , 
A3 = -480 (sampler-hold) 
A4 = - 0.024 
A 5,6,7 0 
The parameter b 3 in Eq. 5.6 represents the effect of the outer gimbal 
Inotion on the inner torquer output. If this term is neglected, A4 = 0 
results. Relative to the other system eigenvalues, the change in A4 
is small and the term b 3 therefore can be neglected. This eliminates 
the coupling from the outer azimuth gimbal into the inner azimuth 
gimbal and decoupl~s the azimuth system into two single input systems, 
the controllers for which can be designed separately. 
By linearizing and neglecting small terms, the coupled 
system described by Eq. (5.1) has thus been decomposed into three 
single input sUbsystems. The inner azimuth and elevation subsystems 
are almost identical and the controller that is designed for one of 
them will also be suitable for the other one with small numerical changes. 
The inner azimuth system is shown below. 
,-
. 
f3 0 0 0 7.2f f3 -4f -7.2f 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 1 0 0 a 0 0 0 ~:] 0 w = 0 0 0 1 0 w + 0 u + 1 0 + 0 a c 
a 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 (5.7) 
. 
0 0 0 0 m2 0 r -m2 -m r m2 1 
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Structure of process and measurement nOl.se l.ntensity matrices: 
Numerical values: 
ml 
m2 
fO 
ql 
q2 
rd 
r g 
Transfer functions: 
160 -1 
== 
sec 
385,000 -2 
== 
sec 
== 
120 samples/sec 
10-4 2 3 
= rad /sec 
= 
-5 2/ 3 10 rad sec 
-11 2 
= 10 rad /sec 
10-14 2 
= 2 X rad /sec . 
a(s) 
w
2
(s) 
a(s) 
= u(s) == 
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} from Appo C 
from App. D 
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2 (5. 9b) 
The controller for the outer azimuth gimbal has relatively low 
performance requirements and its design is straightforward. 
The linearization and simplification of complex systems as shown 
in this section is common in the design of controllers. It should be 
attempted, whenever possible, since it simplifies the design of tbe 
controllers to a large extent, It is important to bear in mind, however, 
that as a final design step, a simulation of the full nonlinear system 
should be made using the designed controllers. 'rhis simulation should 
be as close as possible to the real system, including all the non-
linearities and neglected terms. Due to the limited scope of this 
Chapter such a simulation will not be performed here, 
C. CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS 
For a meaningful evaluQtion of the controller design, som(':! quan-
titative specifications are required. These specifications should 
reflect performance requirements such as tracking and disturbance re-
jection, as '.,l'e11 as hardware limitations such as eomponent saturation. The 
performance requi.rc~ments in this Section are based on typical requirements 
of actual t:r.:acking systems. For such systems, tracking requirements are 
often defined in terms of the permissible error when tracking a target 
moving in a straight line [FI-l}. It is also customary to require that 
no steady state output error occur when constant disturbances such as 
steady wind or unbalance torques act on the systern. 
The numerical values given in the specifications reflect levels 
of performance that are plausible with the assumed process and measure-
ment noises, and with the given detector sampling rate. The influence 
of different noise level assumptions are discussed later. According 
to this approach, the controller specifications are formulated as follows. 
(a) Trackin~ The system can track a target moving with constant angular 
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acceleration with finite steady state error. It is desirable for
 this 
error to be less than 100 I-lrad, which is the value of the detec
tor 
rms noise, for the entire acceleration range of the outer gimbal 
(0.65 rad/sec2 ). This error corresponds to an acceleration error co-
efficient of 150 I-lrad/{rad/sec
2). This requirement is a simpIification 
of the tracking requirement for a target on a straight line flyby
. 
The connection between these two requirements is derived in Appe
ndix 
E. 
(b) Torquer saturation. The torquer input is less than 50% of 
the acceleration limit when no tracking is required (pointing 8t a 
stationary target). This specification is required in order to avoid 
saturation of the torquer by disturbances and measurement noise a
nd 
to retain sufficient control authority for the tracking. 
(c) Large signal operation. The system remains stable for large 
output errors up to 30 mrad. This requirement arises because the
 tor-
quers are subject to saturation (V-B-l). At large error signals, 
such as may arise during acquisition, saturation instability ther
efore 
may occur (Section V-E). 
(d) Steady disturbance rejection. No steady state pointing error 
occurs when steady disturbance torques are acting on the system. 
The 
maximum transient error for such a disturbance is 
where w may be either wI or w2 (Eq. 5.7). With th
is numerical value, 
a disturbance torque of 25% of the inner azimuth torquer capacity 
will cause a maximum deflection that is of the order of the meas
urement 
noise. 
(e) Transient response. The system has "well behaved
ll tracking 
and disturbance transient responses by common engineering criteri
a. 
The tracking bandwidth is limited by the sampling rate. A bandw
idth 
of 25% to 50% of this rate is considered reasonable. 
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D. DESIGN OF A CONTROLLER FOR THE INNER AZIMUI'H 
GIMBAL 
D-:-l Introduction 
The design procedure for a state estimate feedback (SEF) con-
troller (Ch. II) consists of the following steps: (a) estimator 
design, (b) controller design, (c) evaluation, In general, several 
systems are designed in the first two steps, each one having different 
state and control weights and, in some cases, different estimator gains. 
The nature of the evaluation depends on the system specifications. 
In general, it consists of several stages, and in each stage, some de-
signs are eliminated. In some cases, more than one design cycle is 
required in order to satisfy the system requirements. 
The three-step design procedure outlined above is fairly standard, 
The nature of each one of these steps, however, depends on the system 
specifications and on the special features of each specific systems, 
In the inner gimbal system, the following special features have to be 
considered: (a) although the system is SISO it has two measurements 
and different estimators can therefore be designed using various combi-
nations of those measurements. The various designs are described in 
Section V-D-2. (b) The system has to be augmented by integral control 
in order to satisfy the tracking and disturbance rejection require-
ments (requirements a and d in Sec. V-3). The need for this aug-
mentation is established in Sec~ion V-D-2 and the controller for the 
augmented system is designed in Section V-D-3. (c) The evaluation has 
to include the determination of stability for lar~e input. This is 
done in Section E-l. 
In Section D-4) the various possible designs are compared accord-
ing to the linear performance criteria and two designs are selected 
for sensitivity comparison. This comparison is made in Section D-5 
and as a result} a final system for further performance evaluation is 
selected. This evaluation is described in Section E-5. 
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D-2 Controller and Estimator Structure 
Two measurements are available in the system: (a) target detector, 
(b) gyroscope. The gyroscope can be used in one of two modes: as 
a rate integrating gyro, or as a rate gyro. The dynamics of the gyro-
scope in its two modes are described in Appendix H. 
The performance specifications call for (a) finite steady state 
output error for constant acceleration command; (b) zero steady state 
output for constant disturbances. The satisfaction of these require-
ments depends on the structure of the system and not on the values of 
its parameters. The level of the steady state acceleration error and 
the maximum transient deflection for constant disturbance depend on the 
parameters. 
Several estimator d~signs will be discussed in this Section, and 
tIre structures of the systems incorporating them are examined. The 
numerical performance criteria such as output and control noise, 
maximum disturbance deflection, and steady state acceleration error 
can only be evaluated after both the controller and the estimator are 
designed. This evaluation is therefore deferred to Section D-4. The 
discussion in this Section is limited to estimators, the order of which 
is at most, equal to the o~der of the system. 
(1) Estimator using the detector measurement only. Equations 
(2.58) and (2.61) define the order of the polynomial equilibrium control 
required for the tracking of polynomial reference outputs and rejection 
of polynomial disturbances. Using these equations on thp. transfer 
functions of Eq. (5.9) and referring to the controller specifications 
(V-C), the results are: (a) a constant acceleration reference output, 
can be tracked with constant equilibrium control. No integration of 
the output error is therefore required in order to obtain a constant 
output error for this reference output. (b) A constant disturbance 
requires a constant equilibrium control for zero output error. One 
integration of this error is therefore required. The disturbancere-
jection speCification, therefore, determines the requirement for in-
tegral control. With this control the output error is zero for a 
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constant acceleration reference output. In addition to the equili-
brium control, error feedback control is required, From Chapter II-D-3 
the system with this reference output is completely reducible, i,e" 
the error state has the same dynamics as the system state, It can 
therefore be estimated by an estimator that uses the model of the 
system, the output of which is compared to the target detector output. 
This estimator can be used for generating the error feedback gains, 
For zero target motion, it obviously generates the state estimates, The 
state equations of this estimator are given below. 
" !3 -4f -k o 1 -7,2fo-O,9k1 0 0 0 6 kl 0 , 
" '" ex -k2 -0.9k2 
1 0, 0 ex k2 0 
" 
'" -k3 -O,9k3 0 1 0 
w + k3 Y + 0 u1 w 
, 
'" -k4 -0.9k4 0 0 1 
a k4 0 a
. 
'" ~ -k
5 
-0.9k5 
0 
-m -m1 r k5 m 2 
~' :,J 0 0 Q = 0 0 
1 0 
r= 
0 0 
R = rd o . m2 
The structure of a system using it is shown in Fig, V-2, 
A con'troller using this estimator more than satisfies the steady 
state error requirements since it has zero acceleration error where only 
a finite error is required, Its transient disturbance response may, 
however, not be satisfactory, The detector noise level is relatively 
high (see App. D) and the estimator bandwidth is therefore low. 
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The closed loop transfer functions from the disturbances to the 
output contain in their denominators, the eigenvalues of both the con-
troller and the estimate error systems. The transient response to these 
disturbances may therefore be dominated by the estimate error eigen-
values and therefore may be large and relatively slow. In order to 
improve this response, the gyroscope can be used as an additional meas-
urement in one of its two modes. Estimators using this additional meas-
urement are described below. 
(2) Estimator using rate integrating gyro as measurement. As ex-
plained in (1), a system using an estimator with detector measurement 
only may not have satisfactory disturbance response. This is so be-
cause the information about output errors due to disturbances is obtained 
through the detector measurement only, which is relatively noisy and 
therefore must be filtered by a low bandwidth filter. The gyro has a 
much lower measurement noise than the detector (App. D). 
The disturbance information obtained when the gyro is used as 
an additional measurement may therefore be filtered through a faster 
filter and higher stiffness to disturbance outputs may thus be obtained. 
The output of a rate integrating gyro is an integral of the torques 
acting about its output axis. They are: (a) torquer generated torques, 
T, .(b) drift torques, D, (c) torques caused by angular rates about the 
input axis, wHo Therefore, 
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cp = kD (T + D + liE) • (5.l0} 
The total output must be kept close to zero. A command must therefore 
be applied to the torquer such that it generates torques that balance 
the drift torques and those due to angular rates. This command may be 
obtained from the detector signal e such that 
(5.11) 
where fee) is an unspecified function of the signal E. Since, for 
constant angular rate, a zero error is required, this function must 
include the integral of the error and can be of the form: 
(5.12) 
The gyro-detector combination is shown in Fig. V-3. If the 
gyro is used as the sole measurement for the estimator, the gyro out!Jut 
will be kept close to zero by the controller, which adjusts the value 
of E so that the g'yro torques are balanced. The single gyro measure-
ment can be considered 'I.C measure a linear combination of system states 
only if the t'i\rget motion is viewed as noise) which is a reasonable 
assumption for'an unknown maneuvering target. In that case the measure-
ment is a linear combination of the state ~ and its two integrals. In 
order to model this measurement correctly in the estimator, the system 
model has to be augmented by the two integrals. A seventh-order estim-
ator thus results. Since the order of the estimator is required not 
to exceed the order of the system, such an estimator cannot be used. 
An estimator of the order of the system is obtained by using the model 
of Eq. (5.7) and considering the gyro as a measure of the state ~. 
Since in reality this measurement also contains the error integrals, the 
estimator does not estimate the actual states and a coupled system re-
sults. The block diagram of this coupled system is shown in Fig. V-4. 
From this figure, it can be seen that the effect of the non-modelled 
integration is to close an outer loop around the controller from the 
?:ero order hold output to the gyro torquer input. Its transfer function 
is: 
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This transfer function includes one integration in the gyro. Note that 
the open loop transfer function of this augmented system has two roots 
at the origin only after integral control has been added. Therefore, 
integral control is required in order to obtain finite steady state 
~oceleration error. This is to be compared with the system in which the 
estimator uses the detector measurement only. There, zero steady state 
acceleration error is obtained with integral control. 
It is to be noted that because of the additional measurement, the 
steady state tracking and disturbance rejection properties are not 
obtained from the open loop transfer function of the actuator and plant. 
From Fig. V-4 it can be seen that the additional measurement has the 
effect of closing an inner feedback loop. The closed loop transfer 
function of this inner system is considered as the open loop t. i. for 
the determination of the steady state properties. If the constants 
a
O 
and a
l 
are small (aO/a
l 
much smaller than the eigenvalues of the 
nominal controller), the outer loop may be neglected and the feedback 
and estimator gains found by OPTSYS. The actual system eigenvalues 
will be somewhat shifted from their assumed values. If, however, rela-
tively tight integral control is required in order to obtain a suffi-
ciently small acceleration error, the feedback and estimator gains and 
the constants a
O 
and a
1 
have to be found by parameter optimization. 
The augmented system shown in Flg" V-5 is used for this optimization. 
Is is performed using the program PAROPT (Ch. IV-B-4) without the 
sensi"tivity reduction option. 
The weighting matrices and the covariance matrices are the same 
oneS that are used in OPTSYS. 
Although the parameter optimization method is somewhat less con-
venient to use than the optimal controller and filter method, this, 
by itself, is not a serious drawback of this sytem since the optimization 
is only carried out a relatively small number of times. 
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(3) Estimator with rate gyro as sensor. The transformation of a 
rate integrating gyro into a rate gyro by caging it, i.e., feeding back 
its output to its torquer, is described in Appendix H. The rate gyro 
is a second order system for which the natural frequency is· determined 
by the caging loop gain and the damping by the rate integrating gY1'O 
time constant. If the natural frequency is sufficiently higher than 
the system natural frequencies, the gyro transfer function can be 
approximated by a constant, viz., 
cp I'::> k W • g (5.13) 
The effect of neglecting the gyro dynamics in the estimator model is 
to couple the estimator and system eigenvalues. The amount of coupling 
depends on the natural frequency of the gyro. To minimize the coupling, 
this frequency has to be high but this increases the gyro measurement 
noise. In Appendix H these effects are discussed and a natural frequency 
is selected. The conflict between high noise and coupling can be avoided 
if the rate gyro is modeled in the estimator but this leads to a more 
complicated estimator (7 states). 
Using the approximation of Eq. (f).13), an estimator can be de-
signed using both the detector and rate gyro as measurements. As ex-
plained above, the addition of the rate gyro should improve the disturb-
ance response. 
Three different realizations of this estimator are considered. 
(a) One full st ate estima'tor using the two measurements. The 
block diagram of this estimator is shown in Fig. V-6a. (b) One reduced 
order estimator using the same measurements. Its block diagram is shown 
in Fig. V-6b. Since its design method is substantially different from 
the one used for the other estimators, it is described in Appendix K. 
(c) Two separate full state estimators: _ one two-state estimator for 
ex and f3 (see Fi. V-3a) using the detector as the measurement and the 
rate gyro as a known input; _. one three-state estimator for w, a; and 
r using the rate gyro as a measurement. 
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The block diagram of this estimator is shown in Fig. V-6c. The 
dynamic equations of its models are given in Fig. V-7. 
y == [1, 0.9Jx + v 
Q == r (rate gyro noise intensity) g 
R == rd (detector noise intensity) 
w == gyro measurement used as input 
v)w == noise 
FIG. V.7a MODEL FOR ESTIMATOR NO. 1 
w 0 1 0 w 0 1 1 0 ~:l I I a == 0 0 1 a + 0 u + 0 1 0 I [ P 0 -m2 -m p Dl2 0 I 1 I Dl2 
Y = [1 0 O]x + v 
Q == [:1 ] (see Fig. V.2a) 
R == r (rate gyro noise intensity) g 
FIG. V-7b MODEL FOR ESTIMATOR NO. 2 
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Because the system is SISO, the steady state tracking and disturbance 
rejection properties can be studied from the equivalent transfer func-
tion representation of the estimators. 
All three designs can be represented by the same transfer function. 
The block diagrams of this transfer function are shown in Figs. V-8a and 
V-8b, where Fig. V-8b is a simplification of Fig. V-8a. For the full 
state estimators, c = 0 and c = O. Y w 
ex 
c 
FIGS. V-8a,b 
FIG. V-Sa 
y c .+( c +H ) 5 
1. y Y 
5 
FIG. V-8b 
EQUIVALENT BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF SYSTEM WITH RATE 
GYRO AND DETECTOR MEASUREMENT. 
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From Fig. V-8b, it is observed that the equivalent open loop 
transfer function, which contains the effect of the integral control 
and the rate measurement feedback, has two roots at the origin. The 
systems can therefore track a constant acceleration command with constant 
control and finite tracking error. To obtain zero tracking error for 
acceleration command, one additional integration has to be added. 
The effect of the gyro measurement, both when used as a rate integrating 
gyro or a rate gyro, is therefore to reduce the system from type (2) 
to type (1). This di.sadvantage will be shown to be outweighted by the 
improved transient response and disturbance rejection discussed in 
Section D-4 (below). 
The five designs that were described in this section cover all 
the possible combinations of the measurements. There may, however, 
exist other designs using these same measurements. The structure of 
the described designsis shown in Table V-l. Later, the gains are cal-
cUlated and the designs compared. 
Table V-J. 
ESTIMATOR STRUCTURES 
Order of Error 
DESIGNATION iI\}~ASUlm~1ENTS METHOD OF DESIGN 
Free Polynomial 
llEMAIlKS 
. Tracki Disturb-
ing I once I 
I 
I 
0 detector Sepurnte design of I I 
controller and 2 I 0 I 
estimator by OPTSYS I I 
I 
bI detector OomlJined design by I Ooupling between I 
and rnte parRmeter optillli- 1 I 0 controller and I 
integrating zation I estimator roots 
, gyro 
nIl 1 detector and type D 1 0 
rate gyro sallie as 
-on 2 detector and same us type D 1 0 two separute 
rate gyro estimators 
DUU detector und parameter optimi- reduced order 
rRte zation (see App. J) 1 I 0 estimator gyro I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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D-3 State and Control Weight Selection 
In this Section the determination of the state and control weights 
is described. These weights are then used in an optimal control program 
for the determination of the feedback gains and closed loop eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors. Several systems are designed for subsequent evalua-
tion in the next section. 
The relation between the we:Lghts <lnd the system eigenvalues is 
determined by the root square loeus method. '1'his method was mentioned 
in Chapter II and is described in more detail in Appendix J. It en-
ables one to determine the weights for single input systems so as to 
obtain required eigenvalues. The required eigenvalues, however, have 
to be determined from the given system specifications. The corres-
pondence between these specifications and the eigenvalues is not unique 
since the time response also depends on the controller eigenvectors and 
on the estimate error eigensystem. A rough correspondence can, however, 
be determined by assuming that the controller and not the estimator 
dominates the time response. Under this assumption, the following 
criteria for the eigenvalue locations ean be established: (a) a high 
bandwidth is desirable for low tracking error and good disturbance re-
jection. It is limited by the dat~ctor sampling rate 
and the actuator noise requirements. A bandwidth of 
(w ~ 800 rad/sec) 
s -1 
w = 100 sec 
seems reasonable as an initial point, (b) The actuator has a natural 
damping coefficient of 0.13. Although this is somewhat low, high 
gains may be required in order to increase it and therefore initially 
this location will be considered satisfactory. 
These two criteria sum up to the requirement that the damping 
of the actuator roots should not decrease and that the magnitude of the 
-1 
real part of the additional roots should be greater than 100 sec 
In the remainder of this section, the selection of weights for several 
systems will be described and candidate systems for the performance 
evaluation will be determined. 
The open loop system for which the controller is designed is the 
system of Ecj. (5.7) augmented by an integral state i such that 
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di 
dt = y = (3'+ 0.90:. 
The requirement for this state Was explained in Section D-2. In order 
to determine which states have to be weighted, the following rule is 
1 
used [AN-2J~ to ensure stability of the closed loop system, the pair [F,D] 
has to be observable, where D is any matrix such that DDT = A. 
From this rule it is obvious that the only state that must be weighted 
is the integral state i. The effects of the weighting of the states 
ex and Ware also examined. A multiple-parameter root square locus is 
constructed by first constructing the root square locus for the state 
i, selecting a temporary weight for this state and considering the closed 
loop eigenvalues obtained for this weight as denominator eigenvalues 
for the a: root square locus. The same procedure is followed for obtain-
ing the w root square locus. 
The transfer functions to the three weighted states are: 
G. (s) 
1. 
G (s) 
ex 
G (s) 
w 
= 
= 
= 
i (s) 
u(s) 
ex(s) 
u(s) 
w(s) 
u(s) 
N. (s) 
1. 
= D (s) 
m2s (s + 4fO) 
= 
D. (s) 
1. 
2 
m2s (s + 4fO) 
= Dex(S) 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
(5.l4c) 
where D.(S) is the characteristic polynomial obtained when the integral 
1. 
state only is weighted with the selected weight, and Dex( s) is the 
characteristic polynomial obtained by weighting both i and ex. The root 
square locus for the i, ex, and w states are shown in Figs. V-9 through 
V-II, From these figures, the influence of increasi.ng the weights 
of the different states can be assessed as follows: 
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(a) Integral state: • Ii tt,le effect on actuator roots; • other 
roots move away from the origin with little change in damping of com-
plex roots. (b) Position: • some effect on actuator roots; • real 
root approaches origin, • complex roots move away from the origin; 
damping of the complex roots increases; (c) Rate: • increased 
bandwidth and damping of actuator roots; • real root moves away from 
the origin; • comple?C roots initially remain at same distance from 
imaginary axis with increased damping. 
Roughly, therefore, the integral state weight influences primarily 
the bandwidth, whereas the rate weight affects mainly the damping. The 
posttion weight has an intermediate effect. Using these considerations, 
three designs were selected for further evaluation as shown in Table 
V-2. 
Desirrn 
No. Characteristics 
1 nominal (N) 
2 high g~ill (HG) 
3 high damping 
(HD) 
Table V-2 
CONTROLLER DESIGNS 
8
1 
II aw a 
(sec-G) (sec-4 ) (sec- 2) 
13 
2 X 10 0 0 
2 X 1014 0 0 
2 X 1013 2 X 109 8 X 104 
Remarks 
Point 2 in Fig. V-9 
Point 3 in Fig. V-9 
Point 2 in Fig. V-ll 
The selection of Design 1 as an initial design was made by considering 
its acceleration error. If state feedback, without an estimator is used, 
the steady state acceleration error is: 
E 
a 
c 
= 
For Design 1, this ratio is 
rate gain 
integral state gain 
2 
sec or 
This is less than the required acceleration error but an increase in 
this error is to be expected if an estimator is used to obtain the 
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feedback gains (see App. K). 
Design 2 has a lower acceleration error, Design 3 a higher one. 
No design using integral and position weights only was evaluated since 
this represents an intermediate case between the cases that were 
selected. 
D-4 Estimator Design Evaluation. 
The following designs were made and are evaluated in here. 
(a) The controllers and estimators given in Tables V-I and V-2 
with the noises as given in App. D and H. The influence of different 
noise assumption is discussed in Section B-3. (b) An additional 
estimator of type DR 2 (two estimators, one using the rate gyro meas-
urement, and the other the detector measurement). In this design 
(DR 2H), the gains of the detector estimator were arbitrarily selected 
at higher values in order to decrease the acceleration error. The 
connection between the estimator gains and the acceleration error is 
developed in Appendix K. 
The gains for the controllers and the estimators (except Type 
DI and DRR) were found by the optimal control program, OPTSYS [BRY-3]. 
The feedback and estimator gains fox' Type Dr and the estimator gains 
for Type DRR were found by parameter optimization using the sensitivity 
minimization program, PAROPT, described in Ch. IV-B-4, without the 
sensitivity reduction option, and with the same state weights as were 
used for Design 1 in Table V-2. The eigenvalues of the controllers 
are shown in Figs. V-9 to V-II. The eigenvalues of the estimators 
are shown in Fig. V-12a. The eigenvalues of the coupled system Dr are 
shown in Fig. V-12b. It is observf!d in Fig. V-12a that the reduced 
order estimator has a very slow root. This can be made plausible by 
considering Eq. J-15 in App.J. Comparing this equation to Eq. (2.31), 
it can be seen that in the full state estimator, the measurement noise 
forces the estimate error only, whereas in the reduced order estimator, 
this noise forces both the state and the estimate error through the 
estimator gain K. Ear low output and control noises, a lower gain 
K is therefore desirable and slower estimator roots result. 
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The performance of various combinations of these designs was 
evaluated according to three criteria: (a) steady state error for 
acceleration input; (b) maximum deflection for step disturbance 
input j (c) control mean square noise. 
For systems using the DI and DR 2 estimators, it is relatively ea$y 
to find the analytic expression for the accelerat,t'Jn error. This is done 
in Appencix K. For systems using the DR 1 estimator, the analytic 
expression is complicated and the error was calculated numerically 
using the design program XAGSA [WIT-I]. For systems using the Type D 
estimator, there is no steady state acceleration error. 
The disturbance deflection was found in all cases with the aid 
of the XAGSA program. The control rms values were found with the aid 
of the OPTSYS program. The results of these evaluations are given in 
Table V-3.The time responses of some of the systems are shown in Figs. 
V-13 and V-14. 
Table V-3 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF COrITROLLER AND ESTIMATOR DESIGNS 
Steady State Maximum De-
Error For flection for Control Output 
Ace. Input step Disturb. rms noise rms noise 
Desil-:"Il Esti.mator Controller ( ~lrnd) ( ~rnd) (rnd/sec2 ) (IJ.rad) No. Type Type rnd/sec2 rad7sec2 
1 D N 0 260 1.8 65 I 
2 DR 1 N 280 145 0.54 29 
3 DR 1 FiG 205 96 0.94 26 
4 DR 1 HD 590 180 0.58 30 
5 DR 2 N 400 48 1.05 -
6 DR 2H N 185 48 1.8 46 
7 DR 2H HG 130 not ct)mputed 3.3 53 
8 DnR N 28000: : I 18 1.2 28 
9 DI N 240 not computed 2.5 78 
N :=; no:ninal IiG == high gain HD :=; high damping 
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A control rms higher than 2 rad/sec2 is considered unacceptable 
since it violates the torquer saturation requirement. Other criteria 
for such designs were therefore not evaluated. 
The following observations can be made frum Tab:).e V-3 and Figs. 
V-13 and V-14. (1) the i3.ddition of the rate measurement to the de-
tector measurement lowers both the control rms and the disturbance de-
flection (compare Designs 1 and 2). However, it causes the system to 
have a finite, instead of a zero, acceleration error. (2) Increasing 
the bandwidth of the system lowers acceleration error and disturbance 
deflection but increases control rms (compared Designs 2 and 3). This 
result is to be expected. (3) Increasing the damping increases the 
acceleration error and the disturbance deflection (compared Designs 
3 and 4). 'rhe time response of the better damped system has no over-
shoot (see Fig. V-13). (4) Two partial estimators instead of one full 
estimator (with the same controller) cause the system to have higher 
acceleration error and control rms but lower disturbance deflection 
(compare Designs 2 and 5). (5) The designs using the rate gyro as a 
second measurement have generally better performance than the one using 
the rate integrating gyro (DI). (6) The. reduced state observer (DRR) 
has a higher control noise than the full state observer with the same 
controller, as is to be expected. However, it also has an unacceptably 
high acceleration error, Its acceleration response is dominated by the 
low eigenvalue "I = -0.56 rad/sec. 
The ranking of the designs according to the criteria of Table V-3 
is given in Table V-4. The designs below the dashed lines in this Table 
are considered unacceptable for the respective requirements. Note that 
designs with acceleration errors of up to 200 ~rad/~ad/sec) are con-
I") 
sidered acceptable, although in Section V-C an error of 150 ~radftrad/secu) 
is specified. This is so because this error is considered as a design 
goal only and not as a rigid specification. From Table V-3 it can be 
seen that satisfying this requirement would cause an unacceptably large 
controller noise. 
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Table V-4 
RANKING OF THE DESIGNS 
-
Disturbance 
Deflection 
8 
5, 7 
3 
----------------------
-------------------
9 2 
2 4 
v 1 
. 
9 
8 
f 
Control 
rms 
2 
4 
3 
5 
8 
6, 1 
-----------
9 
7 
Note that in the above Table, only Designs 3 and 6 are acceptable 
according to all the criteria, Designs 3 and 6 are comparable and the 
selection between them will be made according to parameter sensitivity 
criteria in the next Section. 
Design 8, which uses the reduced order observer, is clearly un-
acceptable as is. It, however, merits some more consideration since it 
is Simpler than all the other designs. Its acceleration error may be 
decreased by shifting the observer poles but that, of course, will 
increase its control and state noise. It is reasonable to assume that 
for parameter sensitivity reduction, the slow eigenvaiue has to be 
moved further from the imaginary axis and therefore the applications 
of the sensitivity reduction program to this system may also improve 
its acceleration response, This is done in the next Section also. 
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D-5 Sensitivity Reduction and Final Selection 
The sensitivity of Designs 3 and 6 to the variation of the hydraulic 
actuator spring constant and damping coefficient is shown in Table V-5. 
The region of stability is considered as the sensitivity measure. From 
this Table it can be seen that both designs have low sensitivities to 
damping variations. The sensitivity to stiffness reduction of Design 
3 is unacceptable, whereas for Design 6, it is tolerable. 
Table V-5 
STABILITY REGION FOR HYDRAULIC ACrrUATOR PARAMETER 
VARIATIONS 
Design 3 DIOlsign 6 
(DR I-HG) (DR 2H-N) 
Spring + Constant 
6k/k Large Large 
Range 
- M/k -0.04 -0.18 
- 6b/b Large Large 
Damping 
Coefficient 
- 6b/b -0.7 -1.1 
Range 
The sensitivity reduction method may be applied to Design 3. Since 
this is an optimal system, its state and control noises will increase 
due to this reduction but this is acceptable since the control noise is 
well below the specified level. Design 6 is not optimal since the gains 
of estimator No. I were selected arbitrarily. Sensitivity reduction 
may, therefore, increase or decrease its control noise. However, a 
system with lower control noise will most probably have a higher accel-
eration error. Since both this error and the control noise are close 
to their specified limits, the application of the sensitivity reduction 
method to this system is not feasible. The result of the sensitivity 
reduction for Design 3 are given in Tables V-6 and V-7. 
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Table V-6 
STABILITY RANGE OF DESIGN 3 
Original Desensitized 
Spring + L::J,,/k Large + 0.31 
Constant 
Range - 6k/k -0.04 - 0.22 
Damping + &/b Large Large 
Coefficient 
- 6b/b -0.7 -0.65 Range 
Table V-7 
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OF DESIGN 3 
I Steady State Maximum De- I 
I 
Error For flection for Control rms I 
Step Disturb. Noise I System Acc. Input I 
I 
(radjsec 2 ) 
I 
( ~rad ) ( ~rad ) I rad/sec2 rad/sec2 I I I 
I 
I 
0.94 I Original 205 96 I 
I 
I 
I 
Desensitized 250 28 I 2.8 I 
I 
I 
Output rms 
Noise 
(~rad) 
26 
45 
Comparing these Tables with Tables V-3 and V-5, it is obvious that Design 
6 is preferable by both nominal and sensitivity criteria, 
As explained in the previous Section, the sensitivity reduction method 
is also applied to the reduced order estimator design, No.8. In this case, 
this method is used essentially as a pole placement method. The results of 
its application are given in Table V-8, From this Table it can be seen that 
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the sensitivity reduction method has, as expected, considerably decreased 
the acceleration e~ror for this case. The stability ranges of Design 
6 and of the desensitized reduced order estimator, Design 8A, are compared 
in Table V-9. These two designs can be seen to have comparable prop-
erties. The nominal properties of Design 6 are slightly better but 
the sensitivity of Design 8A to reduction of the spring constant is 
considerably lower. The higher sensitivity of this design to reduc-
tion of the damping coefficient is of no importance since the stability 
range is more than adequate. Since this design is also simpler, it is 
selecteo as the final design. 
Table V-8 
SENSITIVITY REDUCTION OF REDUCED ORDER ESTIMATOR 
I 
Steady State Maximum De- Control: Output 
Error For fleclion for rms I rms Esti.ma tor I 
System Ace. Input Step Disturb. Noise :~ Eigenvalues 
I 
(Ilrnd ) ( Ilrad ) I 
rad7see'Z rad/see'Z (rad/sec2 ) (~lrad') (rad/sec) 
28000 18 1.2 28 - 0.54 
Original 
-36 :t 610j 
195 40 2.1 43 - 110 
Descnsitizcd 94 606j - + 
It is important to note that since the system is noise limited, a 
different system may have been selected if different values were assumed 
for the ,measurement noises and disturbances. In a more detailed design 
procedure, several designs are usually made using different noise levels 
and one of the considerations in the .selection of the design may also 
be low sensitivity to assumed noises. 
shown. 
In Fig. V-15, the frequency response to a tracking command is 
-1 
It has a bandwidth of 190 sec which is about 25% of the 
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Table V-9 
STABILITY RANGE COMPARISON OF TWO ESTIMATOR DESIGNS 
Desensi ti.zed 
Reduced Order 
Design 6 Estimator 
Spring + l::Jr;./k Large Lnrge 
Constant 
Range 
- 6k/k -0.18 -0.33 
Damping - /:§JIb Large Large 
Coefficient 
Range - !:§JIb -I,D -0.7 
sampling frequency. This is within the range of the specifications 
discussed earlier (V-C). The output response to a constant acceleration 
command and to a constant disturbance is ::.hown in Fig. V-l6. 
D-6 Summary 
Among the Designs examined in this Section, two have the best 
overall performance, with the assumed measurement and process noises: 
(a) Design 6, DR 2H. A system using two separate estimators 
with the gains for the first estimator determined by pole 
placement. 
(b) Design 8, DRR, desensitized. A system using a reduced order 
estimator. The sensitivity reduction for this design was 
only uS€ld as a pole placement device. 
Design 8 was finally selected. Its eigenvalues, performance criteria, 
and sensitivities were given in Table V-8; its frequency and time 
responses were shown in Figs. V-15 and V-16. 
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E. PERFOR~~NCE OF THE SELECTED CONTROLLER 
Some aspects of the performance of the ~el~cted controller will 
be examined in this Section. Its large sign!:!l operation is examined 
in the next Section and a nonlinear compensation network is introduced. 
In Section E-3 the effect of the sampler and hold linearization is 
assessed. In Section E-4, the tracking performance is compared with 
that of a similar system using aided tracking, and the effects of assum-
ing a lower measurement noise a:r'e evaluated. 
E-2 Large Signal Operation 
As described in Section V-B, an acceleration command limiter is 
placed at the input to the torquer. The purpose of this limiter is to 
protect the torquer from saturation. Its characteristics are shown 
in Fig. V-17. It is not taken into account in the linear design of 
Section V-E, the results of which are th~:refore only valid for condi-
tions in which the control amplitude is below the limit, i.e., for small 
displacements from the equilibrium cOlldn:ion. Durin&ii t;arget acquisition, 
however, the error amplitudes may be large and the acceleration command 
may exceed the limit. The stability of the system for large error sl,g-
nals, therefore, has to be examined. 
4 
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The block diagram of the system with the acceleration lim~ter 
is shown in Fig. V-lB. Since the control to both the plant and the 
estimator passes through the limiter, the estimator estimates the states 
correctly even when the limiter is operative. This is therefore the 
case described in Chapt r .. ' II-C-4 of a state estimate feedback single-
input single-output controller which has a variable control gain. 
Its dynamic equation is 
x = 
where is a variable scalar. In Appandix B it is shown that such 
a system has an infinite gain margin for cO' but may beCCtl'jle unstable 
if Co is decreased. It is also shown that the use of state estimates 
instead of the actual states for feedback has no influence on the sta-
bility considerations, and the stabiln,y analysis can therefore be made 
assuming that state feedbacI{ is used. 
For the inner azimuth system, it can be seen from Fig. V-17 that 
for low control amplitudes c = 1 o and that it decreases with incI'easing 
ampli tudes. Inst abili t y is therefore possible. Assuming that state 
feedback is used, the closed loop characteristic equation can be written 
in the :form 
3( )~ 2 ) s s + So ~s + mls + m2 
cOm [(s+4f )(s4c +s3c +s 20 + sc + ) 2 0 paw a c i 
(5.15) 
+ 
7.2f (sc + c.)] = 0 
o Y 1. 
from which a root locus as a funct ion of Co can be const1'u.cted. 
From this equation is is obvious that for small values of cO' 
the system will become unstable since the open loop system (cO = 0) 
has three roots at the origin. This is true for any set of the feed-
back gains as long as integral control is used. Without integral con-
trol, the open loop system has only two roots at the origin and there-
fore will be stable for all values of 
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The Co root locus for two values of the integral control gain 
is shown in Fig. V-19. The reduction of the integral gain can be seen 
to increase the stability region considerably. Therefore, although the 
large signal instability cannot be eliminated if integral control is used, 
it can be made to occur at higher signal levels if the integral control 
gain is reduced. It is therefore desirable to make the integral gain a 
function of the control amplitude so that for low signals, the tight 
integral control required for low tracking error is preserved. This is 
hard to implement in an analog system but if the control signsl is 
assumed to be roughly proportional to the error signal, the same effect 
can be obtained by placing a limiter at th ... :in-put to the integral con-
trol integrator. This is shown in Fig. V-20. The characteristics of 
the limiter are: 
= 
= 
for 
for y. ~y.e' 1n 
The value of Y.e has to be set higher than the error level expected 
for the maximum acceleration command so as not to interfere with the 
acceleration tracking capabilities. The error signal level up to which 
the system remains stable has to be determined experimentally. 
E-3 Effect of Sampler Linearization 
The state representation of the system as derived in Section B-2 
contains a linearization of the sampler and hold. The effect of this 
linearization has to be determined. The block diagram of V-Hc is shown 
in simplified form in Fig. V-21. The dynamics of the continuous system 
can be represen"ted as 
x = F x + G y, 
c c 
x(O) = xo (5.l6a) 
where y is considered as a control. The discrete equivalent of Eq. 
(5. 16a) is 
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where ~ is the transition matrix of the continuous system. Using 
Eq. (5.16b) becomes 
x. 1 1.+ 
= a. - cx. 
C1. 1. 
= a ~ - Hx. 
C1. 1. 
x(O) ;:: x O' 
From this .equation the time response can be found for a . and xO' c~ 
(5.16b) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
This was done with the aid of the computer program SIMUL [KA-I] 
that determines the state transition matrix ¢ and discrete control 
distribution matrix, r, from the dynamics matrices F and G. The 
same program also calculates the time response of the system. 
In Fig. V-22, the true time response, computed by this method, 
is compared with the one obtained from the system with the linearized 
sampler and hold. The correspondence is good although the e:r~act system 
is somewhat less well damped, thus verifying that the effects of the 
zero order hold for a system with the bandwidth of 1/4 w,. were ade-
<=> 
quately modeled by the first order model of Appendix G. 
E-4 Comparison With Aided Tracking 
1. Aided tracker description. The application of aided tracking 
to a system similar to the one discussed in this chapter is described 
by Fitts ['FI-l]. In this application, the target motion information is 
processed by a digital Kalman filter in which the target is modeled 
as moving in a straight line in inertial coordinates. The output of 
the Kalman filter is a feedforward signal that is added to the feedback 
controller signal. Several versions of this method are described and 
results are presented for targets having both modeled and nonmodeled 
motion. These results are compared with those o:f a conventional feed-
back system and found to be much superior. The type of feedback system 
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that is used for comparison is not specified but presumably it is a 
classical~type design since the acceleration error coefficients given 
represent the practical limits that are achievable with such a classical 
design. 
In this Section the aided tracker is compared to the controller 
described in Section D, The application examples by Fitts refer to a sys-
tem in which the torquer has a natural frequency that is lower than that of 
the system described in this Chapter, However, from the description 
of the aided tracking method, it seems that the results would be no 
different if this method were applied to the system of this Chapter. 
The tracking of a target having a modeled motion is examined 
by Fitts by considering a straight line flyby with a peak angular accel-
2 
eration of 0.5 rad/sec, Th~ results are presented in the form of arms 
tracking error dEfined fOT this particular profile as 
(j 
az = [~ (5.19) 
where 0d is the tracking error, For this target motion, the aided 
tracker has no ,const ant tracking error, T.he error is determined by 
the detector noise only, This noise is assumed to be 0 = 5 ~rad, 
d 
For unmodeled target motion, the results are given in the form 
of frequency response curves. Zero detDctor noise is assumed. 
2. Comparison of feedback controller and aided tracker. Since 
the controller designed above is noise limited, a meaningful comparison 
of this controller with the aided tracker can only be made if the same 
detector noises are assumed for both designs, The comparison of the 
modeled target tracking will therefore be made fo:r two noise levels: 
(a) (jd ~ 100 ~rad, as assumed in Section V-Dj (b) (jd = 5 ~rad, as 
assumed in the paper, 
3, Ed =100 ~rad. The influence of different detector noise 
levels is examined by Fitts but only noise levels up to 50 ~rad are 
considered, Extrapolating these :results to 100 ~rad, a rms tracking 
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noise of about 70 ~rad is obtained. 
effects: 
For the SEF controller, the rms tracking error is caused by two 
(a) output noise, (b) acceleration error. The numerical 
values were given in Table V-So Using these values in Eq. (5.19), the 
rms tracking error is obtained as 
0' = 75 ~rad 
az 
4. rrd = 5 ~rad. The rms error for the aided tracker is 
= 3.8 ~rad. 
With this detector noise level, the noise limit on our controller is 
removed. The system bandwidth is now limited by the sampling rate. 
The effect of removing the noise limit is considered below for systems 
using DR 2 and D type estimators (see Table V-l). For the DR 2 
system, a high gain controller is used (Design 2) and higher gains 
are selected for estimator No. 1 according to the acceleration error 
equation of App. K. The resulting eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 
V-23. 
e controller eigenvalues 
o estimator eigenvalues 
o 
ca. 
e 
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The correspondence of the time response of this system with 
that of the exact simUlation was found to be satisfactory. Its acceler-
ation error is 70 IlradArad/sec~. The rms tracking error as defined tn 
Eq. (5.19) is 
CTFC ::: 25 lJ.,rad. 
The system using the D-type estimator has zero acceleration error (V-D-2). 
It was eliminated for the high noise case because it had unsatisfactory 
disturbance rejection. With the low detector noise, a higher estimator 
bandwidth is obtained and the disturbance rejection is therefore im-
proved. The maximum deflection for a step disturbance is 85 IlradArad/sec~. 
This value is still higher than that obtainable when the gyro is used 
as an additional measurement (see Table V-8). 
The frequency response curves for unmQ(eled target motion as 
given by Fitts are reproduced in Fig. V-24. The two figures represent 
two different algorithms. The response of the sampling rate limited 
DR 2 system described above is overlaid on those curves, 
Under the assumption of zero detector noise, the DR 2 system 
is seen to have lower error for frequ~ncies higher than I cycle in all 
the cases represented in the paper. When nonzero detector noise is 
considered, the aided tracker has no advantage for even lower frequencies, 
5. Evaluation. For nonmodeled targets, the aided tracker is seen 
to have an advantage over the high bandwidth feedbaCk controller only 
for low frequencies and if a low detector noise is assumed. 
For modeled target motion, comparable errors are obtained in 
both systems when a hig"h detector noise is assumed, For a low detector 
noise, where the system is sampling-rate limited, the aided tracker has 
a lower error unless some disturbance rejection stiffness is sacrificed, 
For this case the aided tracker therefore has an advantage. 
In summary, the high bandwidth controller that can be obtained by using 
full state feedback can match the performance of the aided tracker 
in mos,t cases. The aided tracker has an advantage only in the case of 
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l 
a target that can be modelled and low detector noise. This advantage 
seems to be outweighed by the added cost of the computing capability and 
by the complexities of the aided tracker. If it is also taken into con-
sideration that most tracked targets will not follow the model, the 
state feedback approach to the tracking problem seems to give a better 
Solution. 
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The design of a controller for the inner azimuth gimbal of a 
tracking telescope was presented. The controller was designed using 
state estimate feedback. 
To obtain a controller for the entire system, additional controllers 
for the elevation and outer azimuth gimbals are rt3quired. The eleva-
tion controller may be identical to the inner azimuth controller except 
for some minor changes in the numerical values of fill; parameters due 
to the different moments of inertia. The outer azimuth controller is 
straightforward and may be designed by classical techniques. 
The special feature of this problem is that the control is applied 
through an elastic element (the hydraulic torquer), which makes it 
difficult to obtain adequate damping at high bandwidths. Still, high 
bandwidth is required in order to obtain a low acceleration error coef-
ficient. The ability of full state feedback to place the closed loop 
eigenvalues arbitrarily enables the system to obtain the required band-
width with sufficient damping. The b.andwidth and the acceleration error 
coefficient are limited either by the allowable controller noises or by 
the measurement sampling rate, depending on the measurement noise 
levels. These are common limits for controllers desi.gned by state 
feedback. Stability considerations do not limit the bandwidth of such 
controllers as they do for many classical designs. 
The principal design parameters for state feedback controllers 
are the state and control weights. However, important performance cri-
teria, such as the acceleration error coefficient, cannot be conveniently 
expressed in terms of these w~ights and only general trends can be es-
tablished. Several designs are therefore made and their performances 
compared. 
Two measurements are available and it is possible to combine them 
in various ways in the estimator. The comparison between these designs 
is made according to the functional design criteria. Two measurement 
noise levels were considered. At the higher noise level, the system is 
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noise limited, A detailed comparison between several desig'ns wa
s made 
at this noise level, At the lower noise level the system pe:rfo
rmance 
is limited by the detector sampling rate, The influence of remo
ving 
the noise limit was considered for two of the above designs. 
The principal conclusions that were reached from the evaluation 
of the various designs are as follows. 
I, The use of the gyroscope as a measurement, in addition to the
 
target detecto~ improved the disturbance rejection properties of the 
system. However, it causes the system to be changed from Type 2
 to 
Type 1. 
2. At the high noise level the gyro rate mode is preferable to 
the rate integrating mode. 
3, The ultimately selected system f.or this noise level is a 
system using a reduced order estimator. Its performance was mad
e accept-
able by the use of the sensitivity reduction method as a pole pla
cement 
device. 
4. Removing the noise limit on the bandwidth results in a decre
ase 
by a factor of 3 in the acceleration error of a system using b
oth the 
gyro and the detector measurement. In a system using the detect
or measure-
luent only (which has zero acceleration error), the step disturbance re-
jection is improved by a factor of 3, 
5. The representation of the sampler and hold as a linear net-
work proves to be a good approximation for the bandwidths consid
ered, 
as shown by the closeness of the time responses of the real and 
the linear-
ized systems. 
6. The use of an aided tracker instead of a high bandwidth feed-
back controller has an advantage for a modeled target and low de
tector 
noise only. 
In conclusion, the use of state feedback for this system results
 in 
a controller that has good transient response and the tracking c
apabili-
ties which are comparable to those of a much more complicated ai
ded tracker. 
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VI • CONCLUS toNS 
In this thesis, the sensitivity of state feedback controllers (SEF) 
to parameter variations was investigated; a method was dev.eloped to 
reduce sensitivity, and it was applied to the Stanford Relativity Satel-
lite. In addition, the design of a tracking telescope, partially 
aided by the sensitivity reduction method, wa/3 studied. 
1'he principal conclusions in the :area of parameter sensitivty 
are as :Eollows. 
1. The use of state estimate feedback, instead of state feedbacl" 
in systems in which there is a lightly damped elastic element between 
the control and the measurement, results in a consl,derable increase in 
the sensitivity to variations of the spring stiffness. Systems of this 
type are common and include structural resonance,. systems with hydraulic 
actuators and others. Their sensitivity is caused by the multiple points 
of 1,mi ty gain of their open loop transfer function and can be characterized 
by means of the frequency margin of stability. If the elastic element 
is sufficiently damped so that multiple points of unity gain are avoided, 
the sensitivity is considerably reduced. 
2. The sensitivity reduction method that was developed in this 
thesis is an effective design tool, as demor,strated by the results of 
its application to the low order approximation and the full model of 
the Stanford Relativity Satellite. 'I'he range of stability was typically in-
creased by a factor of 2 to 3. For originally optimal systems; the out-
put error and the control effort were thereby increased by a factor of R:. 2. 
:3. An efficient computational algorithm of the sensi ti vi ty reduc-
tion method is essenti.ul for this method to be applicable to fairly large 
systems. Considerable effort was therefore expended in the development 
of such an algori t:hm. The resulting computer program has reasonably 
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low computation times. The sensitivity reduction of a 12th order system 
requires four minutes approximately on an IBM 360/67 computer. 
4. Sensitivity criteria may be a useful tool for the design of 
estimators. This is demonstrated by the use of the sensitivity reduc-
tion method for the design of a reduced order estimator for the track-
ing telescope. 
The following conclusions were derived from the design of the con-
troller for a large tracking telescope. 
1. The use of a state estimate feedback controller for this sys-
tem gives it a tracking capability that is comparable to that obtained 
by using a much more complicated aided tracker. 
2. Since arbitrary pole placement is made pO~dible by the use of 
full state feedback, there is no stability limit to the system bandwidth. 
The limit is instead determined either by the allowable control level 
or by the target detector sampling rate. Of these two limits, the one 
that is effective depends on the level of the noise inputs. 
3~ Two measurements are available and different estimator designs 
are possible using various combinations of these measurements. The 
relative merits of these estimators cannot be determined a priori and 
they are therefore compared according to the performance specifications. 
For noise limited systems, the optimum balance is sought between low 
controller noise on one hand, and low tracking error and good disturbance 
rejection on the other hand, with acceptable parameter sensitivity as 
an additional criterion. 
A reduced order estimator using as measurements, the·target de-
tector and the gyro in its caged mode was finally selected for this 
case. 
For the sample rate limited system, the estimator selection is 
more arbitrary. 
4. The use of a saturating controller, together with integral 
control in an inertia-type plant (1/s2), causes an unavoidable large 
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signal instability. This instability occurs at larger signals if the 
input to·the integral control integrator is limited. 
5. The modeling of the sampler and zero order hold by a linear 
network is justified in the considered range of bandwidths (up to 
about 40% of the sampling rate). 
In summary, state estimate feedback is found to be an attractive 
des ign technique for high performance controllers. Its 'practical 
applicability is enhanced by the use of the sensitivity reduction method. 
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APPENDIX A 
GAIN MARGIN OF STATE FEEDBACK CONTROLLERS 
Consider a single input system 
x = Fx + Co Gu 
u = -Cx 
where C is a full state feedback gain matrix, and Co is a variable 
scalar parameter, the nominal value of which is unity. The system will 
have infinite gain margin to changes in Co if the roots of the numerator 
-1 
of C(sI - F) G are in the left half plane. This is also true if 
state estimate feedback instead of state feedback is used. 
Proof 
1. State Feedback 
The closed loop characteristic equation of the system is 
det(sI - F + c GC) = det(sI - F) det[ I + co( sI - F) -lGC] 0 
= det(sI F) [1 + coC(sI - F)-lG] 
= det(sI - F) + cOC adj(sI - F)G • 
As Co increases, m roots of the system t'end towards the m roots 
of C Adj(sI - F)G and the others depart in n - m asymptotic direc-
tions. It will now be shown that 
m = n - 1 
and that therefore only one root departs on an asymptote, along the 
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negative real axis. 
The diagonal elements of adj(sI - F) are monic polynomials 
of degree n - 1 in s. This is so because the minors of these elements 
are the determinants of (n-1) X (n-l) matrices with s in all their 
diagonal elements. Therefore, even if G has only one nonzero element 
the vector Adj(sI - F)G will have at least one element of order 
n - 1 and since C has no zero elements, C adj(sI - F)G is a 
polynomial of degree n - 1. If the roots of C adj(sI - F)G are in 
the left half plane, all the roots will therefore remain stable as Co 
increases. QED. 
2. State Estimate Feedback 
In this case the closed loop characteristic equation is 
det(sI - F + cOGC) det(sI - F + KH) 
= [det(sI - F) + cOC adj(sI - F)G] det(sl - F + KH). 
The estimator roots are therefore unaffected by changes in Co and the 
proof remains valid. 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM PAROPT 
1. General 
This Appendix contains a partial listing of the program PAROPT and its 
operating instructions. The listing includes all the subroutines that were 
developed for the program. For the subroutines that were obtained from 
the Program Library of the Computer Science Department at Stanford University, 
only the description is given in the listing. Subroutines from the IBM 
Library (GMPROD and GMTRAN) are not listed. Sufficient comment lines have 
been introduced to make the program self explanatory. 
2. Operating Instructions 
a. Range of the program 
Order of system: 12 
Number of variable parameters: 5 
Number of free parameters: 30 
Number of controls: 3 
b. Input. The program is stored in compiled form. The input to the 
program consists of two parts: (1) subroutine SETUP, (2) Data 
and options. 
(1) Subroutine SETUP. This subroutine defines the relationship 
between the parameters (fixed, free, and variable), the 
coefficients of the system matrices, and the control gains. 
It has to be written for each system that is being optimized. 
The input to this subroutine consists of the current values 
of the free parameter vector. The output consists of the 
F, f, and C matrices (see Eqs. 4.3 and 4.9). The subroutine 
is compiled and adjoined to the compiled program. The 
program can then be run with different data sets. A sample 
subroutine SETUP, with the job control language that is 
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( 2) 
required in order to load it on the IBM 360/67 computer of 
Stanford University is shown in Fig. B-l. M405. PAROPT on 
line 39 is the name of the load module that is created. 
This can be, changed to any name selected by the user. 
It is reco','lImended that this subroutine be made as general 
as possible so that differ€nt sets of parameters can be 
def ined as frGc us: variaDl~ without changing the subroutine. 
Data and options. The data cards are: 
Card 1: System description: N, NS, NZ, NP, NC, NW 
N Order of system 
NS Number of variable parameters 
NZ Number of free parameters 
NP Number of fixed parameters 
NC Number of controls 
NW Number of disturbances 
Format: 513 
Card 2: Options: NFLAG, NPRINT, NCO. All these para-
meters are either 0 or 1. 
NFLAG = O. Only initial conditions are required. 
NPRINT = O. Only condensed information is printed about 
the PI, gradient, and values of the free parameters at 
each step of the search. 
NCO = 0: C is not a function of the free parameters. 
Format: 313 
Card 3: EPS, TOL, DIS 
EPS The relative weight of the additional cost. If 
EPS < 10- 6 , oX is not evaluated and only the 
nominal PI minimization problem is solved. 
TOL A measure of the relative precision of the final 
values of the free parameters. Recommended initial 
value: 10- 4 • 
DIS Use 10- 4 
Format.: 3E12.5 
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1 j 
j 
,\ 
J 
1. 
2. 
3. 
II. 
S. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 i) • 
II. 
12. 
13. 
1 ~ • 
] 5. 
16. 
17. 
lR. 
1 ~) • 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
2~. 
'25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
2Q. 
~O. 
31. 
32. 
'3.3. 
311. 
j 3·5. 
i 36. 
,\ 
37. 
38. 
'I ~!l. 
,I 40. Ill. 
il II' 2. In. il 44. 
i liS. 
'j 46. II 7. 
,I 
'\ 
/lPAIlODTl .10[1 "1405, ~(n, 1.,3', 'HIH1AS5' 
IISTF.Pl EXEC r-O!1THCL, PAm,. FORT=' OPT=2' 
lIFonT.5 VSHI nn • 
5UGr<OIJT t t-JE snIP' (7., r", R, C) 
111PLt~1T nf::.\t*8 (A-H,O-7.> 
n"'EIJS!(HI 7.(30),J,\(1?,'-2),fH12,5),r.(3.1~) 
CIl'" 10:: I P\P.~ II Q (12, I? ) , n ( 5,5 ), IJ ( 5, 5 )., QI1 (3 ) , P (0) , 5 (10 ) .. E PS 
OQ 10 I=l,~ . 
no If') .1=1,6 
10· A ( 1 , .J) = 0 • 
. no 20 1=1,5 
20 A<I,I+l)=l. 
51=5( 1) 
A 0, '- ) = - i' ( 1) * S 1 
A('3,~)=-P(2)*Sl-51 
A(3,3)=-P(3)*Sl-S(2) 
flO 30 1=1, '5 
30 A(3,1+3)=P(I).Sl 
A(4,4)=-Z(1) 
MS,4)::-ZC2) 
A(6,2)=~(4)-S(1) 
"(6,~)::~(S)~S(2) 
1\(6,4 )=-zc:n 
A(6,S)=-Z(4) 
A(6,6)=-Z(S) 
nn 40 1=1,6 
DO 40 J=1,2 
40 13(1,,»=0. 
B(3,1)::::~l 
R(I),l)=!:;} 
no 50 1=1, '3 
SO B(t+3,2)=-Z(I) 
no (jf) 1=1,3 
cn, , )=1'(1) 
60 r.n, I +3}=-P( I} 
nETIJn.~ 
n:o 
1* IILI~!;rJ. SYSl./1nn nn r.5~1·'1U::=~'405. p.\pnpT, vnlJ"IF.=O;E~::SYSlf), tJl!' T='2'.514, 
/I I'lISP=(ll~\·!,KHD),SP~r:E=(TPI(,(2,~,1» 
/lLI(F.O.o. on nSl!I\.I~r:=11405. pl\nnPT, IJnf.lJ!'I:=~F.P=SYS16,IJlJIT::2314, 
II OI~p=(OLn,KEE?) 
IILKEO.5Y51~ DO * 
II.JC~LlmE n( pAIln">. 
EtHr.Y '1.\ IN 
rMI1E PAROP 
1* 
FIG. B-1 SAMPLE OF SUBROUTINE SETUP FOR SIXTH ORDER SYSTEM 
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Cards 4 and on. 
a. Fixed, variable, and free parameters in this order. Six 
parameters to a card. Each set starts on a new card. 
b. The state weight matrix. Read by rows, six numbers to 
a row. 
c. Control weight vector. For this program the control 
weight matrix is constrained to diagonal form and there-
fore only the NC diagonal elements are read. 
d. The covariance matrix of the variable parameters. Read 
by rows. Six numbers to a row. 
e. 'fhe covariance matrix of the disturbances. Read by 
rows. Six numbers to a row. 
Format: 6E12.5 
A sample data set with the JCL required to run it on the IBM 
360/67 computer is shown in Fig. B-2. M405. PAROPT on line 
2 is to be changed to the name selected when loading the sub-
routine SETUP. 
(c) Output. For NFLAG = 0, the printout consists of the initial 
dynamics, weight, and covariance matrices, initial eigen-
values, and initial nominal and additional PI. For NFLAG = I, 
the printout contains, in addition, search information, as 
well as final values for the free parameters. 
A typical printout for NPRINT = I is shown in Fig. B-3. For 
each cost evaluation, the nominal (Jo )' additional (JA), and 
total PI (Jo + e:JA) are printed out as well as the values of 
the free parameters. The total PI is given as a fraction of 
its initial value. At the end of each iteration, more de-
tailed information is printed out. 
(3) Suggestions for the use of the program. 
(a) Execute an initial run with NFLAG = 0 in order to find the 
inttial relative values of the nominal and additional PI. 
(b) Initially select the weighting coefficient, E, and the para-
meter covariance matrix so that EJ A > 10 J o' A design that 
is mainly determined by sensitivity consideration results. If 
its nominal properties are unsatisfactory, execute additional 
runs with lower E. 
(c) Limit the time of the run according to the general guidelines 
given in Section IV-C-4. Even if this causes the run to stop 
before it is finished, the resulting design may be satisfac-
tory since toward the end the program may become less efficient. 
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1 
I-' 
00 
VJ 
I 
l'" 
"O~ ~~ 
~~ ~~ 
'l'-o-t ~~ tE~ '~.5j 
IIPII!lOf>T2 .1011 '1111115, J01, l.,!i', '1111"1155' 1. 
2. II JOllL' 8 nil 1l5I:Allr:=MI,I)!i. PfIllOPT. VOLIJI1F.-SER·<;vS16.U,,'T-2'U. 
3. 
4. 
't;. 
c, 
:. 
S. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
IS •. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
1/ nISP.(flLO. PhS!;) 
I/STEPI EXE~ PGH-PAROP 
/lI=T06~OOl 01' <;Y~f)IIT-A 
II~T05F001 on * 
6 2 5 ~ 1 2 
,* 
o 1 0 0 
1. 
.""7 
." 
.l1li 
.2 
t. 
.16 
1. 
1.!)OF.-4 
.661 
.J 
• ~q 
!."OE-6 
1.216 
-.nGlI .11 
.n9 
.1. 
.3 
FIG. B-2 :SAMPLE OF DATA FOR S IXTH ~RDER SYSTEM 
Results of 1 {"olf.7.=/l5!Hb'l14H61) "5 
O.lA~~4010q9~lq750 a~ 
PI evaluation -0.]07~OlSI1Z~<;3910 02 
~.102~05A76<}2~2710 O! 
free j O. }(I.5~l.<lIi)'J'U·I<'I7=(I 02 
parameters i -0.3'7<1015172653Q30 C~ 
O.102Sb5R7~~265D60 05 
O.ld~S4~109'Jh191S~ 01 
-O.307qDI51711b3~1~ 02 
0.lJ2SeS~7t933783D 05 
J ~ 0.1!1554<;lJ<}91,,19750 02 
o ~ -D.JD7qnl~172~5393D 02 
STAJUS AT ITERATION ~ 1 
0.547t05?76224~7~~ 03 
O.17~2326q03~q~040 0] 
O.26Z20436~0412460 ~~ 
0.5416057755605030 03 
O.11<;2126901<;5JQ30 03 
O.2622n436QB432460 02 
O.5416r.~2162S5~~~O 03 
n.17~232~qnl~50~'0 03 
O.2622P4~6~R4324hn 02 
0.54160527~184q1eO 03 
, ~.17SZ3269C3550830 0) 
J ~.26220436~9~22~RO 02 
, A 
o.94951985M~(l43t,O 00 
0.1546!16?6664!:504D 02 
O.9495198502)R0410 00 
0.154b6~96~795516D 02 
~.9t,9519850R57261~ 00 
O.154666~66646504a.OZ 
0.949519851)72395D 00 
\ O. 1546669666465040 o~ 
~ J
o 
+ eJA (relative) 
CU~I'ENT SClUTfON 
n.la5~491~Q061q75n 02 
0.17S232~~03S50~30 03 
~.154~1,,6~~~6~~5040 ~2 
r,RAOIF.NT 
O.lC3~202535n33230-02 
0.433172~314925q50-02 
-O.3~42291931RoaOOO-01 
~.~1~246~5811qqt50-02 
0.407021706?2384 20-01 
OfQ~CTIO~ OF SEARCH 
-~.17319S31~1371S70-01 
-u.3n7901517?6S~930 02 
0.2b220436~~4324bO 02 
APPP~Xf~ATf ~INf~UH VALUE OF FI 
~U~ReR OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS: 
-O.7336833264425~8n-01 
0.2132576036914590 00 
-0.3903200790824450-01 
O.9217919011351290-01 
O.949~19850765886D CO 
16 
ALPHA: 
FIG. B-3 TYPICAL PRINTOUT OF PROGRAM PAROPT 
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LISTING OF PROGRAM PAROPT 
C pp.nGRA~ PA~0PT 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
t 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
r. 
c 
IMPLlrlT PF6l*~IA-~,Q-Z) 
Lnr.lCAI pDt~T, ~PTfF 
')IMF.·~<;IG'J l(30) 
C OW"')~' ,~,~; S , N P, ~l',.j, Nr. , p"j( (1 
C 0"1 MO 'II PAP 141 Q I 12 , t 2 I ,P C I) , 5 I, V ( r;, 5) , Q~ ( 31 ,D AI< C 30 I , S I ( 1 0) , E P S, I) I S 
CCMMO~ ICPITFRI ~TA, TOl, ~TEnMX, DFPS 
C(l""A(1N ILflG!CLI l\!: '~F, PPINT, UNITl 
EXTFq~Il\L rn!;T,STtt.PTQ 
'5101.7(1P't,T(6I3) 
511 FORI.1A.T(h r U.'5) 
513 F('c."1AT (4t ~» 
512 FnQ~AT(3F12.51 
355 FOPMATC'O',·OPDEP. 01= SYST'="'::::',lZ,I,' VIIRIAf3LE PhRA~ETt;P'S::::·,t2,1,' 
1 F p t: 17 Ph R /d' E T fR S ",' , T? , I,' F P S~ • , F 7. 3' 
~<)6 f-OQ~-I"T(.( ... ,'INITII\L COST fiNLY RECUIRFO') 
3:::7 ~r~V"T(' ',6X,'NC(1=',I2' 
N IS THE ORDER OF THf ~VSTEM 
NS IS THF ~IUM8EP OF T~r- V/lP[IlBlF PMAt-IET!:RS 
p"jl !S THF tJU"\Sr:::l< nf' FRFE P6RI\'~fTF.RS 
~P [S THf ~U~B~P ~F FIYfD PARAMETERS 
NC [$ THE NUMR~P OF CCNTRrL~ 
NW TS THE ~U~BEP OF DtSTUc~I\~CFS 
IF NI=l.AG=O ONLY PHTIAL CO~lrHTIO"'S ARE f?F:CUIRED 
IF ":PQ.INT=O s~aRCH PPINT(1UT IS CONDF~SFD 
IF NCn=O C IS NOT A FUNCTlnN OF THE FPfE PARAMETERS 
RFAD(5.513) NI=LAG, NPRINT. NCO ,NXOF 
FPS IS THE P~LATIVE WEIGHTING Q~ THE AO~ITIOM~L cnST 
TOl IS TH~ PEL~TtVE PRECISION OF THE FI~AL VALUfS OF 
THE FREE PADA~~TEPS 
DIS IS THE ~~lATtV~ P~PTUF~ATTnN OF THE VAQl~BLE PARAMETERS 
ttEAO(~,512' FPS, TOL. I'JIS 
PAQ- FIXED PAQ.~'~ET=QS 
S I - vap I h~lE PA~A'~ETI=RS 
l - PH'E 1'1 A:}, A"'E TER S 
:<. E A D ( e; , "i 1 l' ( PAR ( I 1 ,T = 1 , NP ) 
, prA[)(c;fC;'.!I!SJ([I,I=l,NS) 
!( fAD ( ? , c 1 11 ( Z ( 1 ) • I = 1 , ~!l ) 
Q - THE STATE WEIGHT ~ATR[X 
QCl- THE C']NnOL WE I GHT VECTOR 
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c P - THf- C'1VAQYM!CF'1IHRIX '1r THF VAPIAI'U: PARA~ETERS 
C V - Tllf; C(,)VfI~ tMICE ~'ATPt X 'JF TIl~ I)I~TlJPnflNCFS 
C 
REfiOe r:;, '>IU ((Qe (, J' ,J=l ,"1),1=1 ,r-n 
I) F; A DC 5, 51 l ) e CR ( I ) , r = 1 ,N C) 
REA D I '5 I ':i 1 1. ) I I [) ( I I J I I J = 1 .N S I , I = 1 ,r.' S I 
R 1;= AD ( 5 I r:; 1 1 I ( (V ( f il J I , J = 1 ,_,1 W , , , ., 1 , ~: W , 
wQITEI~,3':i~I~,NS~Nl,EPS 
WRITEC6.3~7' NCO 
IFINFlaG.FQ.l,~a TO 323 
WQITEI~.'3561 
323 tf:IN"flPJT.F.Q.~' GO TO 1('\(\ 
PPI'JT=.TPUE. 
BFIFF=.FI\lSF. 
GO TO 110 
100 PRINT=.FALSE. 
BPI E F = • TR IJJ: • 
110 C~ll DIMlTeCOST,NZ,ZI 
IF(NfLAG.fQ.OIGO TO 6~O 
NLOIM=Ml¢(NZ-l'/2 
CALL MtNMZf(~Z. Z, NlOIM, COST, STARTRI 
600 STOP 
F.NO 
PRIGlNATI PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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c - ---- ---------------- ---- - -- --------- --- ----- -- -- _____________________ 1 
C t 
C Slit; R 1'1) TT N E r) I ~JI T I 
C l 
C THT c:; r:;LJn!:'PlJTt~tf i:PTTfS THC t',tTTTH OATil A~Ir) C.~lCUI.!\Tf"'$ TIl!: I 
C IN! TI t\L PT i\~jf) ""rr,t=,'JV .... lGt:'5 U~!Nr. $up.onlJTHjr. CnSf I 
C 1 
C I NPUT Tn SUAIH1U TIr!f D IN IT I 
C I 
C Nl THF. NU'-1l3EQ OF FPfE Pi\Rh~'[TERS 1 
C l fHf F~~F pa~A~ETEP VC(Trp I 
C FU~ /I SU"H'f1IJTP4 c RHUPNTNG Tf-lE VIlLtiF OF "HE PI AT THE I 
c pnT~T r)cFr~~O ~y T~F VECT8P l. I 
C I 
c ----------- --------- ------ ----- --------------... --------------.------ ____ I 
c 
S US R'O lJ T 1/oJ E 0 P I I TI FUN, fill , n 
TMPLTCIT QFAl*9(A-H,n-Zl 
D P1 FN S r r"J A I 1 2, 12 I , ~ 1 12 ,? ) , 11 '-3 (l ) , C ('3,12 I 
CO~~J~ ~,NS,~P,NW,NC,~Cr 
C (ltH 1[J ru RQ 0 T c:; I C R ( 1 ? ) ,C T ( 12 I 
t::('M"'r:lf-'/PAR!'o\1 (I( I:?,~2) ,f'\(~,c:;),V(5,5),QP(3',PI\RI30',SI(t')',EPS,OIS 
COM~:""j/TQ/FPT ,4 nr 
Cr:I~M~~/~00ES/~nOE 
CrM~O~/FVAl/NEV~l 
2"\ FOR~AT"(",t1,2X,'TH~ INITtI\l Dyr-.;AMICS MATRIX ••• 'I 
2(,!,q F(W'-1AT 1'0', II ,2X.' THF (1 ISTlJOfH~Ir:E DISn IHUT Int.t MI\TQ IX ••• ' I 
214 F(-o,\1·'ITC'i11 ,11.3"X,'IN!T!Al CIJST',II,H'X,'RASIC COST'.11X,'AODITIO\t 
1AL COST',12X,'rOTAl COST') 
202 Fn~/oIATI'0',4X,311PD'5.15" 
284 F(1Q"1AT('O',11,30X.'T~JIT!hL Pf)(1TS',1/,20X .• 'RFhL',24X,'I"1AG." 
216 !=nR"~Tf'('I',II.?X.·THF DI~TUPBANCF COVA:)IA:~)CE MATRIX •• o'l 
2Cf, FOP\1AT(21 nX.Fl ".811 
4"1(' F-(IC("'AT('~:',II.~X,'TYF. PAPA~F'I'C:R C[)VIIQIA~,CE ~~TRI)( ••• 'I 
100 FOPMAT('O',11,2X,'THF. STATF WEJGf-lT ••• 'I 
V,l FOPMATI'O'''',2X,ITHE ceNTROl WcIGHT ••• ., 
CALL SFTUPI Z, A ,B, C ) 
WPITc.:16,?'Ol) 
CALL ~AT~UTfA,l2,12,N,NI 
W!::ITE(6,lOOl 
Ct.l.l M,HllUTfQ, 12, 12, N, N 
WCITEIf,lOtl 
W~! r T': I to" ('2 I I Q~ , I I. ,I = 1, NC I 
WP IT~ r.'. 20fn 
CM.l I.1ATllIJTI". !2, 5, N, ~w " 
:>j KIT" ( 6. ~ 16 I 
CALL ~AT~UTIV,~,5,~W,NWI 
WPTTF.16,4001 
CAll MIIT[)I)TIR,5 ,'5 ,r-JS,N') I 
~J ~V aL = (l 
"iJrF=O 
CAL L FUN f N l. l. F , 
WGITF":.7.!41 
WPIT7=(n,~""~IFPI ,API,F 
WR T T= (.' .2C 1d 
WFITEIS,2Q61ICR(II,CIIII,I=1,NI 
RETU~f\j 
r:NO 
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c----------------------------------------------------------------------1 c , 
c SUBROUTr~r cnST I 
c I 
C THIS SI'B:;[lUrr~:= CALCULATES THF COST USING 5UBRlJTINE OERIV I 
C FOR TH~ CALCULATI0N OF X ANr OX. , 
C I 
C INPUT TO SUBPnUTINE crc;r: , 
c I 
C Nl THF NY·1i3f,:R nF f:I?EE Phl?AMFTERS t 
C l THE Fll C:E PAP ;H'FTE R VfC T('1R t 
C I 
C OUTPUT FROM SUBROUTINE COST , 
c I 
C PI THE VALUE OF T'-'E PI AT THE PDY~IT DEFINED BY THE I 
C VECTO~ l. , 
C , 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
c 
SUBROUTINE COSTINZ, 1, PI' 
IMPLICIT PEAL*8(h-H,O-ll 
DIM I; N S I O'lj 1 ( 3;') I ,X X I 12 ,1 71 , n )( 112 , ! 2 1 , 131 1 2, 5 I ,Q 1 ( 12,121 , 
le13,121 
COM~ON ~,NS,NP,NW,~C,NCO 
COM r~o N I PAC< M I Q( 1?, 12' If! ( 5 , 5 , ,V ( 5 15 " OR ( 3' ,P AR C3 0) ,S T (l 0' , EPS, 0 l S 
CO~MON/TQ/FPI,AP' 
CO~MQ~/EVAl/NEV~L 
cnMM~N/MODES/M~oE 
C 0I~t-10N / S TOR F. /G X 112 ,121 ,G ex ( 12,121 ,GY ( 1'2,12 I 5 I I GYY f 12, 12,5 I 
220 FORMAT(,0',/1,2X,'THf: STATF C(\VAr<'A~JCE ~'ATQIX" 
CALL nEPIV(XX,Ox,Z.C,~~~r.1 
FPI=O. 
A PI =0. 
IFfNEVAl.GT.O.AND.NCO.EQ.OIGO TO 41 
00 54 1=1,N 
DO 54 '"' =1 ,N 
51.. QU I,J'-=Q. 
no 55 t=l,N 
00 '55 J=l,N 
DO 55 K=I,NC 
'55 Q 11 I , J 1 =c I fC , ! I >I< C ( fC, J I >I< Q P f K 1 +Q (J ,J' 
41 IF(NEVAl.GT.OIGn TO 150 
Fl=l.l 
WQ ITE(6,2?OI 
CALL MATOJT(XX,12,12,N,Nt 
l~O 00 liO J=l ,N . 
DO 50 1<.=1,N 
FPI=FPY+Ql(K,J'*XXfJ,K' 
I F II; P S .If • 1 • 11- bIG 0 T r) 5 (' 
APr=APT+Q1IK,,",,*nX(J,K' 
50 cnNTtNuE . 
GO TO 60 
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650 FPI=1.D6*fPI 
fI P I =~. 
fO PI=FPI+EPS*API 
IF(N~VAl.GT.OIGO TO 68 
FO=P r 
GO HI 65 
68 P[=P[/FO 
IFIMnOf.FQ.l.OR.PI.GT.FlIGO TO 65 
Fl =P[ 
!'.in "6 r = 1, N 
DO 66 J= t ,N 
GX I [ ,J ) = x x ( [ ,J ) 
GDX! I,J'=OX( [,J) 
GXIJ,r'=GX(( ,J) 
66 GDX (J, I1=G[)X ([, J) 
DO (:,1 1=1, N 
00 61 J=l,r-J 
·on 67 K=l,NS I 
67 GVYI r,J,K'=GVn,J,K' 
65 WRIHIf>,7,C'8IFPI,API,PI 
2(l~ FnRI.1ATl1(t'.X,D25.t cq, 
WRIH(6,7.121(Z( II,I=l,NZ) 
212 FOR~AT(~(6X,D?5.1511 
NEVAL=NEVAl+l 
RETURN 
fNO 
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I 
r 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SLJ!? ROil T T F\l F DF.R I V 
TillS <;tJl.\CnLJTINE ·)FTF.R:.1INFS THF VALUES JF )( ANn ox FOR A 
GIVEN 7 VECTOR. 
INPUT TO SUBPOJTI~E OEPIV: 
z 
OUTPUT FQnM SlIB~.OllTtNE I?ER IV: 
XX 
ox 
c 
THE NO~INAl cnVAPIANC~ MATRIX. 
THE ADDIT,n~AL rrVAPllNCf MATRIX. 
THE cn~Tpnl GAIN MATQrx. 
c ---------------------------- - - - - -- ------------------.. ---------------, 
c 
c 
SU8RnIJT I~!E nf-° I V( XX,n x, Z,C,., 
P!PlICIT RE'AL*~(A-H,n-z, 
() I ')' ENS I n~J x x I 1 2 • 12 I , n x I 1 2 • 12) ,R ( 1 2 ,5 ) , fl V ( 1 2 ,c; , , B T ( c:: ,I? , , 11 ( 12 , 12 ) , 
1 11 11 12, 17 I , Al ( t7 ,5 I ,C ( '3, 12 I ,on, 1 n , DA ( 12, 121 , D~ II? ,5 I ,I) AT( 12 ,12' , 
2lJ L ( 78 .701 • IPS ( 7 f3 1 , CQ I 12 • 12 1 ,D h X , 1 2 ,I? , • UL 1 ( 1A ,18 , , r PS ] ( 1 A ) , 
~ Q E I 7 A I , C 'J V ( 18 I , Y ( 1 2, 1 21 , 7 ( ~ 0 I ,0 ( 1 2 I , I ~J TIl 2 , ,G A I 1 2 , 1 2' ~ 
4GAXI17,12' 
CQ,..MON ~1,~IS,NP,W;,NC,~IC('l 
C(,MM'l~JlndRMI O( 12,12) ,R(5,5',V(~,5"QR(:),PAR(30',SIIl(·).EPS,OIS 
cnMMON/AODTS/CWR(12,.CWII12) 
CO~~"~/MDDES/~OOF. 
COMMO~/STOR~/GXI!2,17',GDX(12,12),GY(12,12,5),GYY(12,l2,5, 
CAL L Sf Ttl P ( l. A, R, C , 
IFI~Of)E.EQ.1 'GC' TO 201 
C MODE=~- TH~ 1~IT[AL VALUE QF THE PI DP THe PI ALONG A LINEAR 
C SEA~CH pf' WT IS EV'" UA TEO. 
e "IODE=l-Htl: PI [S !:VM.UATED HIP GPADIENT DETERMINATION. 
e PEQTUB.HIQ~J EQUt'·TW'IS AP E USED. 
e 
e 
0'1 110 l=l,N 
on 110 J=l,N 
GAII.J,=AfI,J) 
110 AlIl.JI=lI(I,J) 
c FIGf~VdLU~ nETE~~INl\TION. USFD TO DETERMINE STABILITY OF 
C SFLF.:t: Ttl") POP~ T. 
e 
CALL F3f1Lt.~~C (12. ~I, AI, La, rHI, 0 , 
Ct.·LL fLI-'ttES , 12, N. LO, IHI, AI, INT , 
CAll Hr,:P 112, ~, Lf1, [HI, At, OIR, CWI, IERR, 
on 2"" l=l,N 
IFIOIQllI.Gt.O. )Gf.l TO 120 
2ee CONfINlJE 
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c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
201 
fVALtlhTIDN OF THE RIGHT HA"ln SIOE:JF THE EQUATION 
(11 A*X)(+XX*h'=-S*V*B'. 
T4~ RIGHT HA~D SIDE [S TEMPORARILY STrREO IN XX. 
CAll G~PQnOIB,v,BV,~,NG,NG.12,~1 
CALL GMTR6N(~,BT,N,NG,12,51 
CALL G~PRnO(BV,BT,XX,N,~G,N,12,5) 
IF(MOOE.EQ.~)GO TO 202 
C EVALUATION rF THE AODFn TEAMS OF THE RIGHT HA~O SIDE OF 
C THE PERTURBATION EQUATION 
C 
C 121 A*XX+XX*A ,= -B*V*B '-A*GX-GX*A·. 
C 
C WHERE GX IS THE CnVAPIANCF MATPIX AT THE NOMINAL POINT AND 
C XX TS THE PE~TURBATION OF THF COVARIANCE MftTRIX aUF TO THF 
C PEQ,TUr.P,f>.TIO"J OF z. 
C 
C 
CALL GMPRODIA,GX,GAX,N,N,N,12.12) 
DO 203 I=l,N 
no 203 J= 1,'1 
X X 1 I ,J ) = x x 1 I , J , +G A X ( I, J , +r; A X (J , I) 
203 XXIJtI)=XXI[,J, 
CALL SCDVIGA,XX,UL,QE,COV,tPS,2' 
DO 2 ()4 I '" 1 , N 
DO 2u4 J=I,1f 
XX ( J ,J , = xx (l , J I +GX (! ,J t 
204 XXIJ,!'=XXII,J) 
GO TO 2('15 
202 CALL SCDVIGA,XX,UL,QF.,CCV,tPS,l) 
205 DO 5 I=I,N 
00 5 J=J,N 
5 I') x 1 I, J 1=0. 
IFIEPS.LT.I.O-6IGO Tn 100 
C EVALUATION OF DA/OSIII AND DB/osel'. 
C 
no 9() M=l,NS 
(lSt=DIS:;'SIIM) 
SID=5II~H 
srI I.lI =5 IPq +O')f 
CALL Sf T1 JP(Z,41,Bl,ClI 
SIII.1I=SIO 
on ':'10 1=I,N 
DO D J=l,N 
10 f) h ( r, J) = I A 11 I, J) - A It , J ))/0 S I 
f)r' 2') to:: =1, Nr; 
2(1 !) R ( I , K ) = ( B 1 ( I ,K , - B ( I , K' , I [) S t 
30 CflNTJ NilE 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
EVALUATION f1F THF. RIGHT HAND SIDE QF THE SV"'I.,ETRIC FQUATION 
13' A*V+Y*A'=-B~~IJ*(DB/[lS( II )-XX~~(DA/JS( It, 
CALL GMT~AN(OB,RT,N,NG,12,5' 
CALL GMPRnD(~V,BT,Al,N,NG,~,12,5' 
CALL GMTPAN(OA,0~T,N,N,12,12' 
CALL GMPRoOtXX,OAT,DAX,N,N,N,12,12) 
0f1401=1,N 
DO 40 J=I,N 
C Q ( I , J ) =0 AX t t , J ) + 0 AX C J, I ) + A 1 ( I , J ) + A~ C J, I ) 
40 CQ(J,I'=CQ(I,J' 
[F(MnOE.EQ.~IGO TO 207 
C r-VAlUATION OF THE ADDITIONAL TFRMS OF THE SYMMFTRIC 
C PERTUPRATInN FQU~TtnN 
C 
c (4) A*DV+DV*A·=-A*GY-GV*a·-B*V*'OR/OSCI.'-GX*IOA/DSII" 
C 
C WHERE GY IS THf VALUE' OF V AT THE ND'1INAL POINT AND 
C OV IS THE P~~TlIRI3ATIO"l IN Y DUf TO T .. n: PERTURBATION IN l. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
DO 208 1=1,'J 
DO 208 J= 1, 'J 
20R CAX( I,JI=O. 
20C) 
210 
207 
5(: 
OJ 209 I = 1 , 'J 
DO 7('9 J=l,N 
DO 209 K=l,'.l 
GA X ( I, J ) ::: A (I ,K) ~'GY VI K, J , M' +G VV ( I, K, ~ ) * A 1 J, K , +GAX ( 1, J ) 
DO 210 Y = 1 , 'I 
Of") 710 J=l,'l 
C Q ( [ • J ) = CQ ( r ,J ) +GA X ( I, J ) +G A X 'J , I , 
SOLUTION OF THE SYM~ETRIC EQUATION 13'. 
CALL SCDVIA,CO,UL,QE,(DV, trS,2' 
DO 50 I=l.N 
DO 50 .j=I,N 
Y ( I ,J ) =CQ ( 1 ,J, 
EVALUATION OF THE RIGHT SInE OF THE ANTISYMMETPIC EOUATION(3J. 
N1 ="l-1 
DO flO I =1 ,Nt 
Il=I+l 
DO 60 J = r 1 ,!IJ 
CO ( h J ) =0 ~ X ( ! ,J 1 + A 11 J ,J 1- n h XI J, I )- Al r J. II 
I~(M~nE.EO.O)GO TO ~O 
EVALUATION [1F H": ACDITIC1Ml TEP.t~S OF THe; ANTlSVIo!Io!HRIC 
E Q lJ AT! n 'J I I, ) • 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
60 
211 
212 
70 
214 
213 
216 
C Q ( I ,,) ) = C Q ( 1 ,J I +G A X ( I , J I -G A X ( J, r , 
CO~:T ! 1~IJ'3: 
IF(~n~F.r:Q.O)r,O TO 211 
SOLUTION OF THE ANT!SYMMfTR!C EQUAT[~N 141. 
CALL SCDVA(A,CQ,ULl,QE,CCV,IPSl,2' 
GO TO 212 
SOLUTION OF THE ANTISV~METRTC EQUATION(!,. 
CALL SCOVA(A,CQ,UL1,QF,COV,IPSl,M' 
DO 70 1=1, N 
0(1 71) J=l IN 
Y ( I ,J I = (r. Q ( I I J, +V ( I I J ) ) 12. 
IF(MnOE.FQ.I1GO TO 213 
DO ? 14 I = 1 I ~ 
DO 214 J=l,~ 
GY( I IJ,M)=V( I,J' 
GO Tn 215 
DO ?16 1'=I,~ 
Of) 2 1" J '" 1 I ~ 
V ( I , J I = Y ( I ,J I + G VY ( I I J,M' 
EVALUlTION OF THE RIGHT HA~n SlOE nF THE FQUATION 
215 
WHEPE 
OAT(M)=(DA/OS(M',*V 
A l( M) = ([1:3 10 S ( M ) ) * V* (0810 S (M ) , • 
NS IS THE NU~8ER rF VARIABLE PARAM~TERS. 
CALL G~PROO(DA,V,OAT,N,N,N,12,12' 
CALL SY~PRD(DAIV,Al,NG,~,12,5' 
DO 8;) 1 = 1, N 
00 80 J=I IN 
'JAT (r, J )=[)I'. T( I I J) +OAT (J, I) 
80 OAT(Jtll=DATlI,J' 
0(1 A5 I=l,N 
on 85 J=1,N 
B 5 0 X ( I I J I = ( 0 A T ( I, J , + Al ( I I J) , * P ( M, M I + OX ( I, J , 
'10 C(l"JTr ~lJf 
IF (MOn~.FQ.~IGO Tn 221 
M=I,NS 
C EVALUATION OF THF ACDITIONAL TEPMS OF THE RIGHT HA~O SIDE 
C 0 1= T H '= P E Q T I)::) R" T IJ N E QU A TI 0 N 
C 
C (51 A*npX+N)X*~'=-SIGMt.(nAT(M)+-Al(M)~R(M.MI)-A*G!)X-G/')X*A' 
C "I=1,NS 
C 
C WYf~f G~X IS rYE VALUE nF DX 4T THE ~Q~I~6L POINT. 
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.1 
J 
j 
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r 
:1 
) 
~ 
f 
,I 
:1 
I t 
" ~ , 
f~ 
" r 
c 
?17 
c 
,~ "'- .,---,. , •.... ,~-, .. ---- -' -, ·' .. ···-~'I-~~~~· ....... 'f'~~~--
CALL GMPRnn(A,GnX,GAX,N,~,~,l?,121 
0') '17 !=1,N 
r)~ ? 17 J = I , 'I 
11 X ( t , J I = I) X ;' I "J I +r. A X ( f, J I +r. a X ( J , I I 
I 
i 
C SCLUTfON f'F EQIJI\TlONSI''J (1~ (61. 
C 
221 CALL sr.nV(A,I1)(,t1L,Q;:,CC'V,rPS,21 
IF'Mrf)F.EQ.~IGn TO 10' 
21 B !),"1 2?:) f = 1 , 'I 
1)0 7.2"\ J=1,'l 
2?0 DX(1 ,J)=DX(l ,J)+GDX( I,J. 
GO TO 100 
720 Q.fTU~~1 1 
100 RFTU~'J 
E:ND 
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c------------------.. -------------------- .. --., ---------------------------, 
c , 
C SUBROUTl"lE Sr.OV I 
C • 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SeLVES THF EQUATION 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
-c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WITH SYM~ETqIC G. 
THE r:ounrrN JS TRAr.ISFOPM~f) PHO THF FORr.4 
v *z =l\ 
WHERE 
1 IS THF (N+'U*N Vr::CTCR 0F THF ~tF.~F~ITS OF X, 
R IS THe: I~+J) *~ VECTn~ ;lr: THE I=L~~;:NTS OF G, 
F IS OAT~I~fO FPO~ A PV THE TAa~SF0q~ATION CF 
SUBRour I'IE. 
INPUT Tn SUBR~UTINE seav: 
Q 
",'leN 
~nnE 
THE MATQ{X G 
THE Mt\r~'x A 
THIS 
~nDF=l-V I S C~AAPUTED(EVA' UATlnN nF XXI 
~OOF~I-THE STOPED V TS USEDlfVALUATION OF Y AND 0 XI 
OUTPUT FROM SIIBQOUTlI>lE seov: 
Ul 
OF. 
COY 
Q 
THE 
THE 
TH~ 
THE 
LU TQA~SFOR~ATIO~ 
VE: TOR .13 
VE:TIJR Z 
nF THE V t-1A TQ IX 
/J A r P I X x. NO T E TH~T THE MAT~IX G TS NOT PRfSERVED. 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------. C 
SU~QJUTI~F S~JV(~VC~,O,UL,QE,CnV,IPs,M~CEI 
IMPLICIT REAL*~(A-H,O-ll 
D t V, E ~J ~ r r:~J A v C~! ( 1 2 , 1 2' ,() 112 , 12 , ,c n V (78 , ,Q 1= ( 78' , 
11 Jl. ( 78 , HI ,L ( 1.." 1 2 I , J PSI 7 e I 
C r"~ ~n r,' / VV A T / V ( 7 'l, 7 ~, 
C O~'M'1N ~J, t~S, "Jf>, '·JG, ~JC, NC 0 
'~ :; N * I ~i. 11 12 
K :; I) 
D(l 2.' I:; 1, N 
f)r ?11 J :; I, ~ 
K = 1<+1 
~ F ( K' =-0 ( I ,J, 
Llr,JI :: K 
?OLlJ,I1 :K 
I r ( I.' V) E • = .) • < ) r, r) T r 90 
'")0 ?'" T :: 1, M 
f) n '3') ,J = 1, t-l 
30 V It, J I =:'l. 0'1 
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....... - . ~ ~.'"_.~-.. ~~-~. __ , , .. JDIii< "'aiiiiI 
r I 
! 
r)r) I. (l T = 1, ~~ 
("\:"\ t. ') J 1 , 'I 
) r, 4~) l< 1 ,~! 
'.C V ( L ( J ,I< I, L ( J , K I I = fI V r.~1 ( T t J I + V ( L I I ,K I t L ( J t I( II 
I) rt 5.) I = 1, N 
on "'0 J = 1,/'-
5Q V(L(I,II,JI,,?)I')~V(L(f,tI,JI 
qo cnL ll~'SY7(\In)f.,:I,V,71l,r.::,(,fJV,Ul,YPC;,DIGTT<;,f.lL'1,r.lt\2,&!43) 
K = 0 
1)0 ~(l I .- 1, N 
()r fltJ J = I, N 
K = 1(+1 
Q( I ,J) <rVII<) 
eo )(J.,\ I = C( Y,JI 
G,) Tl 1';5 
1/+ 1 W 1< IT E ( f· , 1 '5 1 I 
r,n Tn 1 "5 
1-"? .~ .. IT': (c, 1 '12) 
r,n TO 1 55 
II 3 \~ ~ IT E ( ;. , ~ <; '3 ) 
';G Til 1 "'5 
l~l FDRM~T('.***~ftrgJX WITH h PO~ OF ALL lCPO ELfMENTS FOU~D') 
1'52 Fr)R'AflT('***~clnG PIVOT Eln~ENT FOUND" 
153 FOO\lATI "~***~IA)(I"1IJM NlJ~H3ER (IF nr:PATtO\!$ REACHfD IN P.·P~OVE" 
155 CONTI WIE 
RETUR~! 
'="10 
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c----------------------------------------------------------------------1 C I 
C SU6ROUTINE SCCV. I 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
THIS S~BkCUTI~E selVES THE EQUATION 
A*X+X*A'=G 
hlTH A~TISY~~ETRIC G. 
THE EOLATION IS TRA~SFOR~ED I~TC THE FOR~ 
"'HERE 
l 15 ThE (~-l'*~ VfCTO~ 
B IS T~E (~-ll*N VECTOR 
F IS CSTAINED FROM A BY 
Sl..BRCUTII\E. 
INPUT TO sueROUTI~E SCOVA: 
THE ~JlTRIX G 
THE ~ATR IX A 
PF T~E ELEME~TS OF X, 
OF THE F.lE~ENTS OF G. 
THE TRANSFORMATInN OF THIS 
CQ 
A 
M M=l-V IS C(MP~TED'FIRST VARIABLE PARAMETER) M>l-T~E STOREC V IS USEO(OTHER VARIABLE PARAMETERS) 
OUTPUT FROM SLBRCUTINE SCOVA: 
C UL THE Ll TRANSFCRMATICN OF THE V ~ATRIX 
C QE THE VECTOR B 
C COV THE ~ECT{R l 
C CQ THE MATRIX X.~OTE THAT T~E MATRIX G·IS NOT PRESERVED. 
C , 
C --------- -------- --- ---------- ------- -- --------------- ----- -----------,' 
C 
7(\ 
80 
SURPOUTINE srrVAla,(Q,Ul,Q~,C~V,IPS,M) 
IMPLICIT RFAL*Qla-H,n-ll 
o I '11= \I S II] \I A ( 1 2. 1 2 ) • C Q 11 2 • 1 2 ) • UL ( 7 8 ,78) • T P S ( 7 R , , 
1 f)F ( 7 Et 1 , r: '1 v ( 7 P ) 
((j'n-Ill\; tJ, N~, ~lP. 'I:;. ~·;c. NC ('I 
CO~~O~/V~AT/V(7A,78) 
Mf-:=N*I N-l) n. 
DO 7:) 1=1, Mf'.' 
DO 7? J=l .M~! 
VII,J)=O. 
K=O 
N)=t-l-! 
00 AO l=l,N! 
11='4-1 
or 8:} J=tl,N 
K=K4-1 
Qt=(K)=-CJII • .I) 
'~(1f)E= 1 
I f ( I~. G T • 1 I GO T J 1 C' (\ 
N 1 =N-l 
1)0 '5 l=l.N' 
00 10 J;: 1 • ~'J 1 
VI I • J ) ::.~ ( 1 .1 "j4- 1.1 
V ( I , I ,:;: VI I , I , .. ~ ( 1 • ~ ) 
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I 
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r -- - -~~"~-~-~~l-~-
00 6~ K=2,Nl 
J 1: I K - 1 ) * , 2 * ~l- ( )!? 
Kl=K-1 
NIC=!\j-K 
L=O 
DO 30 1=1, Kl 
DD 20 J-=l ,~K 
V ( K 1 .. L , J 1 + J ) = - A ( I • J .. K I 
VIK l+L' .J, Jl+.11 =AI I ,K) 
V(J1+J,Kl+LI=-AIJ+K,{ I 
VIJl+-J,Kl+L+J):II(K.f) 
20 CnNTlt\:IJ~ 
L=L"N-T-l 
30 COP-.jTI~:U~ 
DO 5:1 T=l,NK 
00 40 .J=l,NK 
40 VIJl+T,Jl+JI=AIlt-K,J+fO 
50 V(Jl+I,Jl+Il=AIK,K'+V(Jl+I,JhIt 
60 COIIITINUE 
GO Tn 110 
ICC 10\001:=2 
110 CALL LTNSY2IMODE,MN,V,78,QE,CCV,UL,TPS,DIGITS,£141,£142,t14?) 
K=O 
N 1="1-1 
00 90 1=1,N1 
I1=J+l 
00 90 J =1 1', N 
K=K+l 
CQfI,J)=:OVIK) 
CO ( I, I ) =0 
9r CQIJ,I)=-CQII,JI 
CQI N,~,) =0. 
GO T8 1?5 
141 \oJ ~ I TF I? , 1 51 ) 
GO TO 155 
142 wRITf(6,1521 
GO TO 155 
143 WRIT"r:16,1531 
GO n 1'31: 
151 F[IR'Af\TI'***~~arRIX WITH f. R(!:-I O~ ALL ZFR:J FLEtJENTS rmlN;)'1 
152 FnRMATI '****ZF~n PIVOT [LEMENT FOUNn') 
153 FCR~AT( '****M~X lMIlI" NUMBER IJF lTF~ATtO'lS REACHED IN IMPROVE'I 
155 CONTI ~lUF 
RETURN 
END 
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c---------------------------~------------------------------------------1 C I 
C SUMaUT rNf 11r.TJtJT , 
C 1 
C TH( S StJl\RCUT'~IE WP ITfS TI-1E MilTQTX A , 
C I 
C INPUT T'1 SUBROJTlNF MATOUT: , 
C 1 
C ,\ THE ~AT"rX ACl*J' r 
C NO] : rHE ~ILJI.1I'\F=P OF F:QwS r~ THE' STOHCE ARRAY OF A. I 
C '102: THE ~JU'~nE" nF COLU'~NS IN TH~ srrQAGF. ARRAV r:'F A. , 
C , 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------, C 
suaR1UTI~f MAT)UT(A,ND!,N02,r,J' 
~r~E~s[r~ h(ND1,N02' 
i1nll~LF p~Ecr<;r~PI'A 
! FOR.t,4t\"f("H'J orv:,7(flX,l.KOL.,I3,lXH 
2 FQIH!AT(!4,4X,lP7fll".R' 
DO 10 JJ=I,.J,7 
J7=JJ +6 
IF(J7.GT.J' J7=J 
WRITf(~,1'(JK,JK=JJ,J7) 
no JO 11=1,1 
10 wRnE(b,?'lr,(~(lr,JK',JK=JJ,J7l 
RETlJP.N 
END 
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r I ! 
I 
I ?: 
"lit 
£: 
~ ii 
t~ 
;,:1 
i: 
if 
1.; 
H 
II 
t' 
1, 
" 
r 
c---------------------------------------·------------------------------e 
e 
c 
e 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
I:-
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUbROUTINF SVMPRD 
THt~ SUBRUUTINE FINDS THE PRODUCT 
e=A*B*A' 
WPlJT TO SU~'~OUTINE SvMPRD: 
A 
B 
11 
[2 
THE 
H'IE 
ThE 
TilE 
"'.A T ~ t x 
t·lAT 1'.1 x 
~U"\[~ER 
N~MflEP 
AtN*Mt 
BtM*Mt 
Of POWS IN THE STORAGE ARRAY Of A 
OF COLUMNS IN THE STORAGE ARRAY OF A 
nUT PIJT F::l 01"1 SU3ROUTI NE SYMPRD: 
c : ThE MATRIX GtN.Nt 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------~--c 
c 
S UB ~[' UT T ~ c: S v ~p p n I A, R ,C ,M, N, J 1 , 17 ) 
IVDLle!T PFftL*B(A-H,r-Z) 
01 ..., E t! S ! rv~ A ( 11, M I , B ( 1 '2, ~1 ) ,C ( t 1 , N) ,0 ( 12 , 12 ) 
[)O 10 I=l,N 
T)O 10 J=l,f-.J 
')(1 ,J 1=0. 
10 C(t,J)=O. 
Oil 20 T =1 ,N 
0" 20 J=l,"I 
!) r. 20 K =1 ,M 
20 0 ( t ,.J 1= f. ( ! , K ) *3 (K, J' + ot I ,J , 
n r, 4:: ! =1 , N 
f)(I 40 J=l,~ 
{If) 401<.=1,'" 
40 C( I ,J ''''f)( I ,KH'~(J,K)+r:( I,J' 
0[1 30 [;::2,N 
IN=T .. } 
OC:'3I)J=l,t~ 
~f. CII,JI=r:CJ,lI 
n ~TUP ~I 
EN!) 
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C----------------------------------------------------------------------1 C 
SUBROUTINE LI~5Y?(M"OE, N, A, 101M, S, X, LU, IPS, mGITS,*,*,., 
C PRO:JRAM/IER: S. p. DUTlHJW, JR. 
C Cn'~PUTE~ SC} ['Ice OFPAD T"'E~Tt STA"JFOQf) UNIVFRSITY 
C CONVEIHEO FOR tiS::: WITH THf WATFnR CO~,(lILER Ff~RUAPY '970 
C "IIC-iAEl MAlCClM, crll>1PUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, STMIFORO 
C 
C 
C ClEFERE~CF.S: BAS=D f1"J THE' SI~GLE PRECISION REAL Ll"lfAR SYSTEM 
C PhCI(AGE wRITTEN BY JOHN W. WE'lCH OF SLAG. WHICH IS 
C I"J TU':l."J, AN ADAPTATIatl OF T~E METHODS DESCRIBED IN 
C FC1QSVTHE AND MOlFp, "COMPUTER SOLUTION OF LINEAR 
C AlG!:!3RAIG SVSTF.~lStft PRENTICE HALL, 1961. 
C 
C INDEX OF OQUBlE PRECISION lINFAR SYS~E~S PACKAGE: 
PHEGER "lODE, N,IDI,." IPSUU 
REAl*3 AIIOIM,NI, LUItOtr~,"lI, BIN), XPH 
REz'.l DIGITS 
C'JSES SIIflI\(1UrINFS OEC~P2, c;nlVF::', AND IIo4PRV2 rtF REQUESTFD) TO 
C FIND THE SOLUTION TO THE LI"JFAR SYSTEMS A*X=B. THE MATPIX LU 
C IAN~ IPSI ~Ill CONTAIN THE nECOMPQSlTlON OF A. 
C THE SQlUTln~ IS Tn DrUBLE PRECISION ACCURACY. 
e MODE = 1: I)ECQIo4POS!: A, DO NOT IMP.:nVE THE SOLUTION X. 
C MnOE = 2: AC;SU"'~ llJ CONTAINS HIE DE:Or-'POSITlON, 
C OJ NnT IIIPROVE X. 
C MODE = 3: DECOMPOSE A AND IMPROVE TiE SOLUTION X. 
C MOOE = 4: ASSU~lE LU CONTAINS HiS: DE:O"1POSITION A~m IMPROVf X. 
EXH:PNAL DE: ~~P?, SOL VE2, I MPRV2 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------1 SlJBROlJT IN!: DFC~P2 (N, A, 101·'1, lU, IPS, *,., 
INTEGEP ~, IDIM, IPS(N' 
REAI.*8 ACtDIM,N), lUCIDtM,NI, DMAXl, DABS 
C DECO~Pf)SF. T-iE N)~N "".ATRIX" PITO TPIA~.IGULAR l & U SO THAT 
C l*U = A. IPS IS THE ROW PIVOT VECTOP. 
C MATPIX A WILL BF OV[PWQITTEN I.'Y LU IF A A~O lU ARE 
e OEClhRFO TO BE THE SA"1E ~hTRIX TN T~E CALL OF DECMP2. 
e RETUPN 1 FO~ ALL ZERO ElEMFNTS IN A ROW. 
e ~~TUQN 2 Fnq ZER~ PIVOT. 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------1 c 
SUBPOUTlNf SOLv'E? (N, lU, 101M, S, X, IPS' 
INTEGEP N, 101"', IPSI~I 
RFAL*A lUIDIM,"JI, BINI, XI~JI 
C SJLVFS A*X",,\ USI"JG LU FRf"l'l SIJGROUTI'l1; DECMP2. 
e FIPST SOLVES TH~ TPIANGUL4P UNFAQ SYSTEM LY = R 
C AND TIoiFN Sf1LVt=S THE' SYST':'! u*x = v. 
C IPS IS THE UJw INHRCHIiNG': VFCTOR F~or~ DECMP2. C----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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r 
I 
C 
C *t***~~a.e*~o~ •• ~O.~.*Oh***6~~. ~TADT or r>PUT,IPTOTL .*~t~**********. 
r. liP Tn ? / 1./ n 
C 
C 
SU[1f10UT I"!!:" r)P;) IJT' ,\ , r.» 
C rpPUT, [PT'lTl "~11 rf-l': Frll(JI'ilNG ;R"'Ct< I"HIl. SUBPPOGRAM 
C t.':n: 115(1) TlG!:=TH~< '-(lR hr.CII~·UlAr p:r, £:lIrLDF.lN T~~IPR ppnt'lllCTS 
C nr= onU~lF pr.rclst'l"l vr:r.TOOS. THt:y "'flY ALSO l\E USED FOR 
C caLCULATI~C ClTHCO 5XTr=NOfO SUM~ATI0NS. 
C 
C 
C PROr.RA~~"FR: G'JPDCP~ GUll'" Wl~M 
e ST,\'1F(lPI) Ut-;IVFRSITY 
e tdlGUST 1!)6<? 
C 
C cEVISED BY: MJ::-iAfl MAl.C"'U" 
e CPMPIJffQ ~CIP·!CI= nFPAPTME'IT 
CST 1\ 'l F '1 ~ f) U~!I vr= Q SIT Y 
e 16 '10VE\lBH l',6 Q 
e 
e PFFEP!:t'ICE: "AN A.GJPlnl M FeR FlOhTING Pt1P.'T ACCU'·\UlATTO'l 
C OF SJ'lS WITH Sr.AAll PEl/ITrVF EJ:ROR" 
c COI.!MJNICATI(1NS rF THE ACM,VClL 14 Nt) 11,NQV.1971 
C 
C THc SU\,\ IS hCCU'>lJl'\TED IN AN A,'JAY 0, WHICH IS IN THF. 
C lll'3ElLED CJt-'''I N ! 'OPAcec'. 
c 
c 
C 
e 
c 
C 
e 
c 
e 
e 
c 
e 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
e 
c 
C 
TH'= SUa~OlJTINES )PERATE AS FOLlfJWS: 
Ol'JCK r)ATA 
OPf'UT(A,B) 
[PTOTl(XI 
It-!lTI Al I ZFS THF I'oCCUMJLATOR 'P' TO lF~:1. 
TIl5 '3l0CK DATt. SU8PRJG~"'M OP~PATFS AS A 
OAT" STATEM'='JT. THE USfP SHfiUlD NOT ATTEMPT 
T(I e All IT 
ADOS TH!: ppmUCT A*B TJ THE ACCU\1t1lATJ~ 
CGI~PUTE S THE TOT At OF r liE ponDlIC TS IN THF 
ACCIJo.IULJ',TnQ ~"ll") ASSIG~·IS THIS V.o\LUF T(' X. 
I PTr'TL THEN qfscTS THE hCCUMJt ~TnFS TO 7FRr.. 
yr= ~ICJ OVFQFlOWC:; 1P UW1FPFLOW'; (lCCU~, TH!: FINAl OFSlJl.T 15 r,UAP-
MJT[:F') Tli ~~t.vr:. 12 qG'II~IU.~!T !)Tr,IT~. TF EITIlEr' A "'P B IS S'}<'llEQ 
16>:<~(-';'")), F-xpn';F-~H IJ':Dr~F-LD\~ IS l!KFlV TO DCCU P IN 
Sr=DAPi\TP1G THt; HIGH .\1.1 i) LO\-.' CPI)F~ PARTS OF A OQ, 'h 
C;T'.-1Il<\RLY. U'H'FPFLml ~'H [eCU p IF IA*RI < H'**-51). 
DRIGlNAD PAGE IS 
DE] POOR RU.A.LrlYJ 
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c ------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
5UBP[lIHI'I~ [!I\L~~lC(N'~,~I,A,LnW, IGH,SCALEI 
H,TFGEP I,J,K,L,r~,"J,JJ,~f.1,[GIt,U)WtlEXC 
PEAL*A A(~M,N),SCALF.(NI 
REI\L*r C,F,(~,Q, S,f'2,RADIX 
RF"L*~ f'ARS 
L ClG I C M 'HlGnNV 
THI,S SU8Q.OJTIN:= IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROCErllPE SALANC!:, 
~U..,. ~'I\TH. D, ?,)3-30'd19!:9) BY F't.RLFTT ~~·lD RI=INSCH. 
HANDAnOK rOR AJTO. COMP., Va... I l-LINEA~ ALGe~QA, ~15-37."( 1971 I. 
THIS SUPAnUTIN~ BGLANCE'S A A~aL MATPIX AND ISOLATES 
EIGftIVHUF.S WH!:~JEV~q POSSIBL~. 
ON INPUT: 
Ntol I.',lIST BE SET TI) T~E POW DTt-'FNSIO~ OF TW,)-DIMFNSrrJNAl 
aP,QhY PhRI\'I,ETEPS AS [lECLflI<.ED IN T·it CALLING PQ(1GPA~ 
DI~sNstn~ ST~rEMFNT; 
N IS THE ORJER OF THF ~ATRIX; 
A Cfl"lTAINS THE INPUT /1l\TRIX Tf1 BE BALANCEO. 
ON OUT PUT: 
A CONTAINS THc BALANCED ~ATRIX; 
LOW A'lD IGH AA.E TWO INTEG':RS SUCH TH/IT A(T,J) 
IS EGUAL TO lEAD IF 
111 I IS G~E:ATER THAN J AND 
(21 J=l, ••• ,LOW-l OR r=IGH~l .... ,N; 
S::ALE CONTAI NS tNFO~I~flTT(1N DETEPf.AI"ltNG THE 
PER~UTATIn~S AND SCAL["JG FaCTORS USED. 
SUPPOSF. T"'flT TH~ PRHiCI PAL SlJW-lATPrX l'l flOWS tOW THPf'IIGH IGH 
HAS f3EFN BALANCED, THAT p(J) IlHIOTES T-iE INDcX H,'TERCHANGfO 
WITH J OUPI~G TH~ PERMUTATlf'~ STEP, A~' THAT THE FLFv~~TS 
OF TH~ [,IAGO~JhL "lATRIX USF.D fiDE DENOTED BY Dr I,JI. THEN 
SCAl'='(J) ,. PIJ), FOR J = l, ••• ,LJW-l 
,. )(J,JI, J = LOW, ••• ,tGH 
= prJ) J ,. IGH+~, ••• ,N. 
THE ORDER IN w~rCH THE INTERC~ANGES ARF. ~AQE IS N TO {GH.l, 
THEN 1 TD LOW-l. 
NOTf THt.T 1 IS P~TU~Ni;"r FCQ IGf-l IF IGH IS lEPO FORMALLY. 
TI1F ALCnL PQ.'lCEDIJF'= EXC CWHql\l!:D IN fl~Lf..NCE AOPEAQS r~l 
8~lANC IN lI~E. (NOTE THAT TH~ ALGOL POLES OF IDENTIFIFPS 
K,L HAVF BEEN pCVfQ,scD.) 
i'JUESrt(l~;) ANf) ::';'-!M~NT~ SPOUt!) BE Olo!':CTFD Tf) R. 5e r,,~)9JW, 
~pPLJ[O '1i\THcl.1~TICS :)IVISIO"l, AI<GQ!\j'l= '1ATIO~'\L lABnpI\T'l0Y 
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C ------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
• C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
,. 
" c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUflPOUTINf fU'HES(NM,N,LOW, IGH,'\, I NT) 
I NT EG fll I, J ,M, 'I, LA, NM, 1 GH, K PI, LOW ,M~n, ~ P 1 
REAl*tl AINM,NI 
Q fhL*fl X, Y 
RFAL*A DABS " 
INTFGER [NTIIGH) 
THIS Su~pOUTINE IS A TPANSLATI"N OF THE ALGOL PROCEDURE ~L~~ES, 
"llJ,\.1. MATH. 12, 349-368( 19681 BY ~ARTIN AND WILKIN;SON • 
HAND~QOK FOR AJTO. CO/AP., VOL. I I-L INEA~ ALGEB~A, 339-359( l cn1 I. 
GIVE"N A HAL GENER",L MATPIX, THIS SU!3~JUTINE 
R~OU::FS A SUB/,II\ Tt:1 I X SIT\.:ATED IN P(1WS HIO COlU,.lNS 
LrW TH~OUGH IG~ TO UPPER HESSE~8ERG FO~M BY 
ST"BILIZED ELE~ENTARY SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS. 
ON INPUT: 
NM MUST BE SET TO THE ROW DIMENSIO~ OF TWJ-OI~FNSIJ~l\l 
ARRI\Y PM~~METC:RS AS DECLMED IN THE CALLING PR(lGRA'4 
DIMENSION STATEMENT; 
N IS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX; 
LOW A"lO IGHARF I~ITEGERS DETERMINS:!> BY THE BAU\NCING 
SUBROUTINE BALANC. IF BAU\NC ~AS NOT BEFN lISED, 
SET L(1W"'l, IGH=N; 
A CONTAINS THe I"lPUT MATRIX. 
Ot-.J OUTPUT: 
A CONTAI~S THE HESSENHRG "IATR IX. rHF MULTIPLIERS 
WHICH WfDE US~~ IN THE ~~OUCTIDN ~PE STORED IN THE 
REMAINING TqTA~GLf UNDER THE HESS~NRE~G ~ATPIX; 
INT CONTAINS INFORMATION ON THE paws AND COLUMNS 
INTt:PCH"'IjjED IN THE RFI1UCTIClN. . 
ONLY fLEM::NTS LOW THROUGH IGH ARE USED. 
QUESTIONS A~D :n"l~E~TS SHOULD BE DTPE:TED TO B. S. GAPBnw, 
~PPLlfD "lAHiE~'I\TICS DIVISION, ARGONNE 'jATIO~6L LA EWld\ TOP. V 
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C 
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C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
t 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
H.' T ~ G r R I. J , t< , L • ~, N, E t\. LL , ~ M., N A , N M , I G ~, IT S, LC~W , M P 2 , pJ'" ~ , I ERR 
'H A l :)<" HI 1-'''1,'' l; wq I ~ I , WI nn 
RFAL*P P,Q,R.S,T.~,X,Y.ZZ,MACHEP 
RE~L*R DSC~T.DtBS,OSIGN 
INHG~t:' "IINO 
LnCICAL ~OTLA~ 
THI S SUP.I:(('UT I~: IS A. TPANSLhTIOtll Of THF' ALGal PROC:~!)lJllF HQR, 
NU .... MATH. 14. 219-211(1970) BY ~ARTIN, PETERS, AND WllKINSrN. 
HAND~r8K FnR AJTO. COMP., VOL.TI-LINEA~ ALGEBRA, 359-371(lq71 •• 
- Tt-IIS <;\lRRnlJTI~: FINDS Tt-e: EIGPlV '.UI=S )f A HAL 
UPPE~ HC:SS:"lBE~r, MATRIX flY TH~ QR ~ETH:J('I. 
IJN INPUT: 
NM MUST Sf SET TO T~f ROW DIMfNSID~ OF TW~-DIMFNSIn~AL 
ARRAY Ph~A~~TE~S AS DECL.PEO IN THF CALLING PROGRA~ 
DI~ENSI0~ STATfMENT; 
N IS Tt-IE OR)ER (1F THE ~ATRIX; 
U)W A~m IGI1 AOf ItIITEGERS DETEI:'MH!Ef' BY TH: BALANCPJG 
SUSPOUTINE BAlANC. IF BALANC -tAS NOT BEFN USED, 
S E: T L 0 \~ = 1 • I G H= N ; 
H ((JNH1NS THF UPPER I-lESSENBERG ~AnI)(. INFnRF-IATIO~~ ABf'UT 
THf TRANs;:nQ~IATlONS lISED TN THE ~=DUCTION TO HESSH~BERG 
FOPM BY ELMf-4ES ('1R ORTl-'fS, IF PEf/FORIAED, IS STORf.D 
IN THE P'="'AINING TRIANGLE UNDER TME HESSENBFPG MATRIX. 
ON OUTPUT: 
H HA~ BEEN JESpHWED. THEPEFORE, If "lUST BE SAVFO 
BEFDRE CALLING HOR IF SUBSEOUE~r CAlC~LATTON AND 
BACK TRANSFORMATION OF EIGENVECTO~S IS T" BF PEPFOP~ED; 
WR nND WT C)~TAIN THE REAL AND IMAGINARY P~QT~, 
PE~rfCTIVELY. Of THF FTGF"lVAlU!?S. THF ETGHIVAlUES 
AP~ u~ORr~~E~ EXCEPT THAT COMPLEX rONJU~ATF PAIRS 
nF VALUES AOPEA~ CONSEClJTTVFLY WITH THE EIGENVALUF 
HAVING TH:: POSITIVE IMAGI~!APY PAPT FIRC;T. IF AN 
flCR1Q fXIT IS ~ADF., THE fIGf~VALUES SHOULD BF cnp.RECT 
FCR It-,:D!CES IERR+l •••• ,N; 
IFPr. I S SET 
l[ Rf} 
J 
TO 
FOR NOPMAL RETURN, 
IF TH~ J-TH EIGENVALUE HAS NOT BEE~ 
OETERMINED AFTEP 30 ITERATIONS. 
QUESTlr"'IS fiND :O!o.\~PHS SHnUlD p.~ DI,PECTED TO ~. S. GAPB!1W, 
APPLIED "'flTHE~AT~CS DIVISION, ARGONNE ~ATIO"lAL LABORATORY 
------------------------------------------------------------------
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C OPTVI~G qCUTTN~ Fn~ UNC~N~TRaT~FO ~TN[~llATtnN ~ITHnUT nF~TVATIVES C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C-----------------------------------------------------------------------SUAROIJTI~!f ~TT'1l::1 "l. NlflY"', FUN, S'TAqT I 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT Ilfal~:8 ( .~-H. l.. (1-l , 
LOGIC~L PQIEF. CrNV 
CG~~O~ /:PITFP/ ~Ta. TQl, ST~P~X 
CO~I',ON /LOG I r.LI ep T EF 
DH·lENsro'" X(':IOI, D(~O" Ll450' •• 11101 
EXTERf\;Al FU/\'. STAPT 
C -------------------- - ---- - -- --------..:- --------------.---------- --------+ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS SUSqOUTINE'USES SU8ROUTINE CNMOTF TO MTNI~TZE a FU~CTlnN 
OF "I V"RTA8LES, ~IITHOIlT USI"lG DEPIVATIVFS. 
THE CIILLING PP)GP A.., t-'UST DECLARE FXTEQ\lAl THE SUBPOllTINFS FQUI-
VALENT TO FUN .\ND STAPT. THE CALL IS THEN OF THE FOPM 
PPClGRM'I~'t;~ : 
LAST tJ Pf"~ TED: 
calL MINI-1ZE( "I. NLOI"'. FUN, STA~T I. 
nAVID SAUNDERS. STANFOR) UNIVERSITY. 
APPIl, \973. 
OTHER RGUTYN~S Rr=.QUIREO: 
QNMOIF, LINSCH, 
OUT PUT, FUN, 
PlCDCHL, 
START. 
APRClXG, 
STORAGE FnR AP~AVS x. 0 (nT~F"lSYnN N, tND l (nIMEN5!~N NLf"I..,= 
N*(N-111?1 MAY HE SUPPlIFO BY TI-lf- caLLE~. 1-40WFVEI?, IT WAS CClN-
SIDF~ED ClEANE~ TO nIMENSI~N ABsnLUTELY ANY LOCAL hP~AYS IN THE 
OTHER SIJAROUTI'IIES. NO MULTI-OIMf'NSIO\lAL ARRAYS AcE USt.:'f) SO THE 
US:;R H<\S r."lLY TO GIVE All U1CAl, flRRAYS J\BSOlllH f)1~~I:~JSIr.NS OF 
(AT LfASTI N. I-nTH C'Nf EXCEPTION: 
MOf)CHl USF.S AqRAV S WITH DIMf-NSION ~+1. 
THF USER MlJST p~nVTOE HIS OW'l EQUIVAl~'HS nF THE 2 S ~p en UTI 'I F S 
FUN ,HJD STAq C::UPPLIED HE~E AS ILLUSTRATION. 
COMPTLERS: w.n FIV OR 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
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5 u ~ ~ 0 UTI ~I t Q ~ ~~) I F ( N, N l n HI, r, X, L, ,), H, C nrw, FUM ) 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------~---
HI P LI ('. tT R F. A L f,: 11 I r\ -H, l, 0 - Z ) 
LOGICAL UlqTL, penNT, RPIFF, Clf-!V, SUCCES 
C(1M'-4nN ICRITfPI FTA, Trl, srr:P"1X, DEPS 
CO~M~~ I~UMeQSI NUMF 
C(IM~I'1f\! IC(lU~lTSI ~!F=VAl, ICOUNT 
COM~ON ITOTAlSI NFrnTl, N[TEqS 
CO~I"''lN ILOG!(LI BPIJ:"F, PPINT, IJNITt 
[)I~~1='l5tn'l X(III) , lINlnIM), DIN), -H'I' 
[) 1M F 'I S I n~ 1", K (30 I, G K P l S ) ( 30 I, W ( 3 C I, PI 3 0 I, P P ( 10) 
F:XTfRNAL FUN 
c---------------------------------------------~------------------------+ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
THIS StJ8~OUTP~E r\TTE~PTS UNU!"J$TRA(NED fUNCT(MJ ""INtMTZATION, 
U~PIr. A PEVISI;=D :)UASI-NnJTO~1 \.~f~TH(!o WlTHOIJT rH~QIVATlVES. 
IT 1<; A TRA'\J~LP!NI OF THF JlL(~Dl PQOCF.nlIRf- QNW'JlFF IN THE Pf-
Pl'ltlT B'=l'J',o.', T'J WHICH THE USER IS RFFE~~ED: 
RHERE=NCF: "r"1PlEM':"ITATJON ~F n.;o PEVI~E(,\ QlIASI-NFWTO~1 
ALGORITH~S FOR UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION." 
R Y Gil L , MU P P "Y, p~ n P IT F I a f) ( ... P Q (L 1 q 72 I • 
P:::POPT DNA( 11 :IF Tf-'E NPL, LO~DJ~.I 
THE ROUTINE SEEKS THE POINT X AT .,,:HIOl THE TWICE CONTrNUOUSLY 
OIFFERqJTIAElLf: FUfo,JCrrm· F(X) ATUINS ITS LEAST VALUF. IDEALLY 
Tt-'E' V~RtAPLES SH(')UlO BE SCALFO 50 THAT JHF H~SSIAN MATRIX f'F 
SECO~W D::PIVATIVES AT THE SOLUTION IS APP P OXP1ATFLY R(lW-fQUI-
LJ BFA T c: 0, ',.II T H THE F U I\C T TON .., U l. TIP Ll E D PYA S C A LA PSI J C H T HAT 
IT ACHyrVES l1. MAXIMU" VALUE ~F UNITY WITHIN h UNIT SPHERF A-
ROUN:1 TH:: MIN{Io·IJ'~. I T MAY NJT BE POSSlf3LE TO FULFILL EITHFP 
~F THFS~ PE9U[~f.MENTS. 
GIVI'''1 fiN HIlTI!lL APPROXIMATT(1N TO THE "1TNI~lJM AND Ar-I F.STIIAATE 
(LOwI:R flQtHIOI JF TH'= r-lfN[lAlI M V~Ll'E, Th= ~nUT!NF ("AlCUlHES A 
L(lWr;p. FU~I(TIm: VALU'=. AT f~CH TTr:PATIO~I. ~IHI=N THF CO~IVI=PGFNCE 
C~ IT Ell 10 APE SqISFIED, THE RUtHINE GIVr:S THE ESTTMAFn P(lS[-
TInN r·F THF ~·INJI~UI.1, THE FH;l1.l FU~~CTIC\I VAllI'::, M!O THE FINAL 
CW1LESKY FflCT(1RllATION rF TH= ~PPkOXI"flTr; HFSSIAN ~IATQIX. 
THe: PAD~"~Tr.?S A~J[' cn"·/(l~·1 VA<'YAf!LE'S OF' 5lJfl pnUTTNE Q~WDIF AJ:E 
I~IT!Al!lFD I~ SUPR1UTINE STAPT. A )~5:RIPTI(lN OF TH=SE IS 
GIVr::"l NOlo!: 
INPUT TO SUq?~lITIN:: QNVOIF: 
N THE 'iU~\qF~ 'lF V f,R I .\RL 1= S X (II JF T H-: I=U~ICT IrN F (X). 
FU~ fl. SU,\':lUT'lNt: PETlIQ'I'I'JG THE VALUF rl= THE' C:U~I(TI[1"" AT 
TilE POI 'IT ("l~F If'.: H' RY VfCTOR X (f I. TH F. Ct\Ll r ~ OF THE 
F r p ... C .'\ l l F liN ( "!, X, 1= ). 
F t\ Lllt~::~ t\rU~ID rop TH~ ~I·dr·,uv vel.UF, OF T~E F\I~ICTyn~:. 
X 4~ l~ITI~L ~STI~aTE OF THE SOL~TTO~. 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
L,O !\I:'RIIVS \o:Hfr,H '-!lLl ~H"?~·III.LV NOT flF H!ITIAlIZfn BY THE 
lJ:f~ (",IIT C;"F "lWI TLIt l'=l('Wt. 
H '\ 1'."1 1I':)":lt..y cr.lriT,\ftll'IG THF I'HFPVt\L5 FOP, (lIFFFQrNCHG 
FIXI I\LI)~IG fHH nF TH:: Cf'flPDINAH DIRECTIONS. TYPICH 
VAL!lf FnQ TH!: HII) IS r')<;QPTI OEPS ). 
[JEPS THE of;L\T!V~ '·:r.Ot!NF. por:CISICP'. 
J;TA THr: Tf=:~"I!~'!\Tfr~! CPtT::Cfn~! FOR TH~ LI'IFAP 5f:APCH. IT 
SHOIIl:l H,wc A V,HUE I~! TlJF RI\'J:;r- fJ TO 1. THE CLOSER 
T'J zcoJ IT TS, Hl!= Gr..r:IITrp. THE r-U'~flFR OF EVALUhTlm.S 
:JF THt; r-tH-:CTICN TPAT WIll. fiE P>:~FORMr.O, WHILE THf 
CLOS;:R Tr) 1 IT IS, T~F GRfATFP. THJ: NU"lflER nF ITER A-
TIO'~S lIKfLY. ETh = 0.1 I~ SUGGE5T!:D TO STAPT WITH. 
TOL THF CVEQHL TEPt-'Jt.~ATJON CPlTERlrr.r (NORM OF THF GRM)I-
::~!T). II TYPICAL IJALUE !~ ie-b. IA GN1D FSTpJATF IS 
!lPPRnXI ... ·H[lY OScoTI n[=ps " t3JT THIS CAN flF oFLAXED 
IINCQ.I=A.S"Ot IF Ff\~EP SrG~:IFTn'JT FIGURES /IRE IICCEPT-
A P.L F. I 
STFP"IX: ."~l upp=o flCII~W or\' T~C c;TFP ALLJI-.r;1) hLNIG A !)!ocr.TIC'N 
'1F SI=/U:'i. THI SCM., f1l: lISF.O TJ PPtVC~'T ('lVf:GFLOW IN 
I N TH~ COP-lPUT AT I f'N. I F M~ AP0:t nx I MAT E SOLUT! eN r SN' T 
K~:,)W'J, AND (JVFOFlf'W TN crJr~PIJTT'.JG THJ: FUNCTlr~! IS tJN-
1.It<.':'lY, THf.~1 qFpr~x CAN ~E 5FT Vf'RY URGE (Wl1, SAY) 
SO THAT IT WILL NOT r~FLUFNC~ THE flLGOQlTH~ AT All. 
IF THE '>OLtITI(1N IS t<.'JOW~! TI1 fI:: "'lTHIN A (fRTAI"I RANGf 
OF T~F. l"ItTIAl ESTIf.'HE, THEN ~H'P"1X CAN BE SUITABLY 
lGWfRE) • 
C UNITL: A LnGI:hL V~gl~BLE ~~TCH SHOULl ~~ SET TO T~U~ UNl~SS 
C aM APp~nXIM4TIr~ nTH~o THAN TH~ U~IT ~ATRtX IS KNnkN 
C ~OR THE HESS!4~ ~ATRfX OF SECJ~O DERIVATIVES ~F FlX). 
C . I F U~:lTl IS TQlJ::, T~E w: tT "1'. n I X IS SUPPLI to BY THE 
C <;lIRQIJ!HHI~, '=,-SF IT IS ASSUf.I,FI) THAT I\N lDt' FACTOP1Z-
C /',T ICJ~! 15 r, IV'!'J I'! TH::" .:\C<!< .... VS L AND f). 
C oRINT seT THI S LnGI(AL VAPT~elF TO T~UE IF COMPlET~ OUTPUT 
C IS Q~SIFFn ACT~P FVEqy ITFFAT!~N. 
C 8f1IEF SCT THIS TO T~IJF IF ~[l"r: CO~JCI5F OIlTPUT 15 PRFFFPP.FO. 
C FULL T'J~C1IH4;HIC'''~ FRQ'~ TH[ FI~!AL TTcl\AT(ON' IS STILL 
C O?~Vln~o [VEN IF PRI~T IS FALSF. 
C 
C OUTPUT FROM SUBPOUTINE QNMOIF: 
C 
C '~FTnTl: THF T':1T·\L ~IU"lB~P OF FtJ~JCTIO~! '7VALtlATt['l~!S IISFn. 
C ~HHC(S: Tf.;E TnT!lL ~lll'''''.EP nF U'JF,\f~ SEA~rH[S PFRFnp~fn .. 
C cn~IV ~ l!"1GI::.\L VAoII'·f'LF. SCT Tn PUE IF TfDllpa~Trr'N nCCUFS 
C wlTH THF COWHGFNCE CRITE'PIA S!TI~Flf.r), A~O FAI.SF IF 
C A LOW'=R. oOI~T CANNOT rE FOUf'!r) H;lf\,G A PAnlcuLA~ OIP-
C FC'TIC'J ,)F SflloC~. 
C ALSO (lUTPUT AR: FIMfll VALUES FOP F, X, 0, AND t. 
C 
c-------------------------------------------------------------~--------. 
c 
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APPENDIX C 
HYDRAULIC TORQUER DYNAMICS 
A schematic of the torquer is shown in Fig. C-l. It consists of 
two parts: 
(a) A hydraulic rotary actuator mounted on the gimbal, 
(b) A two-stage electrohydraulic valve that controls the fluid 
flow to the actuator. Electrohydraulic valves of this type 
are described in the literature (e.g., GUI-I). The output 
torque of the actuator is proportional to the differential 
pressure across its vanes.' 
The first stage of the electrohydraulic valve is a nozzle and flapper 
driven by a d-c torque motor. Its output differential pressure, 
PCI - PC2' is proportional to the torque motor current. 
The second stage is a two-orifice spool that is displaced by the 
applied and feedback differential pressures. The fluid flow to the 
actuator is proportional to the displacement. 
The dynamic equations of the torquer are given below. For the 
spool, 
m x = PcAI - pA - bx (C-I) v v 2 v 
where 
x = v 
spool displacement 
m = spool mass v 
Pc == PCI - PC2' the command differential pressure 
p == PI - P2' the feedback differential pressure 
AI' A2 = the areas of application of the command ahd feedback pressures 
b = viscous friction coefficient. 
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FIG. C-l SCHEMATIC OF THE HYDRAULIC TORQUER 
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.... ) 
Assuming a first order lag between the flow rate and the displace-
ment, we get 
where 
q 
q ;::: load flow rate 
;::: c x -I v 
c l ;::: proportionality constant. 
I ( C-2) q , 
Neglecting the mass of the spool in Eq. (C-I) and assuming AI;::: AZ ;::: A 
(required for p ;::: p in the steady state), the final equation for the 
c 
spool ;is 
~ ;::: KA(pc - p) 
where ACI 
kA = b 
For the actuator, 
where 
B ;::: 
v ;::: 
e 
1<:L = 
DA ;::: 
p ;::: 
B 
v 
e 
bulk modules of the fluid 
volume of the actuator chamber 
• leakage coefficient across the 
chamber volume change per unit 
I 
-
q 
l' 
v 
vanes 
angular displacement 
e = x'elative angular displacement between the stationary and 
moving parts of the actuator. 
( C-3) 
(C-4) 
Equations (C-3) and(C-4) are the state equations for the torquer 
with p and q as states g They are rewritten below 
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The transfer functions from p and e to the output p: 
c 
= 1) B GL k +-s+--+ L,. v,. 
v e v 
B DA x- N2( s) v 't' £ e v = - • = e D(s) D(S) 
Numerical values: 
B 2.75 X 10
5 1b 
= - 5 v in e 
in 5 
kL = 5X 10-
4 
1b sec 
in 5 
kA = 1.4 2 1b sec 
1 -1 
= 24 sec 
'f 
v 
DA = 0.3 in
3/rad 
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(c- 5) 
( C-6) 
I 
I 
1 , 
r f 
I 
L 1 
== 
Pc 2 0.26s (6~0 ) + 620 + 1 
P 2 X106 
[. 1~ sec] == . e 2 
(6;0) 
0.26s + 1 l.n + 620 
The damping of this second order system depends mainly on the leakage 
across the vanes and therefore cannot be determined precisely. The 
natural frequency is proportional to the bulk modulus which may vary 
considerably with environmental conditions. 
To use the torquer dynamic equations in the system, it is convenient 
to replace the command and output pressures by command and output accel-
erations. The relationship is 
a ( C-7) 
where 
a = acceleration 
I = load moment of inertia. 
Substituting (C-7) into (C-3) and (C-4), we get the state equations 
e • 
For the inner azimuth gimbal (I == II == 680 in-lb-sec2 ): 
= [
-137 
3200 
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For the elevation gimbal (I = 13 = 20 in-lb~sec2)-: 
[
-137 
4300 
90] [a] + [0 ] u _ [9.6 X 10-5] € 
24 q 4300 c 0 
where ~ and ~ are defined in Figure V-i. 
-
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APPENDIX D 
C_C_C'·--·l 
t 
NUMERICAL DATA FOR THE TRACKING TELESCOPE 
1. Moments of Inertia* 
2. 
3. 
* 
Telescope plus inner azimuth gimbal about Ib axis: 
Telescope plus inner azimuth and elevation gimbals about 2b 
axis: 
= 400 in-lb-sec
2
• 
Telescope plus inner azimuth and elevation gimbals about 3b 
or Ib axes: 
= 
Outer azimuth gimbal about 
= 
Acceleration Limits 
I nner azimuth: 
2 
4 rad/sec 
Elevation: r 2 3.5 rad/sec 
920 in-lb-sec2 • 
I, axis: 
1 
2500 in-lb-sec2 
Outer azimuth: 0.65 rad/sec2 • 
Measurements 
(a) Target detector 
Noise.: 
-1 
100 ~rad rms at 2000 sec 
rd = 10-11 rad 2 sec 
See Fig. V-I for definition of axes. 
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(b) Gyro 
Time constant: 1.5 msec 
Gain 2.5 
Noise: 5 ~rad rms at 3000 -1 sec 
r : g 2X 
10-14 rad 2 sec 
4. Disturbances 
Disturbance torques on inner gimbal: 
O'T 0.1 rad/sec 
2 
at 
-1 
= 200 sec 
-4 2 3 
q1 = 10 rad /sec 
Torquer noise (1% of full scale output) 
0.04 rad/sec 2 O'N = at 300 
-1 
sec 
10-5 2 3 q2 = rad /sec . 
5. Angular Limits 
CPmax = + 3° 
e = -6
Q
, + 25° max 
1Jr, unlimited. 
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APPENDIX E 
STRAIGHT LINE FLYBY 
The geometry of a straight line flyby is shown in Fi.g. E-l below. 
v 
FIG. E-l GEOMETRY OF A STRAIGHT LINE FLYBY 
We have 
where t is measured 
e = 
e = 
.. 
e = 
max 
tan e = 
from the time 
y cos e V 
= 
P R 
Vt 
R 
of passage 
2 e cos = 
at 
y 
R 
y2 V2 3 e 2~ cos €I sin = 2~ 
R R 
1 
'r =_. 
J3" 
e as a function of 'r is shown in Fig. E-2. 
O. 
1 
1 + 
2 
'r 
'r 
(1 + 'r2)2 
The maximum angular acceleration in aximuth that the system can 
accommodate before the torquer of the outer azimuth gimbal saturates 
2 is 0.65 rad/sec. For this acceleration we obtain 
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1 
l 
" __ ~_"'-, ..... _· ____ ... __ ~. __ .' __ .~h_ __ .~_ ... ~_~ __ ~_~ ___ J 
J 
, ' 
~ ema~ 
0.65 = = 
-1 1 sec 
The time at which the maximum acceleration occurs for this ratio is 
t = 
max 
T 
max 1 
= = 0.58. 
The rate of change of the acceleration is low relative to the expected 
system bandwidth. If a Type 2 (constant acceleration error) system 
is specified, the error will therefore be approximately proportional 
to the instantaneous acceleration. The acceptable error at the point 
of maximum acceleration (T = 1/J3) can therefore be specified as the 
maximum error for a cOhstant angular acceleration command. This 
error should be of the order of the measurement noise. 
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APPENDIX F 
SYSTEM DYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
The dynamic equations of'the system are found in this Appendix 
using the Lagrangian method. Referring to Fig. V-l, and to the moments 
of inertia defined in Appendix D, the kinetic energy of the system is 
) .2 2 II 1Jt cos E + (F-l) 
+ 
1 ·2 1·2 2 1·2 
I € + - 1Jt sin E + I 1Jt 2 3 2 2 4 
The potential energy is V = OJ . L = T. 
The moments about the gimbal axes are given by 
M d dT OT = -- - -cp dt OCp Ocp 
M d OT dT = E dt 06 OE 
MIjr 
d dT dT 
= ---
dt ~ dw 
ill 
dcP = 11 (~ + ~ cos E) 
dr 0 dcP = 
dT I . == 3€ dE 
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! , 
r 
. . 
= € - 11 (cp + 1jr cos sin € 
= 
= o 
. . . 
Defining a = cp + 1jr cos € as the total rate about the inner 
azimuth axis, the moment equations are: 
M = I 1a cp 
I .. I1~ € - (1 2 + ·2 M = + sin 11 - I 3 )1\r cos E sin E E 3 E 
[ ( ) 2 I' 2 I J" I" ~ 13 - 11 cos E + 2s~n E + 4 ~r + 10: cos E 
+ 2(1 1 - 13 + I2)*~ cos E sin E - I/X~ sin € • 
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APPENDIX G 
LINEARIZATION OF THE ZERO ORDER HOLD (ZOH) 
The transfer function of the ZOH (zero order hold) is [OG-I] 
I -Ts - e 
= s 
The Laplace transform of the sampled signal x (t) is [OG-I] 
00 
x*(s) ;::: ~ L xes + jWOk) • 
k=-<Xl 
If most of the incoming signal energy is in frequencies below the 
sampling frequency, x*(s) can be approximated by 
x* (s) 1 ;::::: T xes). 
(G-l) 
(G-2) 
(G-3) 
Combining Eqs. (G-I) and (G-3), the transfer function for the sampler 
and hold is 
-Ts _rv 
I I 
u, 
- e - e 
= = 
Ts ex 
where 
ex = Ts (G-4) 
Using 
. h ex 
Sl.n 2 ;::: I ( ex/2 -ex/2) 2 e - e , 
(G-4) may be rewritten as 
sin h ex 
__ -=.2 e ~ex/ 2 
;::: (G-5) 
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Two approximations to Gsh(S) will now be examined 
(a) Approximation of -ex e in Eq. (G-4) by 
e -ex = 
1 - ex/2 
1 + ex/2 
(b) Approximation of e -ex/2 in Eq. (G-5) by 
-ex/2 1 - ex/4 
e = 
1 + ex/4 
The transfer functions for these approximations are 
(S) 1 G = a 1(S (G-6) 
-1 + Wo 
sin h 1(S 1 1(S 
-
- 2WO 
Gb(s) 
Wo 
= 1(S 1 iCs + 
Wo 2WO 
(G:"7) 
For s = jw, the amplitudes and phases for these approximations are 
given in Table G,-l. 
Table G-l 
Exact Approx. a Approx. b 
-
1(W 
sin -
Wo 1 t 
A 
---- N:~t Exaut !(tv -Wo 
W -1 1(W -1 1(W 
cp 1( - tall - 2 tan 
Wo Wo 2WO 
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Numerical values for the amplitudes and phases at different fre-
quencies are given in Table G-2. 
Table G-2 
A cp( • ) 
W Exact Approx. Approx. Approx. Approx. 
Wo a b Exact a b 
0.125 0.974 0.93 0.974 22.5 21.4 22.2 
0.25 0.9 0.787 0.9 45.0 38.0 42.8 
0.5 0.63 0.53 0.63 90.0 57.5 76.0 
From Table G-2 it can be seen that if approximation b is used with 
a Iixed gain of 0.9, the amplitude and phase correspond quite closely 
to the exact system up to W = 0,25 w00 The transfer function for 
this approximation can be written as 
= 
4fO - s 
Oc 9 4f + s 
o 
where fO is the sampli,ng frequency. 
(G-8) 
The block diagram of this transfer function is shown in Fig, G-l. 
Its state representation is obtained from the block diagram as 
y 
= 
= ~ + O.9a - O.~ 
c 
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1 
1 
1 
I 
I j j 
I 
I 
l 
1 
J 
1 
1 
.~ 
j 
I 
r j 
r-----------------------~-~9~--------~ 
e: = a -a 
c 
FIG. G-l 
y 
'---------I -1 1----' 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ZERO ORDER HOLD LINEARIZATION 
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APPENDIX H 
GYRO DYNAMICS 
The dynamic equation of a rate integrating gyro (RIG), which 
represents the sum of the moments about its output axis, is 
= 
where 
eo = output axis deflection 
c = damping coefficient about the output axis 
H = angular momentum of the gyro 
w. = angular rate about the input axis 
1 
kT = torquer scale factor 
iT torquer current. 
J = inertia about the output axis. 
For a typical RIG (e.g. , Honeywell GG 334) , the numerical values 
the parameters are 
104 2 H = 5 X gm-cm /sec 
c = 2 X 10
4 2 gm-cm /sec 
J 30 gm-cm 2 = 
~ = 2A 2 237 gm-cm (sec rna). 
The transfer function of the gyro is therefore 
= 
1 
s (s ~) + J 
w. + 
1 
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With the given values of the parameters 
I 
= [1660 w. + 7.9 iJ. 
s(s + 660) 1 
If c/J is much larger than the system bandwidth, the transfer function 
from the input axis rate to the output axis deflection is approximately 
If the torquer current is made proportional to the output angle, 
i = 
the gyro becomes a rate gyro. For this case, 
and the transfer function is 
H I 
= 
The out put angle is considered as a measure of the input axis rate. 
The steady state scale factor is 
!n practice, the torquer current and not the output axis angle is meas-
ured. 
In control applications the dynamics of the rate gyro is often 
neglected and the output angle is considered as a direct measurement 
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of the input rate, viz., 
= 
The influence of this neglection is to couple the system and gyro 
eigenvalues with the coupling becoming less pronounced as the gain 
of the rate gyro is increased. 
For the system using the reduced order estimator, a root locus 
as a function of the gyro gain 
[(H/J)kA~j ranging f.rom 106 
natural frequencies of 103 to 
is shown in Fig. H-l for values of this gain 
8 -2 
to 10 sec , which corresponds to gyro 
4 -1 10 sec • For gains above 7 -2 10 sec 
the root movement is hardly perceptible and even for [(HI J)kAk.r] = 106 , 
it is not excessive. 
The influence of this gain on the rate gyro output noise will now 
be considered. The gyro pickoff noise is considered as having an rms of 
-1 
5 ~rad at 3000 sec (see Appendix D). The gyro with its pickoff 
noise may therefore be represented by the block diagram in Fig. H-2. 
From this block diagram, the state equation of the gyro and its pickoff 
noise can be represented in state form as 
• I 0 0 I xl 
't" xl 't" 
• 0 0 I 0 x 2 = x2 v 
kH kH • c 0 x3 -J- - - x3 J J 
y = Wo = [k, k, O]x, 
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where k = kAkT• The output noise as a function of k can be ob-
tained from this representation using 
where 
x = the state covariance matrix 
Q = the covariance matrix of the white noise v (see Fig. H-2), 
and 
The output rms noise as a function of k is shown in Fig. H-3. The 
noise can be seen to increase approximately linearly with the gain. 
H 
J 
-t-
'''''.fIIiI'<' 
+ 
v + 
.. 
I xl 
)--....... 'is I--~-.... 
I x3 I 
S S 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RATE GYRO WITH NOISE 
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Considering the eigenvalue coupling as shown in Fig. H-l, the gain 
= 
was selected. 
[mrad/secl 
40 
30 
20 
10 
FIG. H-3 
8 10 
-6 -2 kg X 10 (sec ) 
RATE GYRO RMS NOISE AS A FUNCTION OF THE GYRO FEEDBACK 
GAIN. 
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APPENDIX ~ 
THE ~ SQUARE ~ METHOD FOR DETERMINING ~ WEIGHTS 
The closed loop eigenvalues for a system designed by quadratic 
synthesis are the left half plane eigenvalues of (Eq. 2.6) 
where 
y( s) = 
is the transfer matrix from the control to the state: 
x(s) = Y(s)u(s) 
For single input systems, Eq. (.:9-1) can be written as 
(09-2) 
For a matrix A with diagonal terms only, this equation becomes 
n 
L: 1 + i=l 
where 
a .. 
11 
b y.(-s)y.(s) , 1 1 
N . (s) 
1 
= 
D( s) 
is the transfer function from u to x .• 
1 
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(09-3) 
I 
j.' 
't 
" ., 
! 
I 
1 
J 
J 
i 
I 
J 
r 
I 
I 
~ .. 
1 
I 
If the ratios a .. /b are fixed for all i t k, the root locus 
11. 
as a function of akk/b can be found, by writing Eq. (J-3) as 
a .. 
D(-s) D(s) + ~ 1.1. LJ b itk 
y. (-s)Y. (s) 
1. 1. 
= 0 
or, as 
= (J-4) 
The eigenvalues of the left and the right hand side are symmetric 
about both the real and the imaginary axis. 
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APPENDIX J 
REDUCED ORDER OBSERVER 
The concept of the reduced order observer was introduced by Luen-
berger [LU-IJ. According to this concept, the state of a system can be 
observed by an observer of order n - m where n is the dimension of 
the system and m the number of measurements. 
Various approaches are available for the actual design of the 
observer. The approach used here is based on a design method proposed 
by Gopinath [GO-IJ. 
Consider the observable system: 
= 
(J-Ia) 
y = 
A state transformation is performed such that the state vector has the 
form 
x = 
and 
y = x + v. 
n 
In this representation, only the partial state vector 
be observed since x is measured directly. 
n 
(J-lb) 
x has to 
r 
The dynamic equation of the transformed system can be put in the 
form 
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from which the equations for x and x are 
r n 
. F x B x G u r w (J-3a) x ::: + + + r r r r n r r 
x ::: H x + F x + G u + r w (J-3b) n r r n n n n 
From Eq. (J-3b), a "measurement" for the state x 
r 
can be defined as 
::: 
where 
. 
y-Fy-Gu 
n n 
= H x + v 
r r r 
V ::: r w + v - F v 
r n n 
An observer for x using this "measurement" has the form 
r 
. 
'" x 
r = 
F ~ + B Y + g u + K (y - H ~ ) • 
rr r r r r rr 
(J-4) 
(J-5) 
(J-6) 
Sllbstituting for Yr from Eq. (J-4), the equat.ion of the obse:rver be-
comes 
. 
t ::: (F -K H)2 + (B-K F )y + (G -K G )u + K ~ • 
r rrrr rrn rru r 
In practice, .it is of course not feasible to differentiate the 
measurement y and therefore a new state variable is defined as 
or 
e '" ::: x-
r 
K Y 
r 
The dynamic equation for e is 
e ::: (F 
r 
K H )2 + (B - K F )y + (G - K G )u 
rr r r rn r rn 
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(J -7) 
(J-8) 
(J-9) 
! 
j 
I 
I 
I 
; -
1 
. 
e ::: (F -K H )e + [B -K F + (F -K H )K Jy + (G -K G )u. 
r r r r r n r r r r r r n 
(.I-lOa) 
The estimates obtained from Eqs. (J-S) and (J-9) can be used in a con-
troller for generating the feedback from the nonmeasured states. The 
control then has the form 
u = -C x - C y. 
r r y 
A block diagram of a controller using such an estimator is shown in 
Fig. J-l. 
FIG. J-l 
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The error state equation can be obtained by substracting Eq. (J-6) from 
(J-3a), and using (J-la). It is 
Substituting for 
x = (F - K H)x - B v 
r r r r r r 
v 
r 
from Eq. (J-Sa), 
K v + r w. 
r r r 
x = (F -K H)i -(B -K F )v'+ (r -K r )w 
r rrrr rrn rrn 
K v 
r 
(J-ll) 
(J-l2) 
In order to avoid the use of 
. 
v, a new state variable is defined as 
s = x + K v 
r r r 
Its dynamic equation is 
. 
e 
r 
= (F - K H)e - [B 
r r r r r 
K F +(F - K H )K Jv 
rn r rr r (J-l3) 
+ (r - K r )w • 
r r n 
The control equation, (J-lOa), can now be rewritten as 
u = -c x + c e - c x -(c K + C )v • 
rr rr yp rr y (J-14) 
Substituting Eq. (J-l4) in (J-3a), and adding (J-l3), the dynamic equa-
tions for the augmented system are obtained. They are 
I 
F -G C I B-G C G C 
r r r: r r n: r r ________ ~ _________ L _______ _ 
I I 
X 
r 
Jt 
n 
H -G C : F.;;G C : G C 
r n r Inn n I n r 
--------~---------t--------
o I 0 I F -K H : I r r r ~' r 
I I 
where 
Ml - G (C K + C ) r r r y 
M2 - G (C K + C ) n r r y 
M3 - B KF +(F - K H )K r r n r r r r 
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f 
To apply this method to the inner gimbal system as represented in Fig. 
V-2a, the detector measurement e must be defined as a state. 
From Appendix G, 
€ = ~ + 0.9 ex (J-17a) 
-4f A - 7 2f ex Of-' • 0 (J-17b) 
Differentiating (J-17a), inserting (J-17b), and using a = w, the state 
equation for e is 
= 
Using 
T 
x = [ex, a, r] 
r 
T 
x = [e, w] 
n 
the dynamic equation, (J-2), can be written in the explicit form 
al 
-lr 
I 
o 0 0 I 0 1 
I 
I 
o 0 1 I 0 0 
I 
I 
o -m -m I 0 0 ___________ ~ _____ l~ ___________ _ 
I 
-3.6f
o 
0 0 I -4f 0.9 
I 0 
I 
o 1 , 0 I, 0 0 
a 
a 
r 
I.: 
w 
o 
o 
+ -~~ 
o 
o 
o 0 
o ~:l o 0 u + ~ ___ ~~ o 
o 
(J -18) 
(J-19) 
From this equation, the augmented state equation can be set up. The 
estimator gain matrix K is then found b¥ parameter optimization, using 
the PAROPT program. The resulting K matrix is 
-0.139 1.03)(10~4 
K = 1.46)(10
4 
-8.75)(102 
-5.05)(107 2.73)(103 J 
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The observer eigenvalues are: - 36 + 6l0j I -0.54. Note the very 
low real eigenvalue. 
l 
These results were used in Chapter V-D-4 for comparative evalu-
ation. 
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APPENDIX K 
DETERMINATION OF ACCELERATION ERROR 
In this Appendix, the acceleration errors are determined for two 
types of systems; (1) Type DR I, (2) Type DR H2. The errors are deter-
mined by computing the value of the integral state i for a constant 
rate command. This is equal to the value of the state € = di/dt for 
a constant acceleration command. For a constant rate command, e = 0 
(Type II system). 
1:. Type DR I 
No control is required for constant rate and the sum of the inputs 
to the gyro must therefore be zero. From Fig. V-4 this sum is 
Since € = 0 and w = w 
c 
i = 
= o. 
w. 
This is also the value of the error € for a constant acceleration 
command and the acceleration error coefficient is therefore 
2. Type DR H2 (Fig. V-6c) 
€ 
a 
c 
= 
1 
KA = 
The sum of the controls that are obtained from the nonzero estimator 
states and the integral control must be zero. 
From Fig. V-7b, it is obvious that for constant w 
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r 
A 
W = W 
A A 
a = p = O. 
From Fig. V-7a, the state equation for estimator 1 is 
w • 
For € = 0, the steady state transfer functions from ~ and a to 
w can be found. They are 
7.2fO + 0.9k1 
3.6fOk2 
w • 
The total control, therefore, is 
u = 0 = 
= 
~ A A 
c.i + CA~ + c a + c W 
1 I-' iX W 
3.6 f k 
o 2 
The value of € for a constant acceleration command (equal to 
for a constant rate command) is therefore 
i 
€ 1 
= = a k 
c a 
C~(7.2fO+O.9kl) - ca (4fo+k1 ) + 3.6fOk2CW 
3.6f Ok 2C i 
For stability of the characteristic equation of (1), k2> O. 
In general, c~ < 0, 
fore additive. Low 
and the three terms in the numerator are there-
kl can be seen to decrease the error but it 
also decreases the damping of the characteristic equation of (1) and 
causes a higher control noise. 
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For other estimators, the error coefficients can be found in a 
similar way but since there are many nonzero states in the estimator, 
the expressions become complicated. 
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